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Abstract
The automatic analysis and retrieval of technical line drawings is hindered by many chal-
lenges such as: the large amount of contextual clutter around the symbols within the draw-
ings, degradation, transformations on the symbols in drawings, large databases of drawings
and large alphabets of symbols. The core tasks required for the analysis of technical line
drawings are: symbol recognition, spotting and retrieval. The current systems for perform-
ing these tasks have poor performance due to the mentioned challenges. This dissertation
presents a number of methods that address these challenges. These methods achieve both
accurate and efficient symbol spotting and retrieval in technical line drawings, and perform
significantly better than state-of-the-art methods on the same problems. An overview of
the key contributions of this dissertation is given in the following.
First, this dissertation presents a geometric matching-based method for symbol recognition
and spotting. The method performs recognition in the presence of large amounts of con-
textual clutter, and provides precise localization of the recognized symbols. On standard
databases such as GREC-2005 and GREC-2011, the method achieves up to 10% higher
recall and up to 28% higher precision than state-of-the-art methods on the spotting task,
and achieves up to 7% higher recognition accuracy on the isolated recognition task. The
method is based on a geometric matching approach, which is flexible enough to incorporate
improvements on the matching strategy, feature types and information on the features. The
method also includes an adaptive preprocessing algorithm that deals with a wide variety
of noise types.
In order to improve the performance of the spotting method when dealing with degraded
drawings, two novel methods are presented in this dissertation. Both methods are based on
combining geometric matching with machine learning techniques. The geometric matching
is used to automatically generate training data that contain information on how well the
features of the queries are matched in both the true and the false matches found by the
spotting method. The first method learns the feature weights of the different query symbols
by linear discriminant analysis (LDA). The weighted query features are used in the spotting
method and result in 27% higher average precision than the original method, with a speedup
factor of 2. The second method uses SVM classification as a post-spotting step to distinguish
the true from the false matches in the spotting method. The use of the classification step
further improves the average precision of the spotting method by 20.6%.
This dissertation also presents methods for content analysis of line drawings. First, a
method for accurate and consistent detection (95.8%) of regions of interest (ROIs) is pre-
sented. The method is based on statistical feature grouping. The ROI-finding method is
identified as an important part of a symbol retrieval system: the better the detected ROIs,
iv
the higher the performance of a retrieval system. The ROI-finding method is also used to
improve the performance of the geometric-based spotting system.
Second, a symbol clustering method for building a compact and accurate representation of
a large database of technical drawings is presented. This method uses the output from the
ROI-finding method as input, and uses geometric matching as a similarity measure. The
method achieves high accuracy (90.1% recall, 94.3% precision) in forming clusters of sym-
bols. The representatives of the clusters (34 symbols) are used as key entries to a symbol
index, which is identified as the outcome of an off-line stage of a symbol retrieval system.
Finally, an efficient and high performing large scale symbol retrieval system is presented
in this dissertation. The system follows the bag of visual words (BoVW) model, but with
using methods that are suitable to line drawings. The system uses the symbol index to
represent a database of drawings. During the on-line query retrieval stage, the query is
analyzed by the ROI-finding method, matched with the key entries of the symbol index via
geometric matching, and finally, a spatial verification step is performed on the retrieved
matches. The system achieves a query lookup time that is independent of the size of the
database, and is instead dependent on the size of the symbol index. The system achieves up
to 10% higher recall and up to 28% higher precision than state-of-the-art spotting systems
on similar databases.
Overall, these contributions are major advancements in the research of graphics recognition.
The hope is that, such contributions provide the basis for the development of reliable and
accurate performing applications for browsing, querying or classification of line drawings
for the benefit of end users.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There is a wealth of information contained in graphically-rich documents, in particular,
large collections of technical line drawings. In order to exploit this information, tech-
niques for analysis and retrieval of such drawings are essential. Unlike in text documents,
the automatic analysis and retrieval of graphically-rich documents remain largely unsolved
problems [1, 2]. Graphically-rich documents constitute a large and important class of doc-
ument images. Such images include line drawings of all types such as engineering drawings,
maps, comical drawings, logos etc., the line drawings can be machine-printed or hand
drawn. From among the different types of graphically-rich documents, this dissertation is
concerned with dealing with printed technical line drawings. Examples of technical draw-
ings are architectural floor plans, electric and electronic circuit diagram and mechanical
drawings. Figure 1.1 shows examples of such drawings.
Technical line drawings are composed of symbols, connection lines and possibly text. A
symbol is any graphical entity that is usually free-shape and has a specific meaning in a
particular application domain. The symbols in technical line drawings come from a set of
defined symbols called the symbol alphabet . Such an alphabet of symbols is defined for an
application domain and is used to draw the technical line drawings from that domain. For
example, architectural symbols such as the symbols of “door”, “window”, “stairs” are used
to draw an architectural floor plan, and electronic symbols such as “transistor”, “diode”,
“resistor” are used to draw electronic circuit diagrams. Figure 1.2 shows a group of such
technical symbols.
The analysis of technical line drawings is useful for many applications. The automatic
interpretation of line drawings is among the most important applications. Examples of
the automatic interpretation of drawings include converting an image of an architectural
floor plan into 2D or 3D CAD formats [3, 4], or an electronic circuit diagram into a CAD
format for simulation purposes. The interpretation of line drawings requires identifying the
1
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(a) An architectural floor plan.
(b) An electronic circuit diagram.
Figure 1.1: Images of technical line drawings.
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Figure 1.2: A subset of a library of technical symbols.
graphical entities (the symbols) that appear in the drawings. Document classification is
another useful application, where documents can be classified according to their graphical
content of symbols or logos [5]. Recognizing symbols can be used in optical character
recognition (OCR) as in [6], and in mathematical symbol recognition as in [7, 8]. Symbol
spotting methods can also be used in word spotting as proposed by Rusinol and Llados
in [9]. The core task in all these different applications is symbol recognition, whether it
refers to recognizing an isolated symbol, or locating a symbol within a line drawing. Another
application is browsing and searching line drawings [10, 1], for example, performing content-
based search in digital libraries. In this application, the core task is large scale symbol
retrieval.
In summary, there are three core tasks required for automatic analysis of technical line
drawings. These tasks are: symbol recognition, spotting and retrieval. The next subsec-
tion presents the definitions of each of these tasks, and the challenges faced in trying to
accomplish them.
1.1 Analysis of Technical Line Drawings: Definitions and
Challenges
The processing and analysis of technical line drawings is a branch of graphics recognition
research. The community of graphics recognition research uses a certain terminology to
refer to the different tasks in analyzing line drawings. This terminology is explained in the
following. Symbol recognition refers to the problem of recognizing isolated symbols. Given
an image of an unknown symbol, and a library of symbols (can be the symbol alphabet),
the task is to recognize this symbol as one of the symbols in the symbol library [11, 12, 13].
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Symbol spotting refers to the problem of locating instances of a symbol within a line drawing.
Given a query symbol and a line drawing, the task is to locate (spot) all the regions within
the line drawing that contain instances of the query symbol [1, 13, 14]. Symbol retrieval
can be viewed as large scale symbol spotting. Given a query symbol and a database of line
drawings, the task is to locate the instances of the query symbol in all the drawings. In this
retrieval task, the regions of interest are returned to the user rather than the line drawings
themselves. This is referred to as focused retrieval [10].
In technical line drawings, the query symbols used in the recognition/spotting tasks usually
come from the symbol alphabet. Alternatively, the query symbols can be selected (or
cropped) by the user from a line drawing. So, the query symbol may be surrounded by a
little clutter (few background lines or lines from other symbols). This introduces another
task related to the above mentioned tasks which is recognition with contextual noise on the
query. The symbols that have contextual noise can also come from methods for finding
regions of interest in drawings such as sliding windows. A lot of spotting methods use a
step for finding regions of interest before performing the actual matching/spotting steps.
In the graphics recognition community, many research works have been devoted to solving
the problems of symbol recognition, spotting and retrieval. The approaches and methods
developed to deal with these problems face many challenges. A common challenge for these
methods is the textureless nature of line drawings, which means that only shape information
is available. Performing recognition in line drawings requires developing methods different
from the ones used for textured gray scale images.
For isolated symbol recognition, the main challenge is to recognize symbols under trans-
formation and degradation. The images of symbols may be corrupted with different noise
types, some of which result in severe degradation of the symbols. The noise affects the
preprocessing and vectorization steps of a recognition method negatively, hence causing a
decrease in the recognition accuracy. Another important challenge is the scalability, which
refers to performing recognition with a large library of symbols. Having a large number
of symbols in the library imposes several difficulties for isolated symbol recognition meth-
ods. With an increasing number of symbols, there are more symbols whose shapes are
very similar to the shapes of other symbols, which causes false recognition. Furthermore, a
large symbol library slows down the recognition process, since the unknown symbol has to
be matched to each symbol in the symbol library. Several contests [15, 16, 17] have been
organized for isolated symbol recognition. In those contests, the participating methods
are tested for their ability to overcome the challenges of transformation, degradation and
scalability.
For the problem of symbol spotting, the main challenge is to recognize the symbols within
the context of a complete line drawing, i.e. recognition in the presence of large amounts of
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contextual clutter. The symbols within a line drawing may be connected to other symbols
or to connection lines, and they are drawn in different scales and orientations with respect
to the query symbol. Moreover, in some application domains, there are some symbols whose
shapes are subsets of shapes of other symbols. In addition to these challenges, spotting
problems also share the same challenges of isolated recognition problems. The line drawings
can be degraded with noise, or can be scans of old documents. The scalability challenge is
even more problematic in spotting problems, besides the difficulty of having a large library
of symbols, the line patterns in local regions of a line drawing may look similar even if they
belong to different symbols.
The symbol retrieval problem naturally has the same challenges as the spotting problem,
with the additional big challenge of performing spotting in large databases. The symbol
instances that are similar to a query, have to be retrieved (located) in all the drawings in
a database within a reasonable response time. The retrieval process should be efficient, as
the response time is a very important factor for the usability of a retrieval system.
Due to all these challenges, the methods presented so far in the literature are not yet re-
liable enough to be used in the previously mentioned applications. Towards achieving the
ultimate goal of automatic understanding and interpretation of technical line drawings,
this dissertation presents a group of methods to solve the problems of symbol recogni-
tion, spotting and retrieval. The recognition of symbols – both isolated recognition and
in-context spotting – is achieved by using geometric matching techniques. The efficient
retrieval of symbols is achieved by performing content analysis on line drawing database,
and then building a compact and indexable representation of the database, which enables
fast retrieval of the regions within the drawings.
1.2 State-of-the-art in Symbol Recognition, Spotting and
Retrieval
The methods presented in the literature address various graphics recognition problems. For
example, recognition in hand-drawn or printed line drawings, isolated and/or non-isolated
symbol recognition, indexing and retrieval of line drawings or on-line symbol recognition
based on user’s interactive drawing.
The survey of Cordella et al. [18], provided an overview about symbol and shape recognition,
and reviewed the methods used in different phases of the recognition process. Reviews
of symbol recognition methods were presented by Chhabra in [19] and by Llados et al.
in [11]. Tombre presented state-of-the-art reviews about analysis of technical drawings
in [20] and in [2]. Tombre also discussed the past and future issues in graphics recognition
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in [12]. Wenyin [21] presented a review about on-line graphics recognition techniques, on-
line recognition is based on the interactive incremental input of strokes provided by a user.
A more recent review of symbol spotting approaches was presented by Rusinol and Llados
in [1].
The following two subsections provide a brief review of methods that perform recognition
in printed technical line drawings, in particular, symbol recognition, spotting and retrieval
methods. The next section reviews the evaluation protocols used in assessing the perfor-
mance of these methods.
1.2.1 Isolated Symbol Recognition
Symbol recognition methods rely on using a descriptor for representing the visual cues of
symbols as a main step. Matching the descriptors of the symbols can then be done using
distance measures, learning methods or otherwise. Based on the type of the descriptor they
use, isolated symbol recognition approaches can be classified into structural [22, 23, 24],
statistical [25, 26, 27] and hybrid [28, 29] approaches.
Structural approaches extract geometric primitives such as line segments from the im-
ages, and arrange the extracted features into a data structure such as a graph, a network
or a tree. The resulting arrangement is used as a representation of a symbol and compared
to other symbols’ representations via different techniques. Zhang et al. [24] created symbol
signatures from pairwise relationships of the vectorial primitives of the symbols. The values
of the signature are ordered in order to perform the signature comparison efficiently. In their
approach, the symbols are assumed to be already in clean vectorized format. Graph-based
descriptors have attracted many researchers, Coustaty et al. [22] used an adapted Hough
transform to extract the segments of a symbol, and arrange them in a topological graph as
a structural signature, and then Galois Lattice classifier is used for recognition. The work
in [23] used vectorized symbols and converted them to attributed relational graphs. Fea-
ture vectors are computed from the graph representations. A Bayesian network classifier is
trained on the feature vectors, and is then used for recognition.
Most of the methods that follow the structural approach rely on the assumption that the
symbols are perfectly vectorized, which is usually not the case. Preprocessing and primitives
extraction greatly affect the matching results of these methods. Moreover, these methods
do not scale well with large symbol alphabets.
Statistical approaches use pixel level information and/or global features to compute
simple or complicated feature descriptors of the symbols. In general, these approaches are
designed only for presegmented symbols and are sensitive to noise. Min et al. [25] presented
a pixel-based descriptor, and a similarity measure called bipartite transformation distance.
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In their system, the symbols are aligned by their angular distributions to achieve rotation
invariance. The scale invariance is achieved by normalizing the symbols to a common size,
depending on that the symbols are isolated. Obviously, such a system cannot be used for
symbol spotting. The bipartite transformation distance between two symbols is related
to the cost required to transform the first symbol to the second, and the cost required
to transform the second symbol to the first. In their preprocessing module, a denoising
algorithm is used to deal with different noise types before applying the recognition system.
They discussed how the images corrupted with noise slow down the symbol recognition
process and cause higher error rates.
Yang [26] developed a descriptor based on a histogram computed from pixel relations to
the other pixels. The histograms are statistically integrated to obtain a feature vector, and
the sum of absolute differences is then used to measure similarity between feature vectors.
Zhang et al. [27] represented symbols as 2D kernel densities, and computed the similarity
by Kullback-Leibler divergence. Before describing the symbols, they used their adaptive
noise removal method of [30]. In the work of Zhai and Du [31], the symbol descriptor is
computed using a multi-scale autoconvolution transform, and the radial basis probabilistic
neural network is used for classification.
Hybrid approaches in symbol recognition use a mixture of statistical and structural de-
scriptors in order to try and get the best of the two descriptions. In the recent work of Su et
al. [28], symbol segments are used as structural features, and Radon transform as statistical
features. Rusinol et al. [29] converted raster symbols to polygonal approximations, then
used closed loops of poly-lines as a higher level vectorial representation of the symbols. The
loops are described statistically by boundary moment invariants. Finally, a Hasse diagram
is derived from the symbol description and is used to recognize symbols.
Many other symbol recognition methods have been proposed. The status of the research in
isolated recognition is somewhat mature, and some methods achieve above 90% recognition
accuracy even in the presence of noise and transformations. However, most of these methods
are time consuming, do not scale well and are designed only to work on isolated symbols,
hence, they do not perform well in the presence of contextual clutter [32].
1.2.2 Symbol Spotting and Retrieval
There are two approaches to symbol spotting. The first is a region-based approach, which is
based on finding regions of interest in the drawings, describing them using various descrip-
tors, and then indexing them based on the query symbol. The second spotting approach
uses some kind of segmentation to get symbols separated from the background, and then
recognize those isolated symbols. Most of the spotting methods in the literature belong to
the region-based approach. This approach has the following inherent problems. First it is
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hard to locate zones of interest in a drawing in a scale and rotation-invariant way. Second,
special descriptors have to be developed for line drawings, as the usual texture-based de-
scriptors won’t perform well on the similar local patterns of line segments. Third, indexing
techniques like hashing do not scale well for large databases. Due to these problems, the
methods that implement the first approach result in low recall and precision rates. One
main reason for following this approach, rather than the segmentation-based approach, is
that the current segmentation techniques do not perform well on complex technical draw-
ings.
In the region-based spotting approach, state-of-the-art methods use various ways to
detect and describe regions of interest within the drawings. Rusinol et al. proposed different
spotting methods in [32] and [33], in all of which, closed regions are used to detect regions
of interest. In [32], the regions are described by a two-center bipolar coordinate system,
and a hash table is used as an indexing scheme. In [33], the regions are described by
attributed strings. Similar strings are clustered in a lookup table so that the set of median
strings act as indexing keys. String matching is used to compare a query to the regions.
Finally, the initially found matches are verified using a Hough-like voting scheme. Ah-Soon
et al. [34] used overlapping sliding windows to detect regions. The regions are described as
feature vectors that represent the connection relations among the segments of the regions,
the descriptions are represented as a network (like a graph). The search for symbols is
done by propagating (checking) the similarity of the constraints of segment relations in the
network.
Graph representations are popular in spotting methods like they are in isolated symbol
recognition methods. Qureshi et al. [35] used attributed relational graphs (ARG) to repre-
sent vectorial primitives of line drawings. Regions are detected by examining the relations
between the vectorial primitives. A graph description and matching method (introduced by
them in [36]) is used to match the query to the regions. Llados and Sanchez [37] presented
a combination of graph matching and graph parsing for the representation of line drawings.
They presented a graph indexing mechanism for spotting known symbols in the drawings.
Locteau et al. [38] used a graph to represent the geometric relations of the geometric prim-
itives of line drawings. The regions are detected based on closed or open curves. Matching
a query to the regions is done via edit distance.
The segmentation-based spotting approach has been very rarely used. Tabbone et
al. [39] presented a spotting method that follows this approach. They used a text-graphics
segmentation method with user corrections to segment symbols in simple line drawings.
A discretized version of the so called F-signature (a special kind of histogram of forces) is
used as a descriptor. The sum of absolute differences is used for matching the query to the
segmented symbols. Such method cannot work for more complicated line drawings, or for
other types of drawings.
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It is clear, for the spotting methods that follow the region-based approach, that if the
regions in the line drawings could be more reliably and precisely located, the later steps
of describing and matching them would achieve better results. As for the methods of
the second approach, they always require good prior segmentation, which is very hard to
achieve. Overall, the number of spotting methods is increasing, and some of them have
good recall rates, however, all of them suffer from low precision rates.
Approaches to Symbol Retrieval
In order to perform symbol retrieval (i.e. large scale spotting), one cannot search each line
drawing of a database sequentially. Symbol retrieval methods should be based on off-line
content analysis of a database like text and image content-based retrieval systems. The
approach followed in these systems relies on the off-line processing of the database, the
result of which, is a compact and indexable representation of the whole database. This
representation is used later for fast query retrieval. The off-line stage usually has the
following steps: finding regions of interest, describing and clustering them, and finally
building an indexable data structure from the clusters. The retrieval stage compares the
query description to the entries of the previously built data structure.
Some symbol spotting methods follow this approach. Such methods can be developed
into large scale spotting systems. Examples of these methods can be found in [40], [41],
[42] and [10]. In general, these methods have weak content analysis steps, this results in
inaccurate representations of line drawings, and negatively affect the recall and precision
rates of retrieval. These methods are discussed in detail in Sections 5.3, 6.2 and 7.2.
1.3 Performance Evaluation Protocols
As the literature in the fields of symbol recognition and spotting grows, it becomes nec-
essary to develop performance evaluation frameworks for the proposed methods. Various
issues should be considered in performance evaluation. The first issue is the availability of
standard databases on which the methods can be evaluated. To that end, researchers have
collected or generated line drawing databases. A large database of technical line drawings
was generated by Delalandre et al. in [43] and [44]. This database has both architectural
floor plans and electrical diagrams, they are synthetic images that imitate real technical
drawings. Databases of isolated technical symbols have been generated and used in symbol
recognition contests in [45], [15], [16] and [17]. The images of the symbols are transformed
and degraded in order to test the robustness of the recognition methods to noise and trans-
formations.
The second issue is the availability of common evaluation criteria and metrics for assessing
the performance of different methods. A performance evaluation protocol for symbol spot-
ting methods has been presented by Rusinol and Llados in [46]. Evaluation frameworks for
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symbol recognition and symbol spotting have been presented by Delalandre et al. in [13],
and by Valveny et al. in [47]. In these evaluations protocols, recognition accuracy is used as
the main performance measure for isolated symbol recognition tasks. Whereas for spotting
and retrieval tasks, recall and precision measures are adapted for evaluating the spotted or
retrieved regions in line drawings.
1.4 Contributions of this Dissertation
Based on the discussion presented at the beginning of this chapter, there are three core
tasks necessary for analyzing technical line drawings. These tasks are: symbol recognition,
spotting and retrieval. The state-of-the-art review presented in the previous section shows
that there is a need to develop more accurate, more efficient and more robust solutions for
these tasks. This dissertation presents a group of methods that contribute to providing such
needed solutions. This section summarizes the contributions of this dissertation, whereas
the detailed contributions – along with the experiments and evaluations necessary to prove
them – are discussed in the rest of the chapters of this dissertation. The main contributions
of this dissertation are summarized in the following.
1. The development of a geometric matching-based method for symbol recognition and
spotting, the method achieves significantly lower error rates on standard databases for
both the tasks of isolated and in-context recognition. The method has the following
contributions.
• an adaptive preprocessing and noise removal algorithm for dealing with a wide
variety of noise types in line drawings, including the clean drawings.
• the formulation of the symbol recognition problem as a geometric matching
problem, with different types of features, and incorporation of higher level infor-
mation on the features such as weights and neighboring information.
• the use of the geometric matching algorithm of [48] to perform symbol recognition-
in-context.
• the development of two more efficient variants of the used geometric matching
algorithm.
• the development of a penalization method for non-matched features to reduce
false matches.
• a performance evaluation with comparison to the state-of-the-art recognition
and spotting systems on standard databases: for the spotting task: achieving –
at the same time – up to 10% higher recall and up to 28% higher precision, for
the isolated recognition task: achieving up to 7% higher recognition accuracy.
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2. Two novel methods for improving the performance of the geometric matching-based
spotting mentioned in the previous contribution. The novelty lies in combining ma-
chine learning techniques with geometric matching with the following contributions.
• learning the feature weights of library symbols, where the weights designate the
importance of the features for the spotting task.
• the automatic generation of training data that contain information on how well
the individual features of the query symbols are matched in both the true and
the false matches found by the spotting method.
• the use of linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to learn the feature weights from
the training data.
• the incorporation of the weights in the geometric matching-based spotting to get
an enhanced spotting method.
• the weights-enhanced spotting system achieves a 27% higher average precision
rate, and performs spotting twice as fast on a large database of line drawings
with different queries.
• the incorporation of an SVM-classification step as a post-spotting step in the
geometric matching-based spotting method. The SVM classifier is trained on
the previously mentioned training data to learn to distinguish between the true
and the false matches found by the spotting method.
• the classification-enhanced spotting method achieves a 20.6% higher average
precision rate on a large database of line drawings with different queries.
3. A novel method for finding accurate regions of interest (ROIs) in technical line draw-
ings, the method is based on feature grouping with the following contributions.
• the use of non-accidental properties to group sets of features in line drawings.
• an algorithm for accurate and consistent detection (95.8%) of ROIs in line draw-
ings based on the previously formulated groups of features.
• identifying the importance of the ROI-finding method for content analysis of line
drawings, hence for the use in symbol retrieval systems.
• incorporation of the detected ROIs in the geometric matching-based spotting
method to improve its speed by a factor of 3 with the same or slightly better
recall and precision.
4. Building a compact symbol index from a collection of line drawings by clustering,
with the following contributions.
• a novel symbol clustering method that uses geometric matching as a similarity
measure of symbols’ shapes.
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• getting well formed clusters of symbols (90.1% recall, 94.3% precision) by ap-
plying the clustering method on the ROIs detected from a large database of line
drawings.
• using the clusters to construct an index of symbols and parts of symbols that
appear in all the line drawings of the database. The symbol index is a very com-
pact representation of the database, and it is analogous to the visual vocabulary
used in content-based image retrieval systems.
• identifying the importance of the constructed symbol index as a component of
a retrieval system.
5. The development of an efficient and high performing large scale symbol retrieval
system, with the following contributions.
• building the symbol retrieval system in a way analogous to content-based image
retrieval systems that use the successful bag of visual words (BoVW) model, but
with using methods that are suitable to textureless line drawings.
• using the symbol index as the outcome of analyzing the contents of a database
of line drawings, and identifying this analysis as the off-line stage of the retrieval
system.
• the use of geometric matching for matching the ROIs of a query symbol to the
entries of the symbol index.
• the development of a simple and fast spatial verification step to verify the correct-
ness of the query matches found by the geometric matching step, and identifying
both steps as the on-line stage of the retrieval system.
• realizing an efficient symbol retrieval system whose running time is independent
of the size of the database. The retrieval time depends on the size of the symbol
index.
• achieving up to 10% higher recall and up to 28% higher precision than state-of-
the-art spotting systems on similar databases.
1.5 Organization of this Dissertation
This chapter discussed the importance of the automatic analysis of technical line drawings,
and identified the main problems faced in performing such analysis as: symbol recognition,
spotting and retrieval. This was followed by a brief state-of-the-art review of these prob-
lems. The chapter also summarized the contributions of this dissertation towards solving
these problems. The rest of this dissertation is organized as two main parts: (I) symbol
recognition and spotting, (II) symbol retrieval, and a conclusion chapter.
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The first part consists of three chapters that discuss the contributions related to isolated
symbol recognition and symbol spotting as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 present a geomet-
ric matching-based method for recognition and spotting, where Chapter 2 presents the
theoretical and algorithmic aspects of the method, and Chapter 3 presents the practical
aspects with the performance evaluation. Chapter 4 presents two novel methods based on
combining machine learning techniques with geometric matching. The chapter shows the
improvements of the geometric matching-based spotting when using the two methods.
The second part consists of three chapters that discuss the off-line and on-line stages of a
symbol retrieval system. Chapter 5 presents a novel ROI-finding method based on feature
grouping. The importance of the ROI-finding step in spotting and retrieval systems is
shown. Chapter 6 presents building a symbol index from a database of line drawings,
where the main step used in building the index is a geometric matching-based clustering
method. The two chapters represent the two main steps in the off-line stage of a retrieval
system. Chapter 7 presents a complete symbol retrieval system, where the symbol index
is used as the outcome of the off-line stage. The chapter then presents the on-line stage of
the system: query matching and spatial verification. The evaluation of each of the steps of
the retrieval system is presented in their respective chapters.
Finally, Chapter 8 presents some concluding remarks about the work presented in this
dissertation. The chapter also presents possible future directions of the work.

Part I
Symbol Recognition and Spotting
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Considerations in
Applying Geometric Matching to
Symbol Recognition
The chapter presents a review of branch-and-bound geometric matching approaches, adapted
to the problem of symbol recognition in line drawings, and proposes extensions necessary
for high performance symbol recognition. Within this review, symbol recognition is defined
as a model-to-image matching problem, and the solution to the matching problem is de-
fined as a branch-and-bound search algorithm. The following theoretical extensions and
modifications1 to the geometric matching approach of [48] are also presented: (1) The use
of mixtures of feature types within the matching solution to provide flexibility in the input
features. (2) Incorporation of contextual information on the features such as feature weights
or neighboring information. (3) The development of more efficient variants of the search
algorithm by reducing the size of the search space and the use of multi-image matching.
(4) A feature penalization method for reducing the number of false matches.
2.1 Introduction
Recognition of symbols in line drawings (whether isolated symbol recognition or sym-
bol spotting2) is similar to the object recognition problem from computer vision. A
main approach for solving object recognition problems is the geometric matching ap-
proach [50, 51, 52, 53]. Geometric matching is also used in computer vision problems
1Parts of this chapter are based on the author’s work in [49].
2See Section 1.1 for detailed definitions of these terms.
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besides object recognition, such as: image registration [54, 55], document image analy-
sis [56, 57, 58], graphics recognition [59] and spatial verification for content-based image
matching and retrieval [60, 61]. Geometric matching is concerned about simultaneously
finding the transformation and the correspondences between two sets of feature points
using geometric relations. The two sets of features are usually extracted from two images.
This chapter reviews the geometric matching3 approach described first in Breuel’s [48],
adapted to the problem of symbol recognition in line drawings. Only the theoretical and
algorithmic aspects of the approach are reviewed within this chapter. The next chapter
discusses the practical application of the approach in a symbol recognition and spotting
method. Within the review of the geometric matching approach of [48], the symbol recog-
nition problem is defined as a model-to-image matching problem. In this definition, the
model and the image represent two line drawings, and are assumed to be defined as two
sets of features. Next, the solution to the matching problem is defined as the branch-and-
bound search algorithm of [48]. The search is performed in the transformation space to
find the transformation that achieves the best correspondences between two feature sets. In
this chapter, the term “recognition” refers to “recognition in context”, this includes both
isolated symbol recognition and symbol spotting. An example of using geometric matching
in symbol recognition is shown in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Geometric matching: The model features (blue square points) are transformed by
a transformation T (green curve) to match a subset of image features (red circle points). This
matching gives us the correspondences between the two feature sets. For clarity of showing,
only few feature points along the edges are shown, and how some of them match.
3Within this dissertation, the term “geometric matching” refers to matching geometric objects, like
points and lines, under transformations and some form of error bounds.
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The review presented in this chapter illustrates the flexibility, robustness and powerfulness
properties of the geometric matching approach of [48]. These properties (see below) rep-
resent the motivations behind choosing this particular geometric matching approach for
solving symbol recognition problems.
These properties are summarized below, along with a number of extensions and modifica-
tions to the geometric matching approach based on these properties.
• Ability to recognize symbols in context (with large amounts of clutter).
• Precise localization of the recognized symbols.
• Ability to work with a wide variety of geometrically parametrized features such as:
pixels, pixels with orientations, and higher level features such as line segments. The
use of area features and mixtures of feature types is presented in this chapter as an
extension to the matching approach of [48].
• Robustness to preprocessing and noise removal artifacts such as partial or missing
features.
• Ability to incorporate contextual information of the application domain such as: fea-
ture weights and neighboring features information. The incorporation of such infor-
mation into matching is also presented in this chapter as an extension to the matching
approach of [48].
• Provision of feature correspondences and transformation information for the output
matching symbols. This enables us to easily incorporate heuristic methods such as
penalizing non-matched features, which improves the precision. This chapter presents
a feature penalization method as a modification on the matching approach of [48].
The penalization can be either incorporated within the matching algorithm or as a
post-matching step.
• Simplicity of the search algorithm, which leaves a big room for improvements. This
chapter presents two variants of the search algorithm as modifications on the matching
approach of [48] for increasing the search efficiency. The first variant depends on
reducing the size of the transformation search space. This is done by discretizing the
range of one or more dimensions of the transformation space. The second variant
depends on matching a model to multiple images simultaneously.
• The base algorithm from [48] that is used for matching, returns a globally optimal
solution under some error model [48].
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2.2 Branch-and-Bound Approaches to Geometric Matching
This section reviews the geometric matching approach of [48], adapted to recognize sym-
bols in line drawings under similarity transformations and a bounded error model. First,
the symbol recognition problem is defined as model-image geometric matching problem.
Second, the detailed algorithmic solution for the problem is discussed. Both the prob-
lem definition and the algorithmic solution are adapted from [48] for symbol recognition.
The use of high level feature types within the matching solution is also adapted from [48]
for achieving more efficiency of the matching. The following extensions to the geometric
matching approach of [48] are also presented in this section: (1) the use of mixtures of
feature types within the matching for demonstrating the flexibility of the matching ap-
proach, (2) the incorporation of feature weights and neighboring features information into
the matching, for the purpose of improving the performance of the matching.
2.2.1 Symbol Recognition as a Geometric Matching Problem
First, the problem of matching a pair of images is defined. The image pair is: the model
which is an isolated query symbol, and the image (an image of an isolated symbol or an
image of a complete line drawing).
Assume that the images have been preprocessed, so that the model M and the image I are
represented as two sets of features. The features could be pixels, pixels with orientation, line
segments, arcs or areas. The matching solution can be defined for any kind of geometrically
parameterized features. The model M = m1,m2, ...,mr has r features, and the image
I = i1, i2, ..., is has s features. In this subsection, the features are assumed to be pixels
with orientation, and are called point features. Each point is defined by its pixel-coordinates
and its gradient orientation within an image as (x, y, a), if the orientation a is not available
due to noise, then the point feature is simply defined by its (x, y) coordinates. Higher-order
features such as segments and areas will be dealt with in the next subsections.
An instance of the query symbol M can be inside the image I, but in that image, this
symbol instance can be transformed with a transformation T which belongs to similarity
transformations, so the symbol in the image can be a translated, rotated and/or scaled
version of the query symbol M . Furthermore, the symbol instance inside the image I could
be surrounded by lots of clutter. In complete line drawings, a symbol occupies just a small
region within an image, the clutter in this case is the connecting lines and the other symbols
in the image.
The goal is to find the transformation Tmax that maps a maximal subset of the model
features to maximal subset(s) of image features, with minimal error as defined by some
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error function. The error model used in this definition is the bounded error model [48] with
the Euclidean-distance as a distance function.
A transformation T in the symbol recognition problem belongs to similarity transforma-
tions, so, a transformed model feature T (m) is calculated for a model feature m = (x, y, a)
as follows:
T (m) = (tx, ty, ta) =
((
s
[
cosα sinα
− sinα cosα
][
x
y
]
+
[
dx
dy
])ᵀ
, (a+ α)
)
(2.1)
where s is the scale parameter, α is the rotation angle, and dx, dy are the translation
parameters in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively.
The quality of mapping two sets of point-features using a given transformation T is calcu-
lated as:
Q(T ) =
∑
m∈M
max
i∈I
[ g((txm, tym), (xi, yi), d).f(tam, ai, a)]
where
g(arg1, arg2, arg3) = 1 if Euclidean-distance(arg1, arg2) < arg3, 0 otherwise
f(arg1, arg2, arg3) = 1 if |arg1− arg2| < arg3, 0 otherwise
(2.2)
In Eq. (2.2), the d parameter is a user-defined error threshold that represents the maximum
distance between two points to be considered matching to each other. Similarly, the a
parameter is the error threshold on the maximum angle difference between two points.
Q(T ) in Eq. (2.2) will be referred to as QoM henceforth. QoM stands for quality of match4.
Eq. (2.2) means that the QoM of a transformation is the count of the model feature points
that match a subset of image features using that transformation. Each model point – when
matched to one or more image points – contributes maximally by 1 to the sum over the
model points, which means that the maximum QoM that can be achieved is equal to the
number of model points.
The solution to the geometric matching problem defined above is to find Tmax among all
transformations Tall that maximizes the QoM function for a matching problem instance:
Tmax(M, I, ) = arg max
T∈Tall
Q(T ;M, I, ) (2.3)
where  represents all error threshold parameters.
4Different Q(T ) functions will be defined in the remaining of this chapter. They all will be referred to
as QoM.
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2.2.2 Branch-and-Bound Search
Finding Tmax in Eq. (2.3) can be achieved by searching in the 4D transformation space
(2D translations, rotation and scale). The transformation space parameters are set as
follows: dx ∈ [−dmx, dix], dy ∈ [−dmy, diy], α ∈ [0, 2pi) and s ∈ [0.5, 3.0], where dmx is
the horizontal dimension of the model and dmy is the vertical dimension of the model, and
similarly dix and diy are the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the image respectively.
For each of the possible transformations in the search space, the algorithm transforms the
model features M using that possible transformation T , and then calculates the quality
of mapping those transformed model features to a subset(s) of the image features I using
Eq. (2.2). The transformation that achieves the maximum quality of mapping is the sought
transformation Tmax according to Eq. (2.3).
An exhaustive search in the transformation space is impractical, instead, the branch-and-
bound search algorithm of [48] is used. This branch-and-bound algorithm implements a
best-first search scheme, and returns a globally optimal solution [48]. The search algorithm
is described in the following steps.
1. Create an initial search state (features: all model-image feature pairs M × I , trans-
formation region T : full transformation space), evaluate the initial state, and insert
it in a priority queue Q.
2. Check stopping criteria, if met, stop and output solution T , else get the top search
state S from Q.
3. Split the T region of the S state into T1 and T2 regions and form two new search
states, evaluate them and insert them into Q.
4. Continue at step 2.
A search state (step 1 and 3) consists of two components: the list of the matching model-
image feature pairs (called the match-list [48]), and a transformation region. The initial
search state has all possible model-image feature pairs M × I pairs, and has the full trans-
formation region. Evaluating a search state (step 1 and 3) means computing the QoM
according to Eq. (2.2), and updating its match-list. Note that the transformation in a
search state is not a fixed value, but rather a continuous range of values for each dimension
of the transformation space. Such a range of values is called here a transformation region.
In order to correctly evaluate the QoM using a transformation region (without loosing any
solutions inside this region), Eq. (2.2) is used as follows: T is set to be the mid-value of
each of the dimensions’ ranges, and a value δ is added to the  value in order to account for
the uncertainty of using the whole transformation region. The δ value becomes smaller as
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the transformation region becomes smaller. The δ value is of course related to the upper
and lower bound used by the search algorithm. For details on its computation, the reader
is referred to [48]. After evaluation of a search state, an updated match-list of model-image
feature pairs is available, and is associated with the search state. The updated match-list
contains only the model-image pairs that match under the error bounds that are computed
based on the transformation region of the search state.
Splitting a search state (step 3) is done as follows. Split the transformation region of the
state along the largest transformation dimension, to create two new smaller transformation
regions. Create two new states that both have the same list of matching feature pairs as
the original state, but each has one of the two new smaller transformation regions.
One stopping criterion is when Q is empty, the algorithm terminates with no solution.
This happens when no match with the minimum required QoM exists. The other stop-
ping criterion is when the T region of the extracted top state from the queue is small
enough. This means the algorithm has found a solution T and a list of model-image feature
correspondences.
The second stopping criterion can be slightly modified to enable the algorithm to recog-
nize/spot multiple instances of the model (the query) in an image. Once the algorithm
finds one T result, instead of stopping, it continues splitting states to find the next best T
of the state that has the next best QoM.
Insertion in the priority queue is done based on the computed QoM of a state. The QoM
value serves as a key to sort the queue. Moreover, the states whose QoM is smaller than a
minimum quality value, will be discarded (not inserted in the queue). This value is user-
defined. For example, if the model M has m features, the user can define the minimum
quality of mapping to be 75% of the model features. This means, for any solution to be
accepted by the algorithm, at least 75% of the model M will always be matched to each of
the model instances that exist in the image I. In this chapter and the following chapters,
this minimum quality value is called the “accept-match” parameter, since it is represents
a match acceptance criterion.
2.2.3 Matching with Higher Order Features
In complete technical line drawings, the number of extracted point or pixel features is huge,
which really slows down the search described in the previous section. One main approach
for performing an efficient search, is to use features of a higher order than point features,
such as lines, arcs or shapes. The number of higher order features extracted from an image
is much smaller than the number of pixel features of the same image. Moreover, higher
order features usually contain more information than the simple features, this information
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puts constraints on what to be considered a correct matching. This leads to speeding
up the search process. The geometric matching approach of [48] can be defined for any
geometrically parameterized features, this subsection reviews the definition of the matching
approach using both line segment features, and partial line segment features. After that, an
extension to the geometric matching approach of [48] is presented as follows: given three
feature types: points, segments and areas, the symbol recognition problem and solution
are defined for matching a mixture of these types. When using different feature types or
mixtures of them, only the QoM function needs to be redefined, whereas the rest of the
algorithm remains unchanged.
Line Segment Features
Assume that a model and an image have been processed and defined as two sets of line
segments. Matching the two feature sets is defined below, based on the definition of geo-
metric matching of line segments in Breuel [48]. A line segment feature i in the image I is
defined as i = ((p, q), ai), where p and q are the end points of the segment, each point is
defined by its x, y coordinates, and ai is the orientation (slope) of the segment. The slope
can be computed once a line segment is defined by its two end points. A line segment m
in the model M is defined similarly.
A transformed model segment is T (m) = ((u, v), tam). Note that here, T (.) is applied on
line segments unlike T (.) in Eq. (2.1) that is applied on points or pixels. u and v are the two
end points of the transformed model segment, and each of them is computed according to
Eq. (2.1). tam is the slope of the transformed segment T (m). The quality value of matching
a single model feature to a single image features is called q(T (m), i), and is computed as
follows:
q(T (m), i) = f(tam , ai, a).g(p, lu,v, d).g(q, lu,v, d).overlap(T (m), i)
where
lu,v is the line passing through u and v ,
g(arg1, arg2, arg3) = 1 if distance(arg1, arg2) < arg3, 0 otherwise ,
f(.) is as defined in Eq. (2.2) , and
overlap(T (m), i) is the length of i when projected onto the line
segment T (m) along a direction perpendicular to T (m).
(2.4)
Note that the length value of overlap(T (m), i) is always ≤ length(T (m)).
The quality of mapping two sets of line segments given a transformation T can then be
defined as:
Q(T ) =
∑
m∈M
max
i∈I
[q(T (m), i)] (2.5)
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This is analogous to the QoM function defined in Eq. (2.2). The maximum QoM that can
be achieved in Eq. (2.5) is equal to the sum of the lengths of the transformed line segments
of the model. The only transformation parameter that affects the lengths of the model
features is the scale parameter.
Partial Line Segment Features
The QoM in Eq. (2.5) is defined for the case when the vectorization process is perfect such
that each segment in a correct match inside the image corresponds to exactly one segment in
the model. The query models (or library symbols) are usually clean images or are provided
in vector format, however in the line drawing databases, the preprocessing and vectoriztion
processes are rarely perfect due to noise. It is often the case that one line segment from
a symbol is represented as two or more smaller line segments, or that a small part of the
segment is missing due to preprocessing. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Preprocessing results in line segments features. The end points of the segments
are marked by squared dots. On the left, the segments resulted from preprocessing a clean
image, the line segments break only at junctions and corners. On the right, the segments
resulted from preprocessing a noisy image, a line segment between two junctions is broken into
many smaller line segments. The right symbol also has a missing segment.
For such cases, the matching of two feature sets is defined below, based on the definition
of geometric matching of partial line segments in Breuel [48]. The quality of mapping two
sets of line segments is defined as:
Q(T ) =
∑
m∈M
min(length(T (m)) ,
∑
i∈I
q(T (m), i)) (2.6)
In Eq. (2.6), a model segment can be matched to one or more image segments (one-to-many
matching), but the maximum QoM per model segment must be ≤ length(T (m)), and the
total maximum QoM for a model is then the same as in Eq. (2.5).
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Mixture of Geometric Primitive Features: Extension to the Matching Approach
Some preprocessing and vectorization processes provide two or more different types of
features. This leads to having a mixture of features in the model and the image. The
feature extraction module associates a label with each feature to indicate its type. In the
following, various QoM functions are defined for mixtures of feature types.
In the different QoM functions defined below, we assume that there is a wide variety of of
possible geometric primitive features in the model M and in the image I. For example, a
model feature m ∈ M is associated with a subscript ∈ {p, s, a} that indicates the feature
types: point, segment and area respectively, so, a model feature ms is a line segment.
The same applies to the image features i ∈ I. The transformation T (.) of any feature type
results in feature of the same type transformed by the transformation T , where transforming
different features is carried out differently, and is explained after the equation where it
occurs.
When the model and/or the image have more than one feature type, there are two options
for carrying out the matching, depending on whether the goal is to match only the features
of the same type together, or matching different types of features together. For the case
when only features of the same type can be matched together, and the QoM is simply the
sum of the QoM values that result from matching the different feature types. For example,
the QoM function for matching segment and area features in the model to segment and
area features in the image is:
Q(T ) =
∑
ms∈M
min(length(T (ms)) ,
∑
is∈I
q(T (ms), is)) +∑
ma∈M
min(area(T (ma)) ,
∑
ia∈I
q(T (ma), ia))
where
q(T (ma), ia) =
T (ma) ∩ ia
T (ma) ∪ ia
(2.7)
A model area feature ma can be any convex polygon, and is T (m) is calculated by trans-
forming the line segments that represent the sides of the convex polygon, which produces
the transformed area. If ma is a circle, then T (ma) is calculated by transforming the center
point just like point features, and multiplying the radius by the scale parameter of the
transformation T . Alternatively, a circle can be represented by its polygon approxima-
tion and transformed as mentioned previously. The area overlapping criterion q(T (ma), ia)
is similar to the PASCAL VOC criterion [62] for evaluating the overlapping of bounding
boxes. The transformation of a line segment T (ms) and length of a line segment are as
defined earlier in this section, and area(ma) is the area of a model feature of type “area”
as defined by basic geometry.
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Sometimes, matching different types of features together is needed. Consider the images in
Figure 2.3. The symbols in the image are severely corrupted by noise. It might not be easy
to extract segments or higher order features from that image, only pixel features can be
extracted, but at the same time, higher-order features are available in the other images to
which these symbols will be matched. As mentioned previously, to perform efficient search,
it is desirable to have the higher order features. Hence, it is interesting to see how to match
different kinds of features in one pair of images.
Figure 2.3: Examples of images corrupted by noise. It can be difficult to extract high level
features from such images with a general simple preprocessing module. In this work, usually
only point features (pixels without orientation) are extracted from such images.
Case 1: point features in the model, segment features in the image:
Q(T ) =
∑
mp∈M
max
is∈I
(f(tamp , ais , a).g(T (mp), lis , d))
where :
mp is a model point, and is is an image segment
g(.), f(.) are as defined in Eq. (2.4)
(2.8)
Case 2: segment features in the model, point features in the image:
Q(T ) =
∑
ms∈M
min(length(T (ms)) ,
∑
ip∈I
f(tams , aip , a).g(ip, lu,v, d))
where :
ms is a model segment, and ip is an image point ,
T (ms) = ((u, v), tams ) as defined earlier in the section , and
g(.), f(.) are as defined in Eq. (2.4)
(2.9)
In both equations 2.2.3 and 2.2.3, if the point features are just pixels without orientation,
then the terms that contain the orientation are simply removed. As for area features,
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matching points/segments to areas or vice versa does not make sense in the symbol recog-
nition application. However, it is shown later in this chapter how to use empty areas in the
model to penalize the false matches whose corresponding areas contain point or segment
features.
2.2.4 Weighting Model Features: Extension to the Matching Approach
Some feature extraction modules associate weights with the extracted features. These
weights refer to the discriminance information of the features, and can be used within
the matching algorithm to improve its performance. This subsection only shows how the
geometric matching approach incorporates feature weights. The effects of using the feature
weights on the geometric matching performance will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
Again, only the QoM function changes. An abbreviated notation for the QoM functions
will be used henceforth. All these functions compute a sum over the model features, each
element of that sum represents the QoM for one of the model features, the computation of
this element changes according to the feature types of the model and the image. So, the
QoM value per model feature – any feature type – will be referred to as q. Eq. (2.2) for
matching two sets of point features can be written with the new notation as follows:
Q(T ) =
∑
m∈M
qm (2.10)
By incorporating the feature weights, the QoM function becomes:
Q(T ) =
∑
m∈M
wmqm (2.11)
where wm is the weight value associated with a model feature m. The quality value for
each model feature m is multiplied by the weight value wm of that feature. Eq. (2.11) is
general for all feature types, just be substituting the appropriate qm computation.
2.2.5 Matching Neighboring Features: Extension to the Matching Ap-
proach
In images, the pixels (or features) of a local patch are assumed to be homogeneous (or
similar). This assumption is used in many different image processing techniques like image
restoration and edge detection. Moreover, in the field of object recognition and image
matching, images are described using local regions based on the assumption that small
local patches belong to the same object.
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Analogously, it can be assumed that neighboring pixels or line segments in a line drawing
belong to the same object. This assumption can be utilized to perform the matching search
efficiently by assigning higher matching scores to neighboring features when they match
the model features. When two neighboring features match two features in the model under
a transformation T , this provides more evidence that the current T contains the sought
solution, than if two non-neighboring features match two model features under the same T .
By assigning a higher score for matching neighboring features – assuming that the features
actually belong to the same object – then the QoM value for the transformation T will be
higher and will go up in the priority queue, hence the search will converge faster to the
correct match.
Scoring neighboring features can be directly incorporated within the geometric matching
search algorithm. As mentioned previously, the model – the query – is always defined, and
the information on which of its features are neighbors, is given. So, the QoM function
considering neighboring features can be defined as:
Q(T ) =
∑
i∈M
qi +
∑
i∈M
∑
j∈M
αqiβijqj
i 6= j , 0.0 ≤ α ≤ 1.0 ,
βij = 0 if i is not beighbor to j , 1 otherwise
(2.12)
The QoM function in Eq. (2.12) adds an amount to the score whenever two neighboring
features are matched. One can change this amount from qiqj to other desirable values.
Weights of model features can also be incorporated in Eq. (2.12) as follows:
Q(T ) =
∑
i∈M
wiqi +
∑
i∈M
∑
j∈M
αqiβijqj (2.13)
2.3 Efficient Variants of the Geometric Matching Search
This sections proposes two variants of the geometric matching search algorithm reviewed
in Subsection 2.2.2. The two variants are modifications on the search algorithm described
in Breuel [48] for the purpose of performing a more efficient search.
Reduction of Transformation Space Size
The size of the transformation space is one of the main factors that slow down the search
algorithm described in Subsection 2.2.2. A large transformation region means a large
uncertainty ( + δ) of the transformed model features (See Subsection 2.2.2). This causes
more model-image feature pairs to be considered as matching pairs, which in turn, makes
the size of the match-lists bigger. The evaluation time of a search state depends on the
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size of the match-list. The size of the match-lists can only reduce, when the transformation
region (hence the uncertainty) becomes small enough so that not all image features are
included as matches. Also, a large transformation regions means that more search states
will be expanded before the pruning of the search space starts. The number of the states
grows exponentially during the initial stages of the algorithm before it starts to reduce
rapidly. The initial exponential growth of the the states is prolonged when the size of the
initial transformation region is large, since a lot of the states will have a promising QoM
value.
In order to make the algorithm run more efficiently, the reduction of the transformation
space size is considered. The size of the transformation space is determined by the trans-
formation dimensions and the ranges of these dimensions. One dimension of the transfor-
mation space is chosen to be discretized. Usually the dimension that slows down the search
the most is chosen, but other dimensions can be discretized as well. Consider the ranges
of the search space dimensions mentioned in Subsection 2.2.2. The rotation range is the
bottleneck. Although the 2D translation ranges are the largest in our problem (larger than
the image dimensions), the translation values are added to the points coordinates not mul-
tiplied. The scale range should usually be limited, otherwise the lines’ thicknesses largely
change. In case of large scale range, many models of the same shape with different sizes
can be used. The rotation however, spans the range [0, 2pi) and greatly affects the speed.
Using a discrete rotation range would speedup the search but of course with sacrificing the
optimality that comes from covering the whole continuous search range.
The rotation range is discretized to 144 values (with a step of 2.5◦). Recall from Subsec-
tion 2.2.2 that the initial search state is created such that it contains the whole transforma-
tion region. Instead, 144 initial search states are created such that each state has the same
information except for the transformation region. Each state will have the same initial list
of all model-image feature pairs, and the transformation region of the state will have one
fixed rotation value different from the other states, but the same ranges for translations and
scale. The produced initial states are considered as sub-problems of the original matching
problem with the full rotation range. The initial states are then evaluated and inserted in
the priority queue, which brings the problem back to one matching problem. The matching
search proceeds exactly the same way as if those initial states resulted from splitting one
initial state. The small transformation regions in the initial states will cause big reductions
in the sizes of the match-lists quickly. Moreover, many states will be quickly recognized as
non-promising due to small QoMs, hence not explored further.
Combining the sub-problems (the initial states) is very important. If the sub-problems
are evaluated as separate problems sequentially, only the memory requirements would be
smaller, but the total run time would be slower. When the sub-problems are combined,
the states that look non-promising will be at the bottom of the queue, and the promising
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ones have small transformation regions. In the case of large problem size (large number
of image features, large search space), the speedup will dominate the overhead of loading
and evaluating multiple initial states. If a (the error threshold allowed for matching the
orientations of a pair of features) is chosen to be larger than the rotation step size, a solution
can be found if it exists, within the precision of a.
Practically, this works well for the symbol recognition problem. There are many cases in
technical line drawings where the application domain knowledge tells us that a symbol can
only be found in specific orientations. For example, the “window” symbols are found in
horizontal or vertical orientations only. If the window symbol is queried, then only 4 initial
states with fixed rotation values can be created. Such limited rotation range greatly speeds
up the search.
In this search variant, the algorithm is not given the full search space (but the other inputs
are the same), this means that the states in the queue have different regions and different
matching pairs, this makes it hard to compare the time and memory requirements of this
search variant with the original search algorithm. Besides, it is difficult to predict the
performance of branch-and-bound algorithms on the average case. Practically, this variant
is faster by several orders of magnitude. In branch-and-bound search schemes, faster usually
indicates smaller memory requirements.
Multi-Image Matching
The geometric matching solution presented previously handles only one pair of images at
a time. A more efficient solution is presented here to match a model with multiple image
simultaneously. In the case of matching one pair of images, the recognition of an unknown
symbol as one of a group of library symbols means that, the unknown symbol will be
matched against each of the library symbols sequentially. The unknown symbol will be
recognized to be the library symbol that achieves the highest matching quality with the
unknown symbol.
A more efficient way of performing the recognition would be to match the unknown symbol
to all the library symbols at the same time. This is explained in the following. Assume
in the model-image pair to be matched, the unknown symbol is the model and a library
symbol is the image. Instead of loading the features of this pair in one initial state of the
algorithm, all the image pairs (unknown symbol vs each library symbol) can be loaded in
the search queue as different initial states. That means one search process is carried out,
with the model as the unknown symbol, and multiple images.
This idea is similar to the multiple initial states, but here the transformation space ranges
are roughly the same (the translation range can be different depending on the dimensions
of the image of each library symbol). The difference between the initial states is that each
initial state has its own list of feature pairs. Again, the non-promising library symbols will
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be the bottom of the queue, and the search requirements will quickly become equivalent
to matching only one pair or few pairs (the unknown symbol vs. the most similar library
symbol(s)). Practically, the running time will be a little larger than evaluating one or m
pairs, where m n library symbols. The overhead of loading multiple initial states is not
significant, but the memory requirements are larger than having one initial state of one
image pair, as there will be a number of branching operations before the search starts to
converge.
It is worth mentioning that, there are other possible techniques for improving the efficiency
of the search algorithm. For example, using application domain knowledge to force con-
straints on the search space and the features. But in order to keep the algorithm as general
as possible, the features are kept as basic geometric primitives, and no domain specific
knowledge is used. This way, the algorithm can be applied to different kinds of technical
drawings.
2.4 Penalizing Non-matched Features
This section proposes a penalization method as a modification on the geometric matching
approach of [48] in order to decrease the number of false matches found by matching
approach. The reduction of the number of false matches is done by dealing with the
problem of symbols that are very similar to each other.
Assume that the symbol in Fig. 2.4(a) is a query symbol to be recognized. It can be
matched against the different available library symbols. Among those symbols, there are
some symbols that are very similar to each other like the two symbols in Fig. 2.4(b) and
Fig. 2.4(d). Since the geometric matching aligns the points of the model on the points
of the image, the test symbol in Fig. 2.4(a), will match both symbols in Fig. 2.4(b) and
Fig. 2.4(d) with the same QoM value. The matching results are marked in red in Fig. 2.4(c)
and Fig. 2.4(e). It is clear that the same number of the query symbol features were matched
to both images, simply because the shape of symbol (b) is a subset of the shape of symbol
(d). This might cause the problem of recognizing the test symbol in Fig. 2.4(a) to be the
symbol in Fig. 2.4(d) instead of what it truly is: (Fig. 2.4(b)).
This problem is solved by applying penalties on the non-matched features inside the match-
ing area. Assume the features marked with zig-zag blue in Fig. 2.4(e) are represented as 4
line segments, that means there are 4 non-matched features in the found match. The score
of the whole match will be penalized by some value for each non-matched feature. This
will result in a lower overall score for matched symbols that have non-matched features,
which results in better recognition accuracy in isolated recognition, and a smaller number
of false positives in symbol spotting. The penalty value is calculated as follows. Each of
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Figure 2.4: Matching similar symbols’ shapes: (a) query test symbol (b) library symbol-1 (c)
result of matching (red) the query symbol in “a” to the library symbol-1 (d) library symbol-2
(e) result of matching (red) the query symbol in “a” to the library symbol-2, some features
(blue zig-zag) are not matched, because they do not exist in the query.
the non-matched features has a feature size. For each non-matched feature a value that is
proportional to the feature size – for example half the feature size – is subtracted from the
overall QoM. In the case of line segments, the size is the length of the line segment, and
for point features, the size is 1, as defined in the QoM functions in the previous sections.
Before discussing the penalization procedure, a couple of remarks are in order. First, the
problem of similar shapes, does not arise in the following case: if the symbol we want
to recognize is the same as the symbol in Fig. 2.4(d), then the quality of matching it to
Fig. 2.4(d) will be higher than matching it to Fig. 2.4(b). That is because each extra
matching feature increases the overall QoM.
Second, the idea of a applying penalties easily generalizes to the non-isolated cases as fol-
lows. Having a number of candidate matching regions in a line drawing, we apply the same
penalties by examining the features that are inside the region of a match. This is illus-
trated in Figure 2.5. Only the features that are inside the matching area are examined. The
matching area is the bounding box that includes the matched features (See Figure 2.5(b)).
That means the non-matched features that are outside this area are not penalized. This is
important for this procedure to work on non-isolated symbols, so, the background and the
lines connected to a symbol will not play any role in this penalization procedure.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Penalizing non-matched features for non-isolated cases (spotting): (a) query
symbol (b) The algorithm finds the matching region (marked in green) with the feature cor-
respondences, some of the features inside the region match to the query (marked in red), and
some features do not match (marked in blue zig-zag lines), this match will be penalized.
Two equivalent methods of penalizing non-matched features are presented. The first
method applies the penalties within the matching search algorithm and outputs the fi-
nal matches directly. The second method applies the penalties after the matching is done
by examining the feature correspondences between the query and the resulting matches.
Both methods yield similar performance in terms of improved precision, however, the sec-
ond one is faster. In the first method, the uncertainty inherent in the penalties will not
get resolved until late in the search, which leads to slowing down the search. The second
method can be considered as a fast post-processing step after finding the matches.
Incorporating Empty-Region Penalties into the Geometric Matching Search
Consider the matches in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 again. In the false matches, there are some non-
matched features within the matching area of a false match. Those features are spatially
located in an area that corresponds to an empty area in the model. Since the models of a
symbol library are known, additional features such as “empty areas” can be defined along
with the original model features. If a feature in the image (point or segment) is matched
to this empty area of the model, then the QoM function is penalized. Figure 2.6 shows
some symbols once with and once without additional “empty area” features. For example,
the “arm-chair” symbol on the left most of the top row of Figure 2.6 has 13 segment
features (the end points of the segments are shown in the figure as red squared dots). The
corresponding “arm-chair” symbol on the left most of the bottom row of Figure 2.6 has 14
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features: 13 line segments and 1 additional empty-area feature of type “rectangle”. This
can be done for the models (the library symbols), but for the images, it would require
longer and more complicated preprocessing. So, the representation of the images is kept as
before: point or segment features.
Figure 2.6: Adding area features to library symbols. The top row shows the original library
symbols. The bottom row shows the corresponding symbols with area features added to them.
The shaded areas correspond to the empty areas in the original symbols. The left most symbol
of the top row has 13 segment features (the end points of the segments are shown as red squared
dots). The corresponding symbol in the bottom row has 14 features: 13 line segments and 1
additional empty-area feature of type “rectangle”.
The QoM function for matching a model represented as segments and areas with an image
represented as segments is defined as follows:
Q(T ) =
∑
ms∈M
min(length(T (ms)) ,
∑
is∈I
q(T (ms), is))−∑
ma∈M
∑
is∈I
α length(frac(is)) if frac(is) matches T (ma)
(2.14)
where α is an experimentally-set parameter to control the amount of penalty to be de-
ducted, 0.0 < α ≤ 1.0, and frac(is) is the fraction of the image segment is that lies inside
the transformed model area T (ma).
The test of whether frac(is) matches T (ma) is done as follows. A point p is inside a convex
polygon if p lies on the same side of all the area polygon segments. If both p and q are
inside T (ma), then frac(is) = is. If only one of the end points p or q is inside, then the
point of intersection pintersect between is and a segment of T (ma) is found, and frac(is) is
the length of the segment between p or q and pintersect. If the ma is a circle, then a point p
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is inside the circle if the distance between p and the center of the circle is smaller than the
radius. All these computations are from basic computational geometry.
As explained in Subsection 2.2.2, The QoM is calculated for transformation regions rather
than transformation values. It was explained that, in the QoM function, a value δ is added
to the  value in order to account for the uncertainty of using the whole transformation
region. This means that in the early stages of the matching search, a lot of the features will
be considered matching features. Later in the search, as T gets smaller, δ also gets smaller,
and only the matching features will pass the matching test of being only within a distance
of ≈  of the transformed model point. In Eq. 2.4, the QoM decreases when features in
the image match the empty areas in the model. It would not matter in the early stages of
the search whether an image represent a correct or a false match. In the correct matches,
the deduction of QoM value will only stop later in the search. Such behavior will make the
search slower, as correct matches go down in the priority queue. Eventually though, the
search will result in correct matches and will reject the false ones.
Re-scoring Matches after the Geometric Matching Search
After the regular matching search is done, the algorithm outputs a set of matches, each
match has a list of the correspondences between the model features and the image features.
An axis-aligned bounding box of the matched image features is computed. This bounding
box is considered the matching area. A quality value is associated with each image feature
inside the matching area. This quality value is calculated as the sum of the sizes of the
model features matched with this feature. Each image feature inside the matching area is
examined, if it does not achieve a minimum quality value, then the overall QoM is penalized.
The penalty value is calculated as discussed previously. This results in a lower QoM for
the false matches.
This penalization method is equivalent to the previous one. The features that will be
penalized are the ones that are located within the areas that correspond to the area features
defined in Figure 2.6. Implementing this penalization method is much easier and faster than
the previous one. Moreover, all the resulting matches before penalization are available in
case one wants to output not only the symbols that are the same as the query, but also the
symbols that are largely similar to it.
In both penalization methods, the penalty values are chosen experimentally by the user. In
Chapter 4, machine learning approaches will be used with the geometric matching approach
to learn how to automatically filter out the false matches. The methods to be presented in
Chapter 4 offer principled approaches from machine learning for improving the precision of
geometric matching as opposed to the two heuristic penalization methods discussed above.
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2.5 Comparison with Other Approaches to Geometric Match-
ing
Many algorithms have been developed for solving the problem of geometric matching. As
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, geometric matching algorithms try to jointly
solve for correspondences and transformation between two point sets. These algorithms try
to find the transformation that best aligns the model-image features by searching either
in the transformation space or in the feature correspondence space. A complete review of
these techniques is beyond the scope of this thesis. Some of the main ideas in the geometric
matching field are reviewed in the following.
A well known geometric matching algorithm is the generalized Hough transform (GHT)
for detecting arbitrary shapes [50]. The GHT tries to find the unknown transformation
by dividing the transformation space into bins, and evaluating each bin according to the
number of pairs aligned by the transformation of the current bin. The bin that achieves
the highest value is considered the sought transformation. GHT requires careful tuning of
the sizes of the bins, and it does not accurately account for the error of feature location.
Furthermore, for large transformation ranges and large number of features it is very slow
and is more likely to output false positives [63, 64]. Many variants and improvements have
been developed for the GHT [65, 66, 64].
RANSAC [67] is a widely used algorithm that works by selecting a random set of model-
image feature pairs, and computes the transformation that puts them into correspondence.
This step is repeatedly carried out till finding the transformation that brings the largest
number of feature pairs into correspondence. Although RANSAC outputs a transformation
that is inaccurate (because of error on the locations of the features), it is very popular in
image registration and as verification step after matching. Many variants and improvements
have been developed for RANSAC [68, 69], where it can be seen that RANSAC (and its
variants) are mainly used for estimating homographies not as a main matching algorithm
for object recognition.
The RAST (Recognition by Adaptive Subdivision of Transformation Space) algorithm [51]
uses a branch-and-bound search in the transformation space. This algorithm combines
practicality with the ability to return a globally optimal transformation that maximizes
the overall number of feature correspondences. Many variants and improvements for RAST
were presented; some of them can be found in [48, 70, 71]. Variants of the RAST algorithm
have been used in line finding [72, 59], object recognition [53], motion estimation [73] and
document image analysis [56, 57, 58]. The variant of the RAST algorithm presented in [48]
is used as the base algorithm in the geometric matching approach presented in this chapter.
The superiority of the algorithm compared to other geometric matching algorithms has been
discussed in [74, 48] from certain theoretical and practical aspects.
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2.6 Discussion
This chapter has reviewed the theoretical and algorithmic aspects of the geometric matching
approach of Breuel’s [48] adapted to the problem of symbol recognition in line drawings.
Within the review of the matching approach, the symbol recognition problem is defined
as a model-to-image matching problem. Then, the algorithm introduced by Breuel [48] is
used as a base algorithm for matching. This algorithm has been proven to find the globally
optimal solution for the defined matching problem under a certain error model [48]. The
algorithm posses intrinsic characteristics that makes it attractive for performing symbol
recognition. The main characteristic is the ability to perform recognition in context with
large amounts of clutter. In technical line drawings for example, a symbol occupies just a
small region within a line drawing, with the rest of the features of the line drawing represent
clutter around the desired symbol. The algorithm is also robust, it performs matching even
with partial or missing features.
A couple of theoretical extensions to the geometric matching approach of [48] have been
presented in this chapter. First, mixtures of feature types are used within the match-
ing approach. Second, contextual information of the features are incorporated within the
matching approach. It is argued that these extensions help improve the performance of the
geometric matching approach, and provide flexibility in the types of the input features.
Different modifications of the geometric matching solution have also been presented in this
chapter, for the goal of having improved performance. To achieve efficiency, two variants
of the search algorithm have been presented. The first uses a discretized search space, and
the second searches in multiple images simultaneously. To improve the precision, a feature
penalization method has been presented. This method penalizes the non-matched features
of the matches found by the geometric matching search algorithm.
From theoretical and algorithmic points of view, the matching approach reviewed in this
chapter seems to be quite suitable for dealing with symbol recognition in the context of
line drawings. It is also quite flexible for incorporating different kinds of improvements.
The use of geometric matching seems to be the right solution for dealing with textureless
shapes such as line drawings, as it depends on shape features like geometric primitives, and
geometric relations for matching the features. The literature shows successful and effective
application of the chosen matching algorithm in different fields, as well as its superiority to
other geometric matching algorithms such as Hough transform.
The next chapter shows the practical application of geometric matching approach reviewed
in this chapter in symbol recognition and spotting problems. The next chapter proves exper-
imentally that the use of geometric matching is very promising for performing recognition
in line drawings, and it outperforms state-of-the-art methods for the same problem.
Chapter 3
Symbol Recognition and Spotting
Based on Geometric Matching
Symbol recognition and symbol spotting are core problems in the automatic analysis of line
drawings. This chapter presents a geometric matching-based method for both isolated sym-
bol recognition and symbol spotting1. The method uses the geometric matching approach
presented in Chapter 2 as the main recognition module, hence, the method has the ability
to recognize symbols in the presence of large amounts of contextual clutter. The presented
method achieves significantly lower error rates than the state-of-the-art recognition and
spotting methods. This is demonstrated on different databases including the databases of
symbol recognition and spotting contests: GREC-2005 and GREC-2011.
3.1 Introduction
Recognizing a symbol in the context of a line drawing is faced by the following challenging
problems: the large amount of background clutter, the transformations on the symbols
within a drawing, degraded (or noisy) drawings and large number of symbols. Current
approaches to symbol recognition and spotting deal poorly with these challenges, specially
with the contextual clutter. Current symbol recognition approaches are based on pattern
recognition methods that work well only on isolated objects (see Section 1.2). As for the
symbol spotting approaches, they always require finding regions of interest within line draw-
ings as a first step, the techniques that these approaches use for finding regions, do not deal
well with clutter and noise (Chapter 5 discusses this issue in great detail). This chapter
presents a recognition and spotting method that deals with these challenges significantly
1Parts of this chapter are based on the author’s work in [75, 49].
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better than state-of-the-art recognition and spotting methods. Being based on the geo-
metric matching presented in Chapter 2, the method presented in this chapter posses the
same desirable characteristics of the geometric matching approach discussed in Section 2.1
such as: providing precise localization of the recognized symbols within the line drawings,
and providing the features’ correspondences and the transformation between the query and
the recognized symbols as additional outputs. Most state-of-the-art methods do not posses
such characteristics.
As discussed in Chapter 1, symbol recognition (whether isolated or in-context) is a core task
in the automatic analysis of line drawings. Isolated symbol recognition is concerned with
recognizing an unknown query symbol as one of a set of known library symbols. Symbol
spotting is defined as locating a query symbol within a line drawing. Chapter 1 discusses
the symbol recognition and spotting tasks and their important applications in more detail.
This chapter contributes to solving the symbol recognition-in-context task by presenting a
symbol recognition and spotting approach based on the ideas discussed in Chapter 2.
The symbol recognition and spotting method presented in this chapter consists of two
main modules: First, the preprocessing and feature extraction module, which includes
adaptive denoising, edge detection and the representation of the line drawings as geometric
primitive features. The adaptive denoising is developed to deal with extremely different
noise types including clean documents, it automatically infers the noise type and invokes the
appropriate preprocessing steps. Edge detection is carried out using simple morphological
operations. The features are extracted by sampling points or line segments along the edges.
The second module is the recognition module. Within this module, the different algorithms
and methods discussed in Chapter 2 are applied on both recognition and spotting tasks.
The method presented in this chapter is evaluated on a number of databases of technical line
drawings including both real scanned images and synthetic images. The databases include
the standard graphics recognition databases of the GREC-2005 and GREC-2011 symbol
recognition contests. Based on the experimental results presented later in this chapter, the
geometric matching-based method is highly accurate in performing recognition and spotting
tasks in different types of technical line drawings. The geometric matching-based recogni-
tion method successfully recognizes symbols in the presence of preprocessing artifacts such
as partial or missing features. This shows experimentally the robustness of this matching
approach (discussed in Subsection 2.2.3). For spotting tasks, the recognition method is
able to recognize symbols in the presence of large amounts of clutter (the clutter in the
line drawings is the other symbols and the background connection lines). Furthermore,
the efficient search variants discussed in Section 2.3 achieve the same accuracy but with a
significant speedup over the original version of the search algorithm discussed in Subsec-
tion 2.2.2. The penalization method discussed in Section 2.4 is used as a post matching
step for eliminating the found false matches.
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This chapter also presents a comparison between our recognition method and the state-
of-the-art recognition and spotting methods that use the same or similar line drawing
databases. The comparison shows that the recognition approach presented here significantly
outperforms state-of-the-art recognition and spotting methods. Overall, the results suggest
that geometric matching is a promising approach for analysis of technical line drawings.
3.2 Geometric Techniques for Symbol Recognition and Spot-
ting: State-of-the-art
A review on symbol recognition and symbol spotting methods has been presented in Sec-
tion 1.2. This section reviews only the symbol recognition and spotting methods that use
geometric techniques, whether for feature extraction, recognition or spatial verification.
Coustaty et al. [22] used a geometric matching technique for feature extraction in an isolated
symbol recognition system. They used an adapted Hough transform to extract the segments
of the symbol. First, a mean-filter is applied on a symbol to remove noise, then only skeleton
points are used as input for Hough transform to reduce the complexity resulting from a
large input. The lines are detected by Hough transform, then they are projected back to the
image to detect their end points, hence extracting line segments as features. The extracted
segments are arranged in a topological graph as a structural signature of the symbols, and
then, Galois Lattice classifier is used for recognition.
Wong et al. [76, 77] developed a Hough-based representation for the lines of isolated symbols.
The Hough representation is modified to be invariant to translation, rotation, scale and
reflection. The translation invariance is achieved by making a line representation relative to
the symbol centroid. The reflection invariance is achieved by considering the absolute value
of the angle in the Hough line representation. The rotation invariance is done by projecting
the angle dimension onto the position dimension. This results in a 1-D vector, which is
normalized to get scale invariance, additionally, certain values are truncated from the vector
to remove noise components. In [76], they used the sum of absolute differences to compare
the descriptors of symbols, while in [77], they trained a knowledge-based hierarchical neural
network to perform recognition. The methods of Wong et al. [76, 77] are based on ideas
from the methods in [78, 79] that use similar Hough-based representation.
Some recognition and spotting methods used modified shape context. Matching by shape
context [80] can be considered a geometric-related technique. Su et al. [81] presented an
isolated recognition system based on multi-resolution shape context. In their work, the
shape context descriptor is computed for each symbol skeleton point by considering nested
regions of different sizes around the point. Weights are associated with the descriptors of
the different regions by giving higher weights to the larger regions. They also added other
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weights related to the complexity of the region contents around a point. They claimed that
computation of a pyramid of shape contexts at each shape point makes the method robust to
noise. As known, shape context is invariant to scale, and the rotation invariance is achieved
by considering the tangent direction at the point as the x-axis. The matching between the
descriptors of a symbol against library symbols is done by finding point correspondences
via the Hungarian algorithm. This is called weighted bipartite matching, and it is the
same as presented originally for matching by shape contexts [80], except they also consider
matching across different region sizes. The robustness to noise in their system has been
tested on a part of the GREC-2005 database, however, the system has not been tested on
transformed symbols.
The spotting method by Nguyen et al. [40] also used shape context to describe parts of sym-
bols within the regions of interest. After detecting regions of interest within a line drawing,
the shape context descriptor is computed locally on those regions. The descriptors from all
the drawings are then clustered using k-means and represented as visual words. The visual
words of a query are then compared to the visual words of the line drawings. The cosine
distance is used as a similarity measure instead of the shape matching proposed originally
for shape contexts. They used the same method for recognition of isolated symbols in [82].
As discussed in Section 1.2, symbol spotting methods usually follow the scheme of finding
regions of interest, describe them with some descriptor and index them based on a query
using an appropriate indexing technique. The scheme followed in these spotting methods is
unrelated to our recognition and spotting method. The method presented in this chapter
uses geometric matching as a core recognition/spotting component. Within the recogni-
tion/spotting process, the method searches for matching symbols in an image whether it
contains an isolated symbol or a complete line drawing, without identifying or locating
regions of interest first. The method also does not use descriptors of any kind.
However, some of state-of-the-art spotting methods use geometric techniques as a final
verification step. Rusinol et al. [32, 10] used a Hough transform-based voting scheme to
verify the correctness of the initial candidate matches found by the spotting method. The
correct matches cast more votes in locations than the false matches. In [32], the Hough-
voting space is a 3D space: 2D position coordinates and scale, while in [10], the space is
the 2D space of the spatial positions.
In summary, geometric matching has not been used so far as a main recognition module
in symbol recognition or spotting methods. Geometric matching techniques such as Hough
transform have been used for feature extraction, invariant symbol representation and for
spatial verification after matching. This chapter shows that the use of geometric matching
for recognition is able to solve the symbol recognition in context problem with lower error
rates than state-of-the-art methods.
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3.3 The Symbol Recognition and Spotting Method
This section describes the two main modules of the symbol recognition and spotting method.
The preprocessing and feature extraction module is described in Subsection 3.3.1, and the
recognition module for isolated recognition and spotting is described in Subsection 3.3.2.
3.3.1 Adaptive Preprocessing and Feature Extraction
Although independent of the actual matching, preprocessing has an important effect on
matching results [25], specially when the images are degraded by extremely different noise
types. As a first step in the preprocessing module, an adaptive noise reduction algorithm
is used. This algorithm is inspired by the adaptive noise reduction algorithm for line
drawings developed by Zhang et al. [30]. Zhang’s algorithm is based on the assessment
of noise distributions and line widths, and then, according to this automatic assessment,
different median and morphological filters are applied on an image. Inspired by the idea
of the assessment of the image noise to automatically infer the noise type, an adaptive
denoising algorithm is developed for the recognition approach presented in this section.
The algorithm is called “adaptive” since it automatically infers the noise type and adapts
to deal with it accordingly.
The noise assessment of the adaptive denoising algorithm presented here is based on: the
number of small connected components, the sizes of these components and the stroke width
(line width) in an image. The algorithm removes noise components (pixels or groups of
pixels) while keeping as much information of the foreground symbols as possible. In many
cases, the noise components are large, and its density distribution is higher than foreground
symbols. Hence, instead of using actual median filters, the small connected components that
are smaller than a certain size are simply removed from an image. This size is adaptively
and automatically determined based on noise distribution. This operation has the same
effect as a median filter, but it removes noise components of different sizes with the same
filter template.
The second step of the preprocessing module depends on the inferred noise type from the
previous step. There are two cases, the first is if the images are relatively clean, like
scanned documents or images that are slightly degraded. In this case, the preprocessing
proceeds by morphological edge detection: morphological closing and dilation by 1 are
applied separately on an image. Then the morphologically-closed image is subtracted from
the original image, and separately, the morphologically-dilated image is subtracted from
the morphologically-closed image. Finally, the two images resulted from the subtraction
operations are added together. The result of that is a thinned edge image, in which the
edges are the inner and outer contours of all the lines within a line drawing. Fig. 3.1 shows
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the results of applying the preprocessing steps discussed so far in case of scanned images of
real technical line drawings. Before applying the second preprocessing step, the gradient of
the denoised image is computed. The gradient will be used to get orientation information
of the features in the next steps.
The second case is if the images are degraded with heavy noise. In this case the preprocess-
ing proceeds by a smoothing step. The smoothing is needed to get better results for the
subsequent feature extraction step. A Gaussian filter is applied on an image followed by
global binarization and then thinning. The size of the Gaussian filter and the binarization
threshold are also adaptive, they are chosen based on the previously mentioned criteria.
The thinning operation is not carried out when the inferred noise type indicates that the
lines of the foreground pixels are so thin that they are composed of disconnected dots or
dashes. Fig. 3.2 shows the results of applying the preprocessing steps discussed so far in
case of noisy images. The figure shows images of symbols with different noise types from
the GREC-2005 database.
The third and last preprocessing step is the feature extraction step. Either points (pixels)
or line segments are sampled along the contours of the edge image. For point features,
equi-distant pixels are extracted as features, each extracted pixel is associated with an
orientation. For segment features, line segments are extracted with a specified minimum
length, segments that are shorter than this length are discarded. The extracted features
are the geometric primitives that are used as input to the recognition module.
For relatively clean scanned images, using simple morphological preprocessing operations
produces a good enough input for the recognition module presented here. It is also the
case for images that are slightly degraded. Such images can actually be processed as clean
or noisy images. As discussed in Subsection 2.2.3, the recognition algorithm can deal with
partial or missing features. However, in the severely degraded images, the lines’ thickness
largely increase or decrease because of the noise. If only edge detection were applied, the
recognition module would not be able to match such image to the library symbols since
the corresponding lines do not have the same thickness (with considering the scale factor).
Also thinning cannot be directly applied as it is very sensitive to noise and very thick lines.
That makes it necessary to remove the noise components and smooth the lines before edge
detection or thinning steps.
The images of the databases of the graphics recognition contests GREC-2003 up to and
including GREC-2011 [45, 15, 16, 17] are degraded by different binary synthesis noise types.
The noise types imitate real world noise that come from scanning or otherwise. The noise
types are generated using Kanungo’s method [83]. Some of the types result in heavily
degraded images [16], and some of the images are extremely corrupted [15, 17] and cannot
be recognized even by a human. Some of these extreme cases are shown in Figure 3.3.
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(a) The input image: a clean image of a scanned line drawing.
(b) Preprocessed Image: the output image after applying noise removal and morphological edge detec-
tion. The noise removal has no effect on relatively clean image such as the input image in (a).
Figure 3.1: Preprocessing: noise removal and morphological edge detection (a) input image
(b) edge image of thin contours.
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Figure 3.2: Preprocessing of degraded images: The first and third rows are the input images.
The corresponding images in the second and forth rows are the output images after applying
the preprocessing steps for degraded images.
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Figure 3.3: Examples of extremely corrupted images from the GREC-2005 database. Such
symbols cannot be recognized by a human. The recognition method presented in this chapter
also fails to recognize these symbols.
In general, all the noise types used in the different contests can be roughly divided into
two main types. The first type makes the strokes of the shape irregularly thicker, with
or without surrounding noise by adding corruption pixels to the pixels constituting the
shape. The second noise type makes the strokes of the shapes irregularly thinner (or even
disappear), with or without surrounding noise. Usually in case of an image degraded by
the second noise type, the thinning step (within the preprocessing module described in this
section) is not applied after binarization, the feature extraction step takes place directly.
3.3.2 Recognition based on Geometric Matching
The inputs to the recognition module are the feature representations of two symbols or of a
symbol and a line drawing. The feature representations are the result of the preprocessing
and feature extraction module discussed in the previous section.
The geometric matching approach discussed in Section 2.2 is used as a recognition mod-
ule for performing both isolated symbol recognition and symbol spotting. The geometric
matching approach matches two line drawings: a model and an image. In isolated recog-
nition, the models are clean library symbols (from the symbol alphabets provided in the
databases). The models are represented as line segment features. The images are the noisy
transformed test symbols, and they are represented by pixel (without orientation) features.
For a lot of the test symbols, it is usually hard to extract features of a higher level than
the pixels because of noise.
The task is to recognize an unknown query symbol (or test symbol). The query symbol
is matched against the predefined set of library symbols one by one. The detailed proce-
dure to carrying out the geometric matching is discussed in Subsections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.
Dealing with mixture of point and segment features is discussed in Subsection 2.2.3. The
multi-image matching scheme discussed in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2 can be also used as
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follows. The pairs of the test symbol with each of the library symbols are loaded into the
geometric matching algorithm as initial states, and the matching proceeds as if it were one
big matching problem. The details of this procedure can be found in Section 2.3. The
matching results is the same in both matching schemes, however the time and memory
requirements differ.
After the matching, the penalization method discussed in Section 2.4 is carried out as a
post matching step. As discussed in Section 2.2, the matching outputs the feature cor-
respondences and the transformation between the query and a matching symbol. This
information is used to find out the non-matched features and penalize them as described
in Section 2.4.
The query symbol is recognized to be the one that achieves the highest matching score
among the library symbols. Figure 3.4 shows a query symbol and its three best matches.
(a) A test symbol.
(b) The three best matches of the test symbol in (a).
Figure 3.4: Isolated recognition results. The test symbol in (a) is correctly recognized. The
left most symbol in (b) is the best match (the symbol that achieved the highest matching
quality with the test symbols). The second and third best matches are also similar symbols.
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For symbol spotting, the models are symbols from a symbol alphabet from some application
domain (called query symbols), and the images are complete line drawings from the same
application domain. The images contain either line drawings only, or both text paragraphs
and line drawings. The symbols within a line drawing could exist at different orientations
and scales, and can be anywhere in the image. Both the models (query symbols) and the
images are represented by line segment features. The spotting (or recognition in context)
is carried out as described in Subsections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. Dealing with segment features
is discussed in Subsection 2.2.3. Since the image are large line drawings with thousands
of line segment features, the spotting is carried out using the efficient matching variant
presented in Section 2.3, namely the variant that uses the discretized rotation range.
A query symbol is matched against a line drawing, and all the regions that contain an
instance of the query symbol in the line drawing are located. There could be one or more
instances of the query symbol in an image, or no instances at all. The recognition module
should be able to correctly find those instances or announce that there is no instance of the
queried symbol in an image. Same as is done for isolated recognition: after the matching,
the penalization method discussed in Section 2.4 is carried out as a post matching step. The
penalization is applied on the features that are inside the matching region (see Section 2.4
for details). After the penalization, the recognition module rejects the regions that have an
overall matching quality that is smaller than the value defined for accepting the matches.
Figure 4.4 shows the spotted instances of two query symbols in a line drawing of an ar-
chitectural floor plan from the training set of the GREC-2011 database. The queries are
taken from the isolated query symbols provided with the database. Figure 3.6 shows an-
other spotting example in an electronic circuit diagram of a real drawing scanned from a
book. The query is a symbol cropped from another drawing. In both figures, the query
instance found by the system are surrounded by shaded bounding boxes. As can be seen in
the figures, the recognition module provides precise localization of the region of a spotted
query instance within a line drawing.
3.4 Experiments and Performance Evaluation
This section describes the databases used for evaluating the performance of the method pre-
sented in this chapter. The experimental set up of the method parameters is also described.
Finally the results of both the isolated recognition and the spotting are presented.
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(a) Two different query symbols (table, bed).
(b) Spotted instances of the query symbols. The results of both queries are merged into one figure.
Figure 3.5: Spotting results on an architectural floor plan from the GREC-2011 database.
The spotted instances are shown surrounded by bounding boxes with shaded interiors (a red
box for the table symbol, and a blue box for the bed symbol).
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(a) Query symbol (transis-
tor).
(b) Spotted instances of the query symbol.
Figure 3.6: Spotting Results on a scanned image of a real electronic line drawing. The spotted
instances are shown surrounded by red bounding boxes with shaded interiors.
3.4.1 The Databases
A number of different databases are used for evaluating the performance of the recognition
method presented in this chapter. These databases include tests for both isolated recog-
nition and spotting. For isolated recognition, the test set of the GREC-20052 database
2http://iapr-tc10.univ-lr.fr/index.php/symbolrecognitionhome
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and a subset of the training set of the GREC-20113 database are used. Both databases
are publicly available, and they were used for symbol recognition contests. both databases
have a symbol library of 150 symbols segmented from architectural and electrical drawings.
The symbols are composed of lines and circular arcs, they are available in both raster and
vector formats.
The symbols in the test images of the GREC-2005 database are corrupted by 6 different
synthetic noise types, and transformed by different similarity transformations (rotation
and/or scaling). All the 6000 test images of the GREC-2005 database are used in the
evaluation. Similarly, the symbols in the images of the GREC-2011 database are corrupted
by noise and transformed. There are 3 noise types with up to 25 levels of degradation
within each type. A subset (3150 images) of the training set of the GREC-2011 are used in
this evaluation. For more details about the databases and their characteristics, the reader
is referred to [15, 17].
For symbol spotting, three databases are used. The first databases consists of 22 scanned
book pages that contain electronic diagrams. The pages are scanned at 300dpi resolution,
using a regular scanner and without any additional set up. The second database is the
symbol spotting training set of the GREC-2011 database. It has 20 architectural drawings
and 20 electrical drawings, also corrupted by 3 different noise types. There are 16 architec-
tural and 21 electrical queries. The queries are segmented symbols from architectural and
electrical drawings. The third database is the “Sysed” graphics recognition database gener-
ated in [43] and [44]. This database will be used for evaluation in the next chapters for the
purpose of comparing the performance of the recognition method with improved versions
of it. In this section, the first two mentioned spotting databases are used for evaluation.
3.4.2 Experimental Setup
The geometric matching approach presented in Chapter 2 is the main recognition compo-
nent used in the method presented in this chapter. The parameters of this approach are
the user-controlled parameters of the symbol recognition method presented in this chap-
ter. First, the error threshold parameters d and a from Eq. 2.2 in Chapter 2 are set
as follows: d = 6.0 and a = 0.15(radians). The accept-match parameter discussed in
Subsection 2.2.2 is set to 0.7. The transformation ranges are set the same as mentioned in
Subsection 2.2.2. The penalty values for non-matched features as discussed in Section 2.4
is set to 0.5 of the size of the non-matched feature.
The same parameter setting are used for both isolated recognition and spotting. However,
sometimes some parameters are automatically changed by the method when the adaptive
3http://iapr-tc10.univ-lr.fr/index.php/symbolrecognitionhome
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noise removal module detects that the image is severely corrupted by noise. Such images
have a lot of corrupted features that might not be matched, so the accept-match parameter
is lowered to 0.3, and the error threshold d increased to 10.0.
The method presented in this chapter has the advantage of having only few parameters
to be controlled by the user. Those parameters and their effects are well defined in the
geometric matching approach discussed in Chapter 2.
3.4.3 Experimental Results
First the isolated recognition performance is evaluated. The recognition system described
in the previous section is evaluated on all of the tests of the GREC-2005 database, and
also a random subset of the GREC-2011 tests. The recognition accuracy metric is used
for evaluation. The recognition accuracy is the number of the correctly recognized symbols
over the number of all the test symbols. This evaluation metric is used to evaluate all
of state-of-the-art isolated symbol recognition methods, and in the previously mentioned
symbol recognition contests. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the results of testing with GREC-2005
and GREC-2011 databases respectively.
Table 3.1: Isolated recognition results on all the tests of GREC-2005 database (6000 images).
The results are divided according to the degradation and transformation types used in the test
images.
noise1 noise2 noise3 noise4 noise5 noise6
no transformation 100 100 100 98.2 91.0 96.2
rotation 98.0 99.0 97.2 98.7 94.0 73.7
scaling 98.5 96.5 96.0 94.0 87.5 58.5
rotation+scaling 97.0 91.5 92.0 92.0 72.5 41.5
Table 3.2: Isolated recognition results on a subset of the training images of the GREC-2011
database. N is the number of test images in each different case, total=3150 images.
Noise type noise A noise B noise C
(no transformation) (N=750) (N=750) (N=750)
Recognition accuracy % 98.6 94.0 97.0
Transformation
& random
degradation
rotation
(N=300)
scaling
(N=300)
rotation
& scaling
(N=300)
Recognition accuracy % 97.0 96.4 97.0
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In general, the recognition accuracies decrease with scaling more than with rotation, because
the scaled down versions of the symbols are severely corrupted even with simple noise types,
and they do not have much information about the symbol at the first place. Examples of
such images were shown earlier in the previous section in Figure 3.3. Those images are
hard to recognize even by humans. Other less extreme examples are shown in Figure 3.7,
however, they still cannot be recognized by the method.
Figure 3.7: Examples of scaled down corrupted symbols. The recognition method fails to
recognize those symbols.
The scalability of the method is tested on the GREC-2005 database. Figure 3.8 shows that
the system scales well as the number of library symbols increases.
Figure 3.8: Scalability of the recognition method. The isolated recognition accuracy is shown
as a function of an increasing number of library symbols.
The ability of the recognition method to perform spotting tasks is evaluated next. As
discussed earlier in this chapter, a spotting method outputs regions that contain instances
of a query symbol. The standard recall and precision measures are adapted to evaluate
the spotted regions. For a query, “Recall” is defined as the number of correctly spotted
symbols over the total number of ground-truth symbols. “Precision” is the number of
correctly spotted symbols over the total number of spotted symbols.
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An instance of a query within a line drawing is counted as “correctly spotted” according
to the PASCAL VOC criterion [62] as follows. Assume the area of the bounding box of
a spotted symbol instance is Bs, and the area of the bounding box of the ground-truth
symbol instance is Bgt. The overlap ratio between the two areas is defined as:
ao =
Bs ∩Bgt
Bs ∪Bgt (3.1)
A symbol is counted as correctly spotted if ao in Eq. 3.1 is ≥ 90%. Alternatively, a symbol
is counted as missing if ao is < 90%. The area-overlapping threshold that is commonly
used in the evaluation of the spotting systems [46, 17] is: ao ≥ 75% for correctly spotted
symbols. We use a more strict evaluation criterion since our method locates query instances
very precisely.
Similar evaluation measures are used in the performance evaluation protocol presented by
Rusinol and Llados [46] for spotting systems. But in their evaluation protocol, all the
spotted areas and the ground-truth areas for a query are considered simultaneously. The
area of a spotted region is the area of the polygon that contains the convex hull of the
region. The same metrics in [46] are also used for evaluation in the symbol spotting contest
GREC-2011. However, in the contest, the area of a spotted or a ground-truth region is
simply considered to be the bounding box that contains the region.
Table 3.3 summarizes the results on the electronic drawings database. In the table, the
recall and precision values are shown for each query separately. Table 3.4 shows the spotting
performance of the method on the GREC-2011 database. In the table, each of the recall and
precision values is the average of spotting a number of different queries in all the drawings.
Table 3.3: Symbol spotting results on 22 scanned images of real electronic line drawings. The
queries are symbols cropped from one of the drawings.
Query
symbol
# of instances of
the queried symbol
Recall (%) Precision (%)
Transistor 43 100.0 98.0
Capacitor 80 94.0 94.0
Average 61.5 97 96
By examining the cases where the method found false matches, the falsely matched symbols
were actually very similar to the queried element, examples of false matches are shown in
Figure 3.9.
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Table 3.4: Symbol spotting results on the GREC-2011 training images of architectural and
electric line drawings. The recall and precision values are the averages for 14 queries in 20
electrical drawings, and for 12 queries in 20 architectural drawings.
database Noise type
# of instances of
the queried
symbols
Average
Recall (%)
Average
Precision (%)
Architectural Random 366 98.1 98.9
Electrical Random 223 98.7 94.1
(a) Left image: query symbol (capacitor). Right image: spotted instance
of the capacitor query symbol.
(b) Left image: query symbol (transistor). Right image: spotted instance of
the transistor query symbol.
Figure 3.9: Examples of false matches. In the images of the right column, the matches are
surrounded by red bounding boxes. The blue dots inside the boxes show the query features
overlaid on the falsely spotted matches.
The running time for matching a pair of images – whether isolated symbols or line drawings
–, ranges from a fraction of a second to few seconds. For isolated recognition, in order to
recognize a symbol against a large symbol library, the recognition process can take up to
few minutes. The running time depends on many factors such as: number of matching
instances in an image (true or false), number of model and image features, the size of
the transformation space and the accept-match parameter. The geometric matching-based
method can be considered practical, but it is slow to be interactive. As discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3, there are various ways of speeding up the matching process. One such way relies
on using feature weights, and it will be discussed in the next chapter.
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3.5 Comparison with Previous Methods for Symbol Recog-
nition
Table 3.5 shows a comparison with previous methods for both recognition and spotting.
The comparison is shown for the methods that use the same or very similar databases as the
method presented in this chapter. Note that the methods that have higher overall accuracy
than our method, have actually used a much smaller set of models and test images, also
with simpler noise types and only a subset of the transformations.
Table 3.5: Comparison with previous methods. Note that some methods have used different
numbers of library symbols and test images, with different noise types and different transfor-
mations.
Isolated Symbol Recognition - only for GREC-2005 database
Method Accuracy Models database - no. of tests Noise Transform
Our method 90.1 25 - 150 GREC-2005 - 6000 Yes (all types) Yes
Min et al. [25] 83.3 25 - 150 GREC-2005 - 6000 Yes (all types) No
Zhang et al. [27] 82.8 25 - 150 GREC-2005 - 6000 Yes (all types) Only rotation
Luqman et al. [23] 94.5 20 - 100 GREC-2005 - 40 Yes (their own noise) No
Wong et al. [76] 94.0 25 GREC-2005 - 100 yes (random) Yes (random)
Symbol Spotting - for GREC-2011 and similar databases
Method Recall Precision database (architectural) Noise
Our method 98.1 98.9 12 queries, 20 drawings Yes
Nguyen et al. [40] 88.0 70.0 6 queries, 15 drawings No
3.6 Discussion
This chapter has described a geometric matching-based method as a practical solution to
the graphical symbol recognition problem. The method is highly accurate in recognizing
symbols in context and with interfering strokes (the spotting task), and it also performs
competitively on isolated recognition tasks. The method has been evaluated on different
databases, the databases include tests for isolated symbol recognition as well as for symbol
spotting. The experimental results show a performance that is significantly better than
state-of-the-art methods on the same or similar databases.
The geometric matching approach presented in the previous chapter is used to perform
recognition. The use of geometric matching as a symbol recognition method has been
presented only in our work. As discussed in Chapter 2, geometric matching has many de-
sirable characteristics. Using this matching made the recognition method posses the same
characteristics. The experiments have practically shown the following characteristics of the
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recognition method: ability to perform recognition in context with large amounts of clutter,
robustness to preprocessing artifacts, precise localization of the recognized/spotted sym-
bols, working with different feature types, ability to incorporate penalties for non-matched
features and finally being practical via the use of efficient variants of the matching algo-
rithm. Other characteristics such as using feature weights to improve recognition/spotting
rates, will be presented in the next chapter.
The chapter has also shown that processing that is adaptive to noise types can be an impor-
tant part of symbol recognition methods. The good qualitative results of the preprocessed
images indicate that it might be better to deal with noise – even if partially – prior to the
recognition process itself. Such adaptive preprocessing approach is useful when the test
images contain extreme variability in image noise such as the images of the GREC-2005,
GREC-2011 databases. It is important to point out that the appropriate preprocessing
procedure was not selected manually for each noise condition, but that choice is made
automatically by the system. We expect that this kind of approach to dealing with a wide
variety of noise will become increasingly important.
The symbol recognition method presented in this chapter, can work with different feature
types such as pixels, line segment features or a mixture of them. This gives the flexibility to
use either statistical or structural representations of symbols. Hence, preprocessing modules
from other systems can be used within the recognition method, as different preprocessing
modules output different features.
The recognition/spotting method will be used as a step for symbol matching within the
methods that will be presented in Chapters 6 and 7. The overall recognition/spotting
method can also be a basis for future work on applications like automatic analysis of line
drawings or symbol retrieval. For example, using a set of known symbols, the method can
be used off-line to spot the symbols within line drawings of a database, and then for on-line
retrieval, the previously spotted symbols can be quickly indexed and retrieved.
The recognition method presented in this chapter can be improved in various ways. For
example, using other types of features that are not necessarily geometric in addition to
the geometric primitives. Another possibility is using the relations between line segment
features to improve the precision of the method. Another direction of improvement is to
group the similar symbols of the symbol library into few groups in a tree-like structure.
This enables the method to simultaneously reject many non-similar symbols, and explore
only the symbols within one tree branch. Finally, more efficient variants of the matching
algorithm can be developed to achieve interactive speed.
Chapter 4
Improving Geometric
Matching-based Symbol Spotting
using Machine Learning
The geometric matching-based method presented in Chapter 3 finds many false matches
when performing recognition/spotting in degraded line drawings, specially if high recall
rates are desired. Furthermore, when solving large scale problems, the method has a run-
ning time in the order of few minutes, which is very slow to be interactive. This chapter
presents two novel methods for improving the performance of the geometric matching-
based spotting method on line drawings.1. Both methods are based on combining machine
learning techniques with geometric matching.
The first method combines geometric matching with linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
to learn the importance of the features of symbols, and assign weights to these features
accordingly. The learned weights are assigned to query features in the geometric matching-
based spotting method. When tested on a database of line drawings, the use of weights
improves the precision of the spotting from an average of 71% to an average of 98%, while
maintaining the recall rates, with a speedup factor of 2.1.
The second method combines geometric matching with an SVM classifier to train the
classifier to distinguish between the true and the false matches found by the geometric
matching-based spotting method. The trained SVM classifier is used as a post-spotting
classification step. When tested on a database of line drawings, the classification step
improves the precision of the spotting from an average of 76.6% to an average of 97.2%
while maintaining the recall rates.
1This chapter is based on the author’s work in [84, 85].
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4.1 Introduction
The geometric matching-based methods discussed in the previous chapter have been based
on manually chosen parameters such as error thresholds and quality measures of geometric
similarity. Error rates of those methods could potentially be lowered by manually “tuning”
those parameters, but that is a slow and laborious process. In this chapter, we will look at
automatic ways, based on machine learning, for improving quality-of-match measures for
the purpose of lowering recognition error rates.
For tasks such as the automatic interpretation of line drawings, it is very important that the
interpretation is as accurate as possible. Spotting methods are usually used to perform such
drawing interpretation tasks. Although many spotting methods have been proposed in the
literature, they are not yet reliable enough to be used in the mentioned task due to relatively
low recall and/or precision values. Such poor performance is due to many difficulties faced
in the symbol spotting problem. These include the following (also discussed in Section 1.1):
large amounts of clutter, similar local line patterns even if they belong to different symbols,
transformations on symbols within line drawings and degraded drawings. These difficulties
make spotting methods result in a lot of false positives (low precision), specially when the
methods are adjusted to get a high recall value.
Although the geometric matching-based spotting method presented in Chapter 3 overcomes
such difficulties to a large extent and outperforms state-of-art spotting methods, it might
still have relatively low precision values due to the following two reasons. First, when
dealing with degraded line drawings, a lower threshold for accepting matches must be used
in order to keep a high recall rate. This comes at the cost of finding extra false matches,
which causes the precision rate to decrease. Second, some query symbols have very simple
shapes with just few lines, such symbols are very similar to parts of other larger or more
complicated symbols. When trying to spot such symbols within a line drawing, many false
matches will be found. Additionally, the geometric matching techniques tend to be slow
(i.e. non-real time performance) when solving large scale problems, for example, spotting
in large noisy drawings, recognition with large symbol alphabets, or spotting a query of a
very simple shape in large drawings.
For the purpose of improving the performance of symbol spotting and increasing its re-
liability, this chapter presents two novel methods based on combining machine learning
techniques with the geometric matching techniques presented in Chapters 2 and 3.
The first method is based on learning the importance of the features of the symbols within
a symbol library, and assigning weights to the features accordingly. The learning of feature
weights is accomplished by combining geometric matching techniques with linear discrimi-
nant analysis (LDA) [86, 87] as follows. The symbols in a symbol library are represented as
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features (such as line segments) and are used as query symbols for spotting tasks. The geo-
metric matching-based spotting method is used to get information on the matching between
the line segments of a query symbol and the line segments of the spotted symbols found
by the spotting method (both the true and the false matches). The matching information
is used to compute feature vectors for the query symbol. The vectors represent how well
the segments of a query are matched to the segments of the true and false matches. Then,
LDA is trained on these vectors to get the weights of the line segments of different query
symbols. When using a symbol with weighted features as a query in a spotting task, the
performance of the spotting method increases in terms of both speed and precision while
keeping the same recall rate.
The second method is based on training a classifier to distinguish between the true and
the false matches found by a spotting method. An SVM classifier [88, 89] is used for that
purpose as a post-spotting classification step. The training data is obtained in the same
way as in the above mentioned method for learning weights. When using the classification
step within a spotting method, the precision of the method improves significantly while
keeping the same recall rate.
Both methods use geometric matching to automatically generate the training data for the
machine learning techniques of LDA and SVM. The methods then use the machine learning
techniques to get information that help improve the performance of spotting methods. For
each method, the new “learned” information is incorporated within the geometric matching-
based spotting method presented in Chapter 3 to get a new spotting method. The new
method is tested on a large database of line drawings. The results show big improvements
in terms of the precision while keeping the same high recall value achieved by the original
spotting method. Additionally, the first method makes the spotting run twice as fast
compared to the original spotting method. The causes of the improved performance will
be discussed within the sections of this chapter.
4.2 Prior Work on Using Machine Learning for Symbol Spot-
ting
The ideas of combining geometric matching techniques with machine learning techniques
as presented in this chapter are novel, and to the best of my knowledge, they have not
been presented in the literature. Combining the two techniques is done for the purpose of
improving the performance of the geometric matching in the context of symbol spotting
applications. This section reviews the following: the use of machine learning techniques
in symbol recognition/spotting problems, and the use of LDA-based feature weighting or
SVM-based classification in spotting applications.
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In general, machine learning techniques are not directly applicable on spotting problems,
because the input is a complete line drawing not isolated symbols. Unlike complete line
drawings; isolated symbols can be directly described in vectors for learning. Machine
learning techniques have been more prominently used in isolated symbol recognition. The
scheme followed there is developing an invariant descriptor of the symbols, and training a
classifier to distinguish different symbols. The descriptor can be graph-based such as in
[23, 90], geometric-based as in [77] or a combination of different symbol descriptors as in
[91]. Different learning tools were used in these works, such as artificial neural networks
(ANN) or Bayesian classifiers. A combination of non-Bayesian classifiers is used in [92].
Machine learning techniques were rarely used as an approach or part of an approach to
solve spotting problems. Luqman et al. [41] presented a spotting system that involves a
Bayesian classifier. In their work, the line drawings are represented as attributed relational
graphs, and regions of interest are extracted from the graphs. The regions are converted to
fuzzy structural signatures, and the similar signatures are clustered together. A Bayesian
classifier is then trained on the signatures from the line drawings, and is used to spot a
query symbol. In their work, many processes are carried out before the training (extracting
regions, describing them with the fuzzy signatures and clustering them). This indicates
much information loss before the training process. The results indicate better performance
if the symbols within the drawings are well separated, which is not usually the case.
As for feature weighting, it has been used in the literature to improve the performance of
classification and information retrieval algorithms [93]. Reviews of feature weighting meth-
ods can be found in [94] and [93]. A lot of research work has been conducted in the area of
LDA-based feature weighting. For example, Zafeiriou et al. [95] have a number of works on
using discriminant weights in elastic graph matching to improve face verification. Kitahara
et al. [96] used LDA for dimensionality reduction of feature space as a step for musical
instrument identification. Song et al. [97] proposed a method for feature selection based
on LDA analysis. However, the published research includes neither combining LDA-based
feature weighting with geometric matching to improve geometric matching techniques, nor
the use of such improved geometric matching for symbol spotting applications.
As for SVM-based classification, SVM [88, 89] is a very popular learning/classification tool,
and it is used in a wide variety of applications [98]. However, it has not been used in the
context of spotting problems.
4.3 Learning Feature Weights
Feature weighting is a process to assign weights to features according to their importance
to a particular task [93]. This section describes feature weighting for the task of symbol
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spotting, and the effect of using the weighted features on the performance of spotting.
A symbol spotting method takes a query and finds matching symbols within a line drawing.
The query symbol is represented as a set of features, so are the matches found by the
spotting method. In the case of correct matches, all the features of the query symbol will
be matched to the features of the found matching symbol, and for false matches, some or
all of the features of the query will not be matched. The importance of query features is
signified by their presence in the correct matches and their absence in the false matches.
Based on that, more weight can be assigned to the discriminant – i.e. important – features
and less weight to the less-discriminant features.
Symbol spotting methods that compute the score of a candidate region based on matching
the region features to the query features, can use the weights of the query features to
get less false matches as follows. If a candidate region is a false match, then its features
correspond (match) to the less-discriminant features of the query. Hence, the overall score
of the region will be lower than the score of a true match. Furthermore, as some of regions
will have low scores, a spotting method will be faster as it examines a smaller number of
promising candidate regions in the subsequent steps.
The problem is: which features are more (or less) discriminant, and what are the discrim-
inance values – i.e. weights – that should be assigned to these features. The solution
presented in this section for this problem is to learn these weights. In order to learn such
weights, a machine learning technique needs training data that contain information on how
well the features of a symbol are matched in both the correct matches and the false matches
of that symbol. Getting such training data requires a spotting method that provides such
information as output with the matches. The method for learning the feature weights
consists of two main steps. First, using geometric matching to automatically generate the
training data (Subsection 4.3.1). Second, using LDA for learning the feature weights from
the training data (Subsection 4.3.2).
The learned weights are tested in a symbol spotting application. As discussed in Chapter 1,
technical line drawings have a library of symbols that are used as queries. The weights of the
features of different query symbols are learned. The weighted query features are used within
the geometric matching-based spotting method presented in Chapter 3. Subsections 4.3.3
and 4.3.4 discuss the details and the performance of the spotting method improved by
weighted query features.
4.3.1 Generating the Training Data via Geometric Matching
In order to learn the feature weights of a symbol for the task of symbol spotting, a machine
learning technique needs training data the contain: (1) the spotted matches of the symbol,
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labeled as “true” or “false” matches, (2) for each match, information on how well the
features of the symbol are matched in both the correct matches and the false matches.
Getting such training data requires a spotting method that provides such information as
output. The geometric matching-based spotting method presented in Chapter 3 is used for
that purpose. A set of query symbols and a database of line drawings are given as inputs
to the spotting method. The query symbols and the line drawings are preprocessed and
defined as sets of line segment features.
Recall that in technical drawings from different domains such as architectural floor plans
or electronic circuit diagrams, there is a defined set of symbols (the symbol alphabet) that is
used to draw these line drawings, and naturally the query symbols come from this defined
set of symbols. Each of these symbols has a different number of features, and when a
symbol is matched to line drawings, it has a different set of true and false matches than the
other symbols. The goal is to learn the weights of the features of the query symbol based
on its true and false matches. This means that each symbol has to have its own training
data. In the following, the process of generating the training data for a query symbol is
described.
When a query symbol and a line drawing are given to the spotting method as input, the
spotting method finds regions within the line drawing that match the query. For each found
matching region, the method outputs2:
• Feature correspondences: which line segments of the query symbol correspond (i.e.
are matched) to which line segments inside the candidate matching region within a
line drawing.
• Transformation information: the translation, rotation and scale that make the
features of the query symbol correspond to the features inside the matching region
within a line drawing.
The true positive found regions contain symbols that are the same as the query symbol,
whereas the false positive found regions may contain either symbols similar to the query
but not the same symbol or just random line patterns that happen to be partially similar
to the query. As a first step in generating the training data, the spotting method is applied
on a query and the training set of line drawings. The output of this step is the matching
regions of the query (both true and false matches). Labels are assigned to these regions
using ground truth information of the line drawings database.
For generating the training data, the “accept-match” parameter in the spotting method
is tuned to get a high recall value of ∼100% (all correct matches), hence, the precision
2See Chapters 2 and 3 for details on how the geometric matching-based spotting method works.
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value will be relatively low (many false matches). The same setting will be also used for
testing. As discussed in Chapter 2, the “accept-match” parameter refers to the minimum
fraction of query features that must be matched in the candidate match. The “accept-
match” parameter is set to 0.5, this means that at least half of the query features have to
be matched in order for a candidate match to be accepted by the method. It is desirable
to set this parameter to a low value when dealing with noisy documents, to ensure that no
correct matches are missed. Figure 4.1 shows the output of spotting a query in a drawing.
In the figure, many false matches are found because the “accept-match” parameter is set
to 0.5. Some of the found false matches are just few random segments.
Figure 4.1: Training data generation (first step). Spotting a query symbol in a line drawing
with a low “accept-match” parameter. The correct matches are labeled “1” (red bounding
box), the false matches are labeled “0” (blue bounding box).
The second step in generating the training data is to compute feature vectors from the
matches that were found in the first step. The feature vectors represent the regions found
by a spotting algorithm, and they are the training samples to be given to the LDA. The
following describes the computation of a feature vector from a match.
A vector of the same size as the number of the query features is created. Each entry of
that vector is filled with a number (between 0.0 and 1.0) that represents the score of a
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query feature. So, the training feature vector is a vector of scores, where each score is
computed as follows. Assume the M line segments of the query are matched to a group of
line segments L in the drawing, with some transformation (that has a scale scale). Then
the score Sm of each query feature is:
∀m ∈M, Sm = length(l)
(length(m)× scale)
where l ∈ L, l matches m
(4.1)
This is illustrated in Figure 4.2. In the figure, two examples of matching regions are shown,
one is a correct match (positive sample) and one is a false match (negative sample). For the
positive sample, most features have high score values (close to 1.0), but the values vary due
to preprocessing and noise. As for the negative sample, only some of the features match,
and they match only partially.
Figure 4.2: A query and two matches with corresponding feature vectors. The segments
in the red bounding box are matched (partially or fully), while some of the segments in the
blue bounding box are not matched. Each vector has 13 entries corresponding to the 13 query
features. The values indicate the scores of the query features in each match.
The training feature vectors are computed from all the matches of a query symbol. Each
vector contains values of how well each of the query features is matched, and each vector is
labeled as a positive or a negative training sample. Obviously, the positive training samples
are correct matches, hence they are the symbols that are the same as the query symbol.
A negative training sample can be any symbol other than the query symbol, or just a set
of random segments. Such training data have the potential to distinguish between the
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symbols that are the same as the query, and all the other symbols or line patterns that are
not the same as the query. The process of generating training data for a query symbol is
repeated for all the symbols in the available set of queries from the symbol library.
4.3.2 Weighting the Features via LDA
Once the training data is ready, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) can be used to learn
weights for symbols features. LDA fits Gaussian distributions to the samples in each class,
and finds the feature weights that maximize the between-class covariance while minimizing
the within-class covariance.
The goal is to discriminate a symbol versus all other symbols using the training data from
the matches of that symbol, and then repeat this process separately for each symbol. This
is a two-class problem.
The training data consist of n samples {(xi, yi)ni=1}, where xi ∈ Rd is a d-dimensional feature
vector, and yi ∈ {0, 1} is the corresponding class label. LDA seeks a linear transformation
W ∈ Rdx1, to map the original xi in the d-dimensional space to a 1-dimensional space
such that: W txi ∈ R where d > 1. The optimal W can be found by maximizing the
Fisher criterion: J(W ) = |W tSbW |/|W tSwW |, where Sb and Sw are the between-class and
within-class scatter matrices of the training samples respectively, their definition can be
found in [87]. Finding the W matrix that maximizes J(.) has a well known solution [87]:
The columns of an optimal W are the generalized eigenvectors that correspond to the
largest eigenvalues in SbW = λSwW .
The learning process is carried out the same as regular LDA classifier learning. LDA is
used to compute W = [w1, w2, ..., wd] ∈ Rdx1 where d is the number of features of a query
symbol. Note that the LDA-singularity or undersampling problem will not occur, since the
feature vectors are not high dimensional. The symbols represented as line segments have
between 5 to 35 features, and the feature vectors given to LDA have the same sizes. After
the learning is done, the resulting LDA classifier is not the desired output, but the matrix
W that is computed as a result of the learning process. Usually, an LDA classifier multiplies
the test vector by W and outputs the result as the class label. But the goal here is to get
the weights matrix W itself. The values of W are normalized to the range [0.5, 1.5], and
the normalized values are used to weight the symbol’s features. Even though some features
are less important than others, the less important features should not, however, be totally
discarded. Query symbols in general have few line segments as features, and removing some
of them will affect the spotting negatively.
The learned feature weights can be interpreted as follows. The features whose score values
are very different in different classes will be given high weights by LDA. The values of the
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feature scores are different because they are matched in the positive class and not matched
in the negative class. Whereas the features whose score values are similar in the different
classes, will be given low weights.
A simplified explanation of what the LDA classifier has actually learned is described in
the following. Assume that the features are point features along the contours of a query
symbol (instead of line segments). Then the distribution of the feature scores is a binomial
distribution that represents the presence or absence of the feature in a candidate match.
The score of a point feature in a candidate match would be 0 if it is not-matched, or 1 if
it is matched. An LDA classifier will learn the weights W that correspond to the ability of
the features to distinguish a match from a non-match.
For computational convenience, and to get a smaller number of features, the queries are
represented as line segments. A line segment approximates a number of point features.
The score of a line segment feature is the sum of the scores of the matching point features
on the segment, which corresponds to the length of the line segment. By incorporating the
lengths of the query features within the scores as in Eq. 4.1, the learned weights will also
incorporate the length of the line segment features with their ability to distinguish a match
from a non-match. Assuming that the point features along the segment are independent,
this approximation works well for our case.
4.3.3 Application to Symbol Spotting
This subsection describes how the feature weights can be incorporated in a symbol spotting
method. The geometric-based spotting method presented in Chapters 2 and 3 will be used.
Recall from Section 2.2 that a single query feature m matches an image feature i if the
transformed query feature maps to the image feature within a distance error threshold .
Also recall that Subsection 2.2.4 describes the incorporation of weights that are associated
with features within the geometric matching algorithm. In this subsection, the learned
feature weights will be incorporated the same way.
Without weights, the quality of mapping two sets of features using a transformation T is
calculated as:
Q(T ) =
∑
m∈M
∑
i∈I
q(T (m), i) (4.2)
where q(T (m), i) is a quality value of matching a single transformed query feature to a
single image feature. These individual features are defined as line segments. The reader is
referred to Chapter 2 for details.
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In order to incorporate the weights, Eq. (4.2) is modified as follows:
Q(T ) =
∑
m∈M
wm
∑
i∈I
q(T (m), i) (4.3)
where wm is the weight associated with the symbol feature m, and is a part of the weights
vector W = [w1, w2, ..., wd]. W has the same size as the number of the symbol features M .
The spotting method carries out a branch-and-bound search for the transformation Tmax
that maps a maximal subset of the query features to maximal subset(s) of image features.
During the search, the quality of matching for different transformations is computed ac-
cording to Eq. (4.3). Since the weights are higher for the features that exist in the correct
matches but do not exist in the false matches, the correct matches will have higher overall
qualities. This will make the correct matches go up in the priority queue maintained by the
branch-and-bound search algorithm. Hence, the correct matches will be found faster. Fur-
thermore, the overall quality for the false matches becomes lower, because their matching
features have lower weights. This causes the rejection of the false matches, which improves
the precision. Figure 4.4 shows spotting a query in the same line drawing once using the
weights and once without using them, note that the same parameter setting in the spotting
algorithm is used in both cases.
4.3.4 Performance Evaluation
This subsection presents the evaluation of the spotting method with and without weights.
The database used for evaluation has 400 images of architectural floor plans. The images
are a subset of the graphics recognition database called “Sysed”. The database is publicly
available1, and it contains different types of technical line drawings.
The generation of the database is described in [43] and [44]. The images of the database
are synthesis line drawings that imitate real complete floor plans with sizes between 2M
to 7M pixels. Different subsets of this database have been used for evaluation of symbol
spotting systems in [40] and [41]. The GREC-2011 symbol spotting contest2 [17] used a set
of images very similar to the images of the Sysed database, as the images of the contest
were generated using the same system of [43, 44].
Different subsets of the Sysed database are used for evaluating the methods presented
within this chapter and the next chapters of this thesis.
First, the training data is generated as described in Subsection 4.3.1. The training data
is generated from 200 images of the database for different query symbols. Then, an LDA
1http://mathieu.delalandre.free.fr/projects/sesyd/index.html
2http://iapr-tc10.univ-lr.fr/index.php/symbolrecognitionhome
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(a) A query symbol (tub).
(b) Spotting output without using the weights of the query features. Two matches are found,
one (on the left) is a true match, and the other (on the right) is a false match.
(c) Spotting output using the weights of the query features. One true match is found.
Figure 4.3: Spotting results on a line drawing, once with and once without using the weighted
query features. Note that the true matches found in both cases are the only true matches that
exist in that line drawing.
classifier is trained on the data of each query symbol to get the weights vector as described
in Subsection 4.3.2. The weights computed for a query symbol are associated with its
features. Finally, the weighted query features are used to spot instances of that query
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symbol in the test set of the drawings. The test set has 200 images (the database has 400
images, 200 are used for training and 200 are used for testing).
Table 4.1: Results of the spotting method (with/without weights of query features) in 200
test images of architectural drawings. All the results are at a recall value of 100%.
Query
Symbol
instances
Precision
weights no weights
arm chair 253 100% 77.7%
door 700 92.8% 82.1%
sofa 228 100% 49.6%
table 167 100% 100%
tub 200 100% 50%
In order to evaluate the effect of weights on the performance; the spotting method is
tested once with the weighted query features, and once without the weighted features. The
spotting method without using the weights is just the same spotting method presented in
Chapter 3. The spotting method that uses the weights differs only in that the quality of
match function is computed according to Eq. (4.3) instead of Eq. (4.2). The same parameter
settings is used in both methods. The results are shown in Table 5.1.
The results show a significant improvement in the precision values while not affecting the
recall values. All the results are at a recall value of 100%, which is normal performance for
the spotting method with clean images and with the “accept-match” parameter set to 0.5.
As for the running time on a 2.80GHz CPU, the spotting method takes 17.57 seconds per
image on average without using weights, and takes 8.23 seconds with weights. This means
a speedup factor of 2.1 using the weighted features of the queries.
4.4 Classification of Matches as a Post-spotting Step
As discussed in the previous section, a symbol spotting method takes a query symbol and a
line drawing as input, and finds regions within the drawing that contain symbols that match
the query symbol. The found matching regions, however, may be true or false matches.
One way to eliminate false matches is by adding a step after the spotting step to distinguish
the true matches from the false matches. In order to be efficient, such step has to work
directly on the representations of the matching regions that are found by the spotting step.
The method presented in this section uses a machine learning technique for developing
such step. To distinguish a true match from a false one, a classification step is used after
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the spotting. The classifier is trained on true and false matches of a query symbol. The
following subsections describe the development and testing of the classification step.
4.4.1 Generating the Training Data via Geometric Matching
In order to develop the classification step, the automatic generation of training data is
needed. The training data should be vectors that represent the matching regions, and the
vectors should encode information about how well the query is matched to a matching
region. Such training data are generated in Subsection 4.3.1.
So, for the classification step presented here, the training data is generated exactly the
same way as described in Subsection 4.3.1. Namely, training data for each query symbol
from the symbol library is generated.
4.4.2 Classifying the Matches via SVM
Once the training data are available, a classifier is trained on them, and then is added as
a step after the spotting step. The SVM classifier is chosen as it is a fundamental machine
learning tool with a strong theoretical foundation [88, 89], and it has shown good empirical
performance in a wide variety of pattern recognition and data mining applications.
The classification problem here is a two-class problem. Similar to what has been discussed
in Subsection 4.3.2, the goal here is to discriminate a symbol versus all other symbols using
the training data from the matches of that symbol, and then repeat this process separately
for each symbol.
A number of two-class SVM classifiers with a linear kernel are trained, and each trained
model is associated with a symbol. When this symbol is used as a query for spotting, the
corresponding SVM-trained model is called for classifying the matches after the spotting
step is carried out.
This post-spotting step does not increase the time complexity of the spotting method. The
training is done off-line, and for the spotting process, the complexity is dominated by the
search for the matches during the spotting step. The classification step adds the following
operations. For each of the found matches (typically below ten in one line drawing), the
feature vector is computed, and classified. Feature vectors are not high dimensional, as
mentioned in Subsection 4.3.2, the symbols represented as line segments have between 5 to
35 features, and the feature vectors given to SVM have the same sizes. The feature vectors
are computed from data that are already available as output by the spotting method.
Figure 4.4 shows the output of the spotting algorithm, once with SVM classification step
and once without it.
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(a) A query symbol (sofa).
(b) Spotting output without the SVM classification step. Four matches are found, two of them
are true matches, and two are false. The false ones are the ones on the left side of the drawing.
(c) Spotting output using the SVM classification step. Two true matches are found.
Figure 4.4: Spotting results on a line drawing, once with and once without using the SVM
classification step as a post-spotting step. Note that the true matches found in both cases are
the only true matches that exist in that line drawing.
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4.4.3 Application to Symbol Spotting with Performance Evaluation
This section discusses the addition of the SVM-classification step to the geometric-based
spotting method presented in Chapter 3. The section also presents the evaluation of the
spotting method with and without the SVM classification step. The database used for
evaluation has 500 images of architectural line drawings. The images are a subset of the
Sysed database described in Subsection 4.3.43.
First, the training data are generated as described in Section 4.4.1 (alternatively in Sec-
tion 4.3.1). The training data are generated from 250 images of the database. Then, the
SVM classifier is trained on the data as described in Sec. 4.4.2. The used SVM is from
the python MLPY package that implements libSvm [99], with a “linear” kernel type. Fi-
nally, the spotting method enhanced by the classification step is tested by spotting different
queries in the drawings of the test set of the database. The test set is the other 250 image
that were not used for training.
Table 4.2: Results of the spotting method (with/without SVM classification) on 250 test im-
ages of architectural drawings. The classification step did not affect the recall values negatively.
All the results are at a recall value of 100%.
Query
Symbol
instances
Precision
with SVM without SVM
door 850 94% 86%
sofa 278 100% 50%
table 193 100% 100%
tub 250 100% 55%
arm chair 253 100% 77.7%
For evaluating the effect of adding the classification step on the performance of the spotting
method, the method is tested with and without SVM classification. The same parameter
settings are used in both cases. The results are shown in Table 5.1. The results show a
significant improvement in the precision values while not affecting the recall values. All the
results are at a recall value of 100%.
3Just for clarification: the 500 images used in this evaluation include the 400 ones that were used for
evaluation in the previous section.
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4.5 Discussion
This chapter has presented two novel methods for improving the performance of the geomet-
ric matching-based spotting method presented in Chapter 3. The two methods are based
on combining machine learning techniques with geometric matching in order to improve
the performance of the geometric matching in the context of symbol spotting applications.
Both methods exploit the useful information provided by the geometric matching for the
automatic generation of training data. When used for spotting instances of a query, the
geometric matching outputs both the correspondence and the transformation information
between the query features and the features of the spotted regions. This information is used
to generate vectors that represent how well the query features are matched in the spotted
regions. The spotted regions may be true or false matches of a query, hence, the vectors
generated for these regions can be used to discriminate between true and false matches.
The first method uses the training data to learn the weights of the features of different
symbols. The weights represent the importance of the features of a query symbol for the
task of spotting that query in line drawings. LDA is used for learning these weights. The
weights are incorporated within the geometric matching-based spotting method to produce
a new and improved spotting method.
The second method uses the training data to train an SVM classifier to distinguish false
matches from true matches. The SVM classification step is added to the geometric matching-
based spotting method as a post-spotting step to produce a new and improved spotting
method.
The two improved spotting methods are tested in spotting queries in a large database
of line drawings. For both methods, the results show significant improvements on the
precision values over the original spotting method. More importantly, the high recall values
of the original spotting method remained the same. In other words, the added machine
learning techniques did not affect the recall negatively. Additionally, the spotting method
enhanced by the feature weights is twice as fast with respect to the original spotting method.
Obviously, both methods are applicable to isolated symbol recognition tasks.
The SVM classification-based method is related to the feature penalization method pre-
sented in Section 2.4. The penalization method uses experimentally chosen thresholds to
judge whether a feature in a spotted region is matched or not matched to the query fea-
tures, and then uses experimentally chosen penalties to reduce the overall matching score
for the spotted region that contains non-matched features. It can be assumed that the
classification method learns such thresholds and penalties, and judges whether a spotted
region is a match or a non-match.
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The improvements of the geometric matching-based spotting method by machine learning
techniques show the flexibility of the geometric matching approach discussed in Chapter 2,
and provide further evidence that geometric matching is a very promising approach for
solving symbol recognition/spotting problems.
Part II
Symbol Retrieval
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Chapter 5
Finding Regions of Interest via
Feature Grouping
Finding better regions of interest (ROIs) can greatly improve the performance of symbol
spotting and symbol retrieval systems. Methods that find ROIs should satisfy a set of
criteria such as repeatability, accuracy, distinctivity and capturing all objects of interest.
The implicit ROI-finding steps in existing symbol spotting and retrieval systems do not
satisfy the required criteria of an ROI-detector, hence, the found ROIs are neither consistent
nor accurate. This chapter presents an ROI-finding method – called the grouping method
– that satisfies all these criteria1. The method is based on statistical feature grouping. The
grouping method is evaluated on a database of line drawings and is found to be highly
accurate in capturing the contents of the line drawings. This makes the grouping method
effective as a content analysis step in a symbol retrieval system. Additionally, the method
is used to improve the spotting method presented in Chapter 3. When evaluated on a
database of line drawings, the improved spotting method is found to be faster and more
accurate than the original spotting method.
5.1 Introduction
Regions of interest (ROIs) in gray scale images represent parts of objects up to complete
objects. Similarly, ROIs in line drawings represent parts of symbols up to complete symbols,
possibly with little additional noise (lines from the background or neighboring symbols).
Identifying ROIs is an important step of line drawings analysis. Additionally, finding better
ROIs in line drawings, can greatly improve the performance of symbol spotting and retrieval
1Parts of this chapter are based on the author’s work in [100].
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systems. This chapter presents an ROI-finding method based on feature grouping. The
method satisfies the criteria required from an ROI-finding method, such as repeatability,
accuracy, distinctivity and capturing all objects of interest. Satisfying these criteria means
that the method find “good” ROIs (the next section explains the meaning of “good” ROIs
in detail). The chapter also shows how the ROI-finding method is used to improve the
performance of symbol spotting and retrieval systems.
In the following, the motivations behind developing methods for finding ROIs in line draw-
ings are discussed. Using ROIs to represent line drawings is inspired by the popular and
successful use of ROIs to represent gray scale natural images. Gray scale images – as well
as line drawings – usually contain more than one object – possibly touching or overlapping
–, along with background contextual noise. Hence, finding a global description of an image
would be very challenging. On the other hand, finding objects of interest by image segmen-
tation is a great challenge in computer vision [101]. That’s why the trend in computer vision
over the last decade has been to describe the statistics and content of images in terms of
local image regions. Local regions-based representations have the advantages that they are
robust to transformations, occlusion, clutter, object and image variation, while retaining
information about image content [102]. This suggests that local regions-based representa-
tions will remain popular in computer vision. They have been – and still are – used in many
applications, such as object detection and recognition [103], [104], scene classification [105],
stereo matching [106] and content-based multimedia retrieval [107], [108], [109].
For line drawings, finding “good” ROIs is important for symbol spotting and retrieval
systems. As discussed in Subsection 1.2.2, the most popular symbol spotting approach is
the ROI-based approach. In this approach, it is important to find ROIs in order to match
them with the query symbol, the query symbol cannot be matched to the complete line
drawing image. However, existing spotting systems do not find ROIs explicitly, and their
implicit ROI-finding steps do not satisfy the required criteria of an ROI-detector, hence, the
found ROIs are neither consistent nor accurate. The ROI finding step is arguably the most
difficult step in a spotting method. Moreover, it greatly affects the spotting accuracy. If
the ROIs were correctly and consistently found, the later steps of describing and matching
them would be easier and would give better results. In the next section we will discuss
what it means to “correctly and consistently” find ROIs.
Finding ROIs is also important for symbol retrieval. Assume a very fast and accurate
spotting method is available, one still cannot afford to use it for retrieving a specific query
symbol from a large database of drawings. Because this would mean that the spotting
will be performed on each line drawing one by one sequentially. So, alternative approaches
must be found for retrieval. The retrieval methods in the literature – whether text, image
or video retrieval – follow the same high level approach. This approach has two stages.
First, the off-line stage where a database is processed and analyzed to be converted to a
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compact indexable representation. The off-line stage consists of two main steps, finding
ROIs and clustering. Second, the on-line stage, where a query is processed the same way
an image of the database is processed, and then a matching or indexing step is carried out
to retrieve the database images that are similar to the query. The matching/ indexing step
is performed on the compact representation of the database not on the original database.
Hence, without the ROIs-finding step, the further steps of obtaining the compact and
indexable representation of the database are not possible.
One might argue that the spotting method introduced in Chapters 2 and 3 can be used
as an off-line step to find the symbols in a database of line drawing as an alternative to
finding ROIs. In principle, this is applicable, however it can only work for a set of known
models from a symbol library. A query can be an unknown symbol, and the line drawings
may contain unknown symbols in addition to the previously defined symbols of a symbol
library. This emphasizes that retrieval methods should not be designed for a specific set of
model symbols. Using an ROI-finding method as a first step in a retrieval system makes
the system able to process unknown symbols.
Based on the above discussion, one can see the importance of developing methods for finding
better ROIs in line drawings. To contribute to finding better ROIs, a method for finding
ROIs is presented in this chapter. The method – called the grouping method – extracts
parts of symbols from line drawings, thus converting a line drawing to a set of isolated
parts of symbols. The region that contains an extracted part represents an ROI, and the
features of which a symbol part is composed, are the features of the ROI.
The grouping method applies statistical grouping on the features of a line drawing, followed
by making combinations of these initial groups to create the final parts of symbols. Sta-
tistical grouping means that grouping the features is based on statistically non-accidental
properties of combinations of these features. The features are line segments or as they are
called “vectorial primitives”. The ROIs that result from this grouping method are seen to
correspond to meaningful parts of the symbols up to complete symbols.
The grouping method is evaluated as an ROI-detector, and is found to satisfy the required
properties of a region detector very well. The method is also highly accurate in capturing
the contents of line drawings. As an ROI-detector, the presented method is used as a first
step of the off-line stage of a retrieval system. Additionally, it is shown how the grouping
method can be used to improve the performance of spotting methods.
5.2 The Properties of a Good ROI-Detector
Whether finding the ROIs is used for spotting or for retrieval, an evaluation is needed
to judge how well a particular method of finding local ROIs works. Such evaluation also
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helps in determining how much percent of the error rates of a retrieval system is due to
an ROI-finding method. In order to carry out such an evaluation, one needs to know what
properties an ROI-finding method must/should have, and how the method can be evaluated
according to these properties. In later sections of this chapter, the grouping method will
be evaluated as an ROI-detector to assess the quality of the ROIs found by the method.
In the following, the properties of a good ROI-detector are discussed. Tuytelaars et al. [102]
have argued that, local ROIs should correspond to semantically meaningful object parts,
and that is in practice, however, not feasible, as it requires high-level interpretation of
the scene content. Tuytelaars et al. [102] provided a good survey for the required and/or
desired characteristics of an ROI-detector, and Dickscheid et al. [110] have also discussed
similar desired properties of ROI detectors and descriptors. Mikolajczyk et al. [111] have
characterized and compared the performance of different region detectors for gray scale
images based on the required properties of an ROI-detector.
The properties discussed in [111] and [102] are widely accepted and used in the commu-
nity of content-based image retrieval. These properties include: repeatability, accuracy,
distinctivity, locality and efficiency among others. Tuytelaars et al. [102] argued that the
repeatability is the most important property as it relates to invariance and robustness of a
region detector. Mikolajczyk et al. [111] have used the repeatability property as the main
evaluation criterion.
In this work, the following properties are used characterize the performance of the ROI-
finding method presented in this chapter. The first three properties are from [111, 102] –
adapted to technical line drawings –, and the last one is an additional proposed property
that – I argue – is more desirable for line drawings.
• Repeatability
• Accuracy
• Distinctivity
• Covering all symbols “meaningfully”
Repeatability
Repeatability is defined as always detecting the regions in different images that correspond
to the same pre-image region. This property relates to transformation invariance. Suppose
there is a region that corresponds to a specific symbol in a line drawing, and this symbol
appears in other different line drawings but in different locations, rotations and scales, then
repeatability means always detecting the region that corresponds to this symbol in the
different drawings.
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Accuracy
Accuracy is the degree of overlap between the found region and the pre-image region.
Assume that, according to some definition, a region that corresponds to some symbol, is a
reference region, and this symbol appears in different line drawings. Upon the detection of
a region that corresponds to this symbol, the accuracy is measured by the degree of overlap
between the reference region and the detected region after considering the transformation.
Distinctivity
Distinctivity means that the regions that correspond to different symbols or different parts
of symbols should be different than each other. This property is actually important for the
later steps of region description and matching. That means if a region detector has the
first two properties, the detected regions still can be similar even if the regions correspond
to different symbols. This happens for example when different symbols have parts that are
similar but with a different spatial layout. This problem can be solved at the later stages
unless it is due to a problem in the region detector. Usually the distinctivity is measured
by matching accuracy i.e. at the stage after region detection.
Covering all symbols “meaningfully”
Covering all symbols is more essential to technical line drawings than to gray scale images.
All the symbols that appear in a line drawing are important for the applications of spotting,
interpretation of line drawings or retrieval. Not detecting the region(s) of a symbol or a
large part of it, means missing that symbol in the spotting/retrieval step. While in natural
images, an image could contain many objects in the background that are not of interest to
the user. It would be nice however if a natural image could be fully analyzed. The second
part of the property, “meaningfully” covering the symbols, is also more relevant when
dealing with textureless shapes such as the ones found in line drawings. “Meaningfully”
means that the detected regions should not correspond to a random set of line segments
that come from two different symbols or from the background of the connection lines. The
best case is when a detected region correspond to a complete symbol with no additional
lines from other symbols or the background.
Without satisfying these properties, the later steps of describing, clustering, matching or
indexing will be harder to develop, or will yield bad results, as their outcome highly depends
on their input of ROIs.
5.3 Finding ROIs in Technical Line Drawings: State-of-the-
art
Many different region detectors have been developed for gray scale natural images [112],
[113], [114] ,[115], [116]. However, little work has been done on region detection in technical
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line drawings. This is probably due to the textureless nature of symbols and line drawings.
In textured gray scale images, the region detectors find patches around key points as local
regions, or find regions from a grid or sliding window. As discussed in [117] and [118], these
methods do not work well for textureless objects. In the case of line drawings, the local line
patterns in a drawing are very similar, which makes the patches that contain these local
patterns not discriminative enough. Moreoever, the detected scale of the local regions in
these methods is usually not correct due to the lack of texture and due to the unified stroke
width used to draw symbols of different sizes.
All the ROI-finding methods to be discussed in the rest of this section, were actually
introduced within ROI-based state-of-the-art symbol spotting systems. Only the ROI-
finding steps of these spotting systems are discussed here. The other steps of the spotting
systems such as describing, matching or indexing the detected ROIs are not relevant for
this chapter, and are discussed in Sections 1.2.2 and 7.2.
The spotting methods proposed in [32], [33] and [10] used closed regions in architectural
line drawings to find ROIs. Closed regions are rotation and scale invariant, but they have
the problem of not being distinctive, most of the detected regions will be just circles and
rectangles, which are the shapes of the two most common parts of which the technical
symbols are composed. Rusinol et al. [33] have noticed that this problem causes slower
matching and higher false positive rate.
In the spotting system of Nguyen et al. [40], difference of Gaussians (DOG) [103] is used
to detect interest points, where the sizes of the ROIs around those points are determined
by the scale detected by DoG for the points. This is the same as the methods used to
detect ROIs in gray scale images. As discussed above, such detectors do not work well for
textureless line drawings, and yield high false positive rate in the matching step.
Sliding windows are also used to detect ROIs in line drawings. Kong et al. [42] used
overlapping sliding windows to find ROIs, while Dosch et al. [14] used non-overlapping
sliding windows (similar to placing a fixed grid over the line drawing). Sliding windows
have the following problems. A lot of the detected regions contain a random set of lines
that come from different parts of symbols, the separation of symbols or symbol parts need
to be tuned [42]. Furthermore, when using small windows, it is not clear what to do with
over-segmented detected ROIs. Sliding windows are not scale and rotation invariant. Using
sliding windows usually implies that the later spotting/retrieval steps are complicated and
yield low recall and precision rates, which is the case in [42] and [14].
Locteau et al. [38] presented the idea of using graph representations of line drawings, where
the graph-cliques correspond to ROIs. They claimed that those cliques also correspond
to a perceptual grouping of vectorial primitives. Both opened and perceptually closed
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curves are identified from aggregation of cliques. Qureshi et al. [35] also used a graph-
based representation in order to find ROIs (the same method was later used by Luqman et
al. [41]). First a line drawing is vectorized into quadrilateral primitives and represented as
an attributed relational graph (ARG), where the nodes of the graph are the quadrilateral
primitives and the edges represent the relationships between these primitives. Parts of the
ARG are detected as ROIs by checking the attributes of the nodes and edges such as lengths
of segments, angles between segments and node degrees.
As for the literature on the use of feature grouping in line drawings, the work by Dosch
et al. [14] discussed some grouping mechanisms for line drawings. It is based on studying
the relations between pairs of line segments, those relations include collinearity, parallelism
and intersections. The relations from local image regions are clustered in buckets. For
matching, the signatures of these buckets are compared to the signatures of the symbols
models. The feature grouping in their work is used to describe ROIs not to detect them. As
mentioned earlier in this section, they used non-overlapping sliding windows as potential
ROIs.
The ROI-finding method introduced in this chapter overcomes all the problems faced by
state-of-the-art methods. It is based on feature grouping. The features are vectorial prim-
itives (line segments) of the line drawings. Sets of line segments are grouped together to
form a symbol part or a symbol. The area that contain a group of segments is detected as
a region of interest. As will be discussed in the next few sections, the ROI-finding method
has the advantage of satisfying the properties of a good regions detector very well. The
ROIs are consistently and accurately found by the grouping method. Moreover, the regions
are precisely located as they are detected based on the line segment features not on some
overall score for a patch or a region.
5.4 The Grouping Method
The grouping method presented in this chapter relies on non-accidental properties for group-
ing the features (line segments) of line drawings. Non-accidental properties of line segments
include collinearity, parallelism, co-termination of segments end points, proximity and/or
convexity. These properties are the so called “Gestalt laws of perceptual organization” [119],
and they originate from psychology research long before their use in machine vision. They
show how components or parts can be perceived as overall patterns. These laws play an
important role in determining object grouping and region boundaries [120]. Lowe [121]
provided a good summary of these concepts.
The research works in [119], [122] and [121] have shown with statistical analysis that, it
is very unlikely that a random group of segments are placed such that they obey the
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perceptual organization rules. This means when a group of line segments obey these rules,
then the probability is high that the segments belong to the same object. That is why these
properties are called “non-accidental” or “statistically non-accidental” properties. Feature
grouping based on non-accidental properties is a computer vision technique that has been
used to improve the performance of object recognition [122], [123].
From among the different non-accidental properties, “convexity” is used in the grouping
method to group sets of line segment features in a line drawing. A set of line segments is
grouped together if the line segments form a convex group. Convexity is an effective group-
ing property because, even though most objects are not convex, they can be decomposed
into convex parts. Moreover, convex groups are rotation and scale invariant.
The grouping method finds convex groups of segments as the main feature grouping step.
For that purpose, Jacobs [124] algorithm is used. Jacobs [124] developed an algorithm for
robustly finding salient convex groups from line segments. In his work in [122] and [124],
he has shown that, based on the statistical analysis, it is unlikely that a random group of
line segments will form a convex group.
The input to the grouping method is complete line drawings. It starts by applying simple
preprocessing steps on the input images. First, a morphological edge detection step, that
produces an image of thin contour lines. Second, a vectorization step is applied simply by
sampling line segments along the contours. Those segments are the geometric primitives
used as input to the grouping method. After the preprocessing, the method uses Jacobs’
algorithm [124] to find convex groups. In the following, Jacobs’ grouping algorithm is
described. After that, the complete grouping method is presented.
Jacobs’ algorithm finds sequences S of line segments that are acceptable as convex groups.
The following is a recursive definition of a sequence of segments that is acceptable as a
convex group. The definition and the terminology used in it, are adapted from [124].
• Any sequence of a single line segment is an acceptable sequence Si.
• Si+1 is acceptable only if li+1 /∈ Si. (no line segment may appear more than once in
a group).
• Si+1 is acceptable only if the oriented line segments in it are mutually convex. (If the
sum of the absolute values of the angles turned is 2pi when one travels from the first
endpoint of the first line to each additional endpoint in turn, returning finally to the
first endpoint).
• Si+1 is acceptable only if: L1,i/(L1,i + G1,i) > k where L1,i is the sum of segments
lengths in the sequence, G1,i is the sum of gaps between the line segments of the
sequence, and k is some fixed threshold.
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The overall description of the grouping method is described in the following (note that
the steps of the method are numbered, and will be explained after the description of the
method):
1. Apply preprocessing to convert a line drawing into line segments.
2. Apply Jacobs’ grouping algorithm for finding salient convex groups, modified to
find groups only in counter clock-wise direction.
3. Clean up the groups found in the previous step by removing:
• Groups that have less than 3 segments.
• Groups that are subsets or cyclic permutations of other groups.
• Groups with any of the dimensions > x pixels (x=the largest dimension of the
largest symbol).
4. Keep the convex cycles only (the closed groups), and the open groups that have a
series of neither horizontal nor vertical short segments (like arcs).
5. Keep the outer groups, i.e. remove the groups that are completely contained in other
groups.
Figure 5.1 shows how the method performs grouping on three different inputs. Each of those
inputs is a small part cropped from a line drawing, such that the part contains one symbol
with the background lines connected to it if any. The figure also shows the intermediate
output of the method (after step 2) before any cleaning up steps. It can be seen that the
final output groups (after step 4) are fewer and more distinctive than the groups that were
initially found (after step 2).
In the description of the grouping method described above, steps 1 and 2 were explained
earlier in this section. Step 4 is optional and application domain dependent: the database
is architectural drawings, the architectural symbols consist of closed parts, with very few
exceptions like “doors” symbols. In other technical drawings where more symbols do not
consist of closed parts, step 4 can be changed.
Step 5 produces the final output groups of line segments. The final groups are parts of
symbols. A symbol part is the group of all segments that are located inside a group including
the segments that constitute the group itself. Clearly a symbol part does not have to be
convex. Before step 5, a lot of parts from different symbols are similar, like –for example-
the rectangle shape. This step greatly reduces the number of the found groups, and more
importantly, it outputs parts that are distinct (different than each other). Figure 5.2 shows
the final output of the grouping method on a complete input image.
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(a) The convex groups are the same as the final parts.
(b) Some convex groups are combined to form a smaller number of final parts.
(c) All the convex groups are contained in 1 outer group and form 1 final part.
Figure 5.1: The grouping method applied on line drawings: the final detected parts correspond
to meaningful parts of symbols up to complete symbols.
As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the grouping method converts a line drawing to a set of parts
of symbols, which can be viewed as effective segmentation for the symbols from their
interfering background. The grouping method is considered an ROI-finding method as
follows. The ROIs of a drawing, are the regions that enclose the parts of symbols found by
the grouping method. A symbol part is constituted of the ROI features, so a symbol part
(could be a complete symbol) is the set of line segments contained in an ROI (in Figure 5.2,
this corresponds to all the line segments that lie inside a red bounding box). For each
symbol part, the location information is kept, i.e to which image a part belongs and its
location in that image. It can be seen that the found ROIs in Figure 5.2 correspond to
meaningful parts of symbols up to complete symbols. If a human were asked to decompose
the line drawing into parts, then the parts in Figure 5.2 could be one way to do it.
The complexity of the grouping method is determined as follows. The main step in the
method is applying Jacobs algorithm. According to the complexity analysis by Jacobs
in [124], his algorithm takes an expected running time of O(n2log(n) + nm), where n is
the number of segments in an image, m is number of found convex groups, and s is the
average number of segments in a convex group. The cleaning up steps and “keeping the
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Figure 5.2: Output of the grouping method on a complete line drawing. The found ROIs
(symbols’ parts) of a line drawing are shown shaded (adjacent different ROIs have different
colors). Red bounding boxes are drawn around only some of the found ROIs for clarity of
illustration. The features of an ROI or a symbol part are the line segments that are located
within the bounding box.
outer groups” step require two nested loops each of size m in the worst case, where each
loop also iterates on the segments s of the group that is being considered in the current
iteration, which gives a complexity of O(m2s+ms). This makes the total expected running
time of the grouping method: O(n2log(n)+nm+m2s+ms) where n, m and s are as defined
above. As can be seen from Figure 5.1, the number of the final output parts is usually much
smaller than m. This means that the complexity of the grouping method is dominated by
the step of applying Jacobs algorithm. The running time is practice will be discussed in
the next section.
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5.5 Evaluation of the Grouping Method as an ROI-detector
5.5.1 The Database
The database used for evaluation is a set of 300 images taken from the “Sysed” publicly
available1 graphics recognition database described in Subsection 4.3.4. The images of the
database are synthesis documents that imitate real complete floor plans with sizes between
2M to 7M pixels [43, 44].
The same set of 300 images will be also used for evaluation in the next two chapters. The
grouping method will be used as the first step in a complete symbol retrieval system. The
development of the retrieval system will be discussed in the next two chapters, where each
step in the system will be evaluated on the same database.
5.5.2 Grouping Method Evaluation
The performance of the presented grouping method as an ROI-detector is evaluated with
respect to the properties discussed in Section 5.2. In this section, three properties will be
evaluated, namely: “repeatability”, “accuracy” and “covering all symbols meaningfully”.
The “distinctivity” property can be judged based on the performance of clustering the ROIs
which is done in the next chapter. As mentioned in Section 5.2, distinctivity of ROIs is
usually evaluated based on the performance of the step that uses the detected ROIs like
matching or clustering.
In a database of line drawings, there are many images, but the symbols inside the images
come from the same symbol alphabet. Note that not all the symbols are present in each
image. The ROIs that are detected by an ROI-detector should correspond to parts of the
symbols (or complete symbols) of the symbol alphabet. In other words, the ROIs should
correspond to the parts of the symbols that appear in the drawings. For evaluating an
ROI-detector on line drawings, “reference ROIs” need to be defined. Those reference
ROIs are defined as the parts of symbols (or the complete symbols) that would be detected
by the grouping method of Section 5.4 given clean images of isolated symbols of the symbol
alphabet.
The symbol alphabet of the database used in this evaluation consists of 17 symbols. Those
symbols make 34 ROIs3 (34 parts) when the grouping method is applied on them. Figure 5.3
shows the detected ROIs of some symbols of the symbol alphabet. In the figure, some
symbols are represented by one part (one ROI), others are represented by more parts. In
1http://mathieu.delalandre.free.fr/projects/sesyd/index.html
3The symbol models provided by the database are 16, and they make 31 parts, but the “stairs” symbol
is added as it appears in a lot of the drawings. The stairs symbol makes 3 parts.
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the symbol alphabet of the used database, symbols are represented as a maximum of five
parts.
Figure 5.3: The grouping method applied on clean images of isolated symbols. The result
is the “reference ROIs” (shown surrounded by colored bounding boxes) that will be used for
evaluating the detected ROIs in complete line drawings.
Evaluation of the repeatability property of the grouping method
According to [111], the repeatability score of an ROI detector for a given pair of images
is computed as: the ratio between the number of region-to-region correspondences and
the smaller of the number of regions in the pair of images, considering only the regions
located in the part of the scene present in both images. To adapt this to line drawings, the
repeatability score is measured based on the correspondences between the ROIs found by
the grouping method and the reference ROIs that appear in the drawings.
The repeatability score (“rscore”) for a reference ROI is defined as follows:
rscore =
# times a reference part is detected in all images
# times the same reference part appears in all images
(5.1)
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How is a reference part counted as detected?. Let a be the area of the ground truth
bounding box of a reference part, and let b be the area of the bounding box that includes
the detected ROI for the same reference part. The overlap error between the two areas
is defined according to the PASCAL VOC criterion [62] for evaluating the overlapping of
bounding boxes. The overlap error is calculated as follows:
overlap error = 1− a ∩ b
a ∪ b (5.2)
A reference part is counted as detected if the overlap error as defined in Eq. 5.2 is below some
threshold. Note that there is no need to account for the transformation when comparing the
areas a and b since the area a is set each time to the area of a reference part in a drawing,
the bounding box includes the part as it appears in the drawing. The ground truth has
the information about the bounding boxes of the symbols that appear in the drawings. For
this evaluation, the overlap error threshold is set to 25%. This threshold value is used in
evaluating spotting systems [46], where a symbol is counted missing if > 25% of its area is
not covered in a spotted region.
The overall repeatability score is the average of the scores from all the 34 reference ROIs.
In the database of 300 line drawings: overall repeatability score = 95.8%. Such a
score indicates that the grouping method is a highly consistent region detector. The ROIs
found by the method are consistent (i.e. similar regions correspond to similar symbols)
despite the transformations on the symbols within the images. The score as an absolute
percentage is very high compared to the scores achieved by regions detectors in gray scale
images [111].
Evaluation of the accuracy property of the grouping method
The accuracy of the detected ROIs is related to the overlap error defined in Eq. 5.2. Choos-
ing a lower overlap threshold means that the detected ROIs are more accurate, and it also
means that a smaller number of the found ROIs count as detected parts. The opposite
is clearly true, if the overlap error is increased, then more found ROIs count as detected
parts (increasing the repeatability score), but they are less accurate. According to [111],
the accuracy of a region detector is judged based on measuring the repeatability score as a
function of the overlap error. The same is done here for the evaluating the accuracy of the
presented region detector. Figure 5.4 shows that starting from an overlap error of 10% up
to 60%. Overlap errors ≥ 60% are not considered in [111]. The same is done here assuming
that the overlap of ≥ 60% between the detected region and the reference part is random.
The figure shows that: (1) the repeatability score is constant from a strict overlap error
of 10% up to 45%, the score increases a bit after that, (2) the repeatability score is very
high with the strict overlap error (10%). This indicates that the presented region detector
is highly accurate.
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Figure 5.4: The repeatability score as a function of the overlap error. The behavior of
this function is an indicator of of the accuracy property of the grouping method as an ROI-
detector. Both the high value of the repeatability score at a small overlap error and the very
small change in repeatability score as the overlap error increases, indicate that the ROIs found
by the grouping method are very accurate.
Evaluation of the covering-all-symbols-meaningfully property of the grouping
method
The last property of an ROI-detector is divided into two parts: “covering all symbols”
and “meaningfully covering the symbols”. Finding or covering all the symbols can be
measured based on the number of missing symbols. A symbol is counted as missing if more
than 25% of its area is not covered by any of the found parts (the found ROIs).
score of finding all symbols =
# of non-missing symbols
total # of symbols in all images
(5.3)
This score is similar to the repeatability score for complete symbols, but it is more relaxed
as it does not require a specific overlap ratio with the reference ROIs. This means that,
if a group of detected ROIs cover ≥ 75% of a symbol, then the symbol is counted as non-
missing. Either of the two scores can be used to indicate the covering of the symbols. In
the database of 300 line drawings, there are 8264 symbols, and finding all symbols
score = 99.7%. This score value shows that the grouping method has successfully found
almost all the symbols of interest in the line drawings.
All these scores (repeatability, accuracy, finding symbols) measure the quality of the de-
tected regions that correspond to symbols, they do not evaluate, however, the other ROIs
that might have been detected. This can be measured by evaluating the “meaningfulness”
of the detected ROIs. A detected ROI or a detected part is counted as not meaningful or
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irrelevant if it does not represent a “reference ROI” or a reference part as defined earlier in
this subsection (see Figure 5.3). For example, if the found part consists of random segments
from one or more symbols or of segments that do not belong to any symbol.
mscore =
# relevant found parts
total # of found parts
(5.4)
In the database of 300 line drawings, the number of the relevant ROIs found by the grouping
method is 14215, and the number of the total found ROIs is 14956. This means: mscore
= 95.0%. The high score value means that the grouping method finds almost always
semantically meaningful ROIs.
The number of all the reference ROIs that appear in the drawings is 13224. This number
represents the ideal output of the grouping method, when it finds only the reference ROIs.
However, the number of the ROIs that are actually found is 14956, which is larger than
the number of ROIs in the ideal output. But note that, a lot of the extra found ROIs are
actually relevant, for example, due to noisy line segments, the same symbol part can be
found twice in two slightly different locations, and does not get removed in the cleaning
step. Other extra parts are irrelevant, for example, the rectangles found below the “stairs”
symbol in Figure 5.2, they are convex cycles, so the grouping procedure finds them as ROIs.
Running time of the grouping method
Finally, regarding the running time of the grouping method, it takes 16.6 seconds per
image on average on a 2.80GHz CPU. The ROI-finding is considered an analysis step,
and is carried out off-line. The images of the line drawings are actually of big sizes, and a
running time of < 20 seconds per image is considered practically fast for the off-line analysis
step of ROI-finding. As discussed in Section 5.4, the running time depends mainly on the
number of line segments in an image and the number of convex groups that can be formed.
5.6 The Grouping Method for Spotting and Retrieval
The grouping method introduced in Section 5.4 can be used to find ROIs for spotting
methods. Alternatively, it can be considered as a content analysis step in the off-line stage
of a retrieval system. As discussed in Section 5.1, Finding good ROIs can greatly improve
the performance of spotting and retrieval methods. According to the evaluation presented
in the previous section, the grouping method performs very well as an ROI-finding method.
The ROIs found by the grouping method are consistent and accurate, and they meaningfully
cover all symbols of interest. The following two subsections discuss how such good ROIs
can be used for symbol spotting and retrieval methods.
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5.6.1 Improving Symbol Spotting via the Grouping Method
As discussed in Section 5.1, a lot of spotting methods are based on finding regions of
interest as a first step. The grouping method presented in Section 5.4, can be used within
a spotting method for finding ROIs. Then, one can proceed in the different ways proposed
in these spotting methods. One possibility is to compute descriptors of the found ROIs,
those descriptions would be easier and more accurate to compute on isolated parts than
on complete drawings with other graphical context. Another possibility is simply using
isolated recognition methods on the found symbols’ parts. As discussed in Section 5.4, the
grouping method converts the hard spotting task into an isolated recognition task. One
can also use graph representations of symbols’ parts. In principle, the ROI-finding step
in the different spotting methods can be replaced by the presented grouping method, and
then the later steps of matching or indexing according to the query can be carried out.
This subsection shows how the grouping method can be used within the spotting method
introduced in Chapter 3. The spotting method in Chapter 3 performs global search based
on geometric matching. It will be shown later in this subsection that using the grouping
method with spotting, improves the spotting in terms of both the speed and accuracy.
Recall that the input of the spotting method from Chapter 3, is a query symbol and a
line drawing. The same preprocessing steps as the grouping method –morphological edge
detection followed by segments sampling along the edges– are applied to both the query
and the line drawing image.
The grouping method is incorporated in the spotting method as follows: After prepro-
cessing, the grouping method is carried out as the next step. This results in regions that
contain symbols or parts of symbols. Assume that each region is a separate small line
drawing image. All those small images are then given as input to the spotting method. In
this case, the “multi-image matching” variant of the spotting algorithm (Section 2.3) will
be used. As explained in Section 2.3, the algorithm treats those inputs as different initial
candidate matches that could have resulted from performing the matching on the complete
image. After the matching is done, then the output can be located back in the complete
line drawing, since the location of each small image within the line drawing is known from
the grouping step.
Even though this way involves applying the matching on many initial images, it would be
most of the times faster than matching the query against the complete image, and that is
due to three reasons:
1. The number of segments in the image greatly affects the running time, so for big
images with a large number of segments, it is less costly to do the matching on small
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parts of the image many times –recall that an image part is a group of segments–,
than to do it on the whole image once.
2. The running time is also affected by the size of the transformation space, and in small
images the vertical and horizontal translation ranges are smaller than them in the
complete image.
3. Given that the small images are isolated symbols or parts of symbols, properties
like the scale range and feature weights can be computed, this helps speed up the
matching, and eliminate the false positives.
Figure 5.5 shows the complete spotting operation sequence.
For evaluating the effect of using the grouping method with the spotting method, a database
of 300 line drawings is used (a subset4 of the graphics recognition database described in
Subsection 5.5.1). As done in Chapter 2, standard recall and precision metrics are used to
evaluate the spotting performance.
Note that the spotting method takes its input symbols from the output of the grouping
method. Hence, if the grouping method missed some symbols, they will not be found by the
spotting method affecting the “recall” value of the spotting negatively. In order to test the
spotting performance independently, the query symbols that correspond to symbols that
were not 100% found by the grouping have been excluded. On the other hand, the recall of
the spotting is not affected by the extra irrelevant found parts. The irrelevant parts only
increase the running time of the spotting method, as the spotting method has to perform
extra matching operations. The precision of the spotting method is positively affected. The
use of isolated parts (whether relevant or irrelevant) as input to spotting results in fewer
false matches, as the effect of background lines is diminished.
The results are shown in Table 5.1, where the performance of the spotting method is tested
with and without grouping information. In both cases, the same parameters setting is
used for accepting or rejecting the matches. (The spotting method “without” grouping
information is the same spotting method discussed in Chapter 3.
As can be noticed in Table 5.1, the spotting results for the “sofa-1” symbol are lower than
the average, that is mainly because it is a simple shape that has few segments, and it is
almost a subset of some other symbols. Figure 5.6 shown the sofa-1 symbol. The simplicity
of the shape of this symbol also causes slower matching even when it is being matched
against isolated parts of symbols.
4In Subsection 5.5.2, a set of 300 drawings is used for evaluating the grouping method, and as mentioned,
it will be used for evaluation in the next two chapters. However, this part of the work (Improving Symbol
Spotting via Grouping) uses a different set of images that happens to also have 300 images. This part of
the work was done independently and in a different time than the work described in the next two chapters.
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(a) Query symbols.
(b) The output of the grouping method.
(c) The output of the spotting method improved by the grouping method.
Figure 5.5: The complete operation sequence of the spotting method using the grouping
method as an intermediate step.
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Table 5.1: Results of applying the spotting method (both the original and the one improved
by grouping) to 300 images of architectural drawings. The 2nd column entries show the ground
truth total no. of instances of each query symbol in all images, they sum to L=3900. And
P1=3860, P2=3972 are the total no. of spotted symbols with and without grouping respectively.
Query
Symbol
instances
Recall (L=3900)
Precision (P1=3860,
P2=3972)
Avg. time per
image (sec.)
with grouping no grouping with grouping no grouping with grouping no grouping
bed 300 100% 100% 100% 100% 5.3 15.4
table 1172 100% 100% 100% 100% 9.2 19.1
sink-1 201 100% 100% 100% 100% 5.1 15.2
sink-2 112 100% 100% 100% 100% 4.7 88.4
tub 300 100% 100% 100% 100% 27.9 47.8
sofa-1 850 95% 85% 99.6% 80% 23.0 13.0
sofa-2 374 100% 100% 100% 100% 23.0 55.8
Figure 5.6: The “sofa” symbol. This symbol has a simple shape and is composed of few line
segments. When such simple symbols are used as queries in the spotting method, they cause
lower precision and slower running time than other symbols.
As for the running time, only the spotting running time is measured, assuming that the
grouping step is done off-line. The use of the grouping method within the spotting system
improves the spotting precision values and speeds up the spotting process.
5.6.2 Improving Symbol Retrieval via the Grouping Method
The importance of finding ROIs in a retrieval system has been discussed in the introduction
of this chapter. The grouping method can be used as an ROI-detector in the off-line stage
of a symbol retrieval system. Recall that the output of the grouping method is a set of local
interest regions, or equivalently, parts of symbols. These symbols’ parts can be considered
as the “visual words” of the images. This is analogous to the visual words extracted by
regions detectors in gray scale natural images. Once the visual words are extracted from
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each line drawing in the database, they are ready for the next off-line step in a retrieval
system.
This chapter and the next two chapters describe a complete symbol retrieval system by
dividing it into its three main steps: ROI-finding to identify visual words, building a visual
vocabulary via clustering, and matching a query to the visual vocabulary. The performance
of each step in the retrieval system to be presented is evaluated separately. The evaluation
started by assessing the performance of the grouping method as an ROI-detector (Subsec-
tion 5.5.2), and will be continued for the steps presented in the next chapters till the final
query retrieval step.
5.7 Discussion
This chapter has presented an ROI-finding method –called the grouping method – that is
based on statistical feature grouping. The grouping method works on the vectorized rep-
resentation of images as line segment features. The vectorized representation is obtained
by simple preprocessing steps. The method is based mainly on grouping sets of features
together if they satisfy the non-accidental property of convexity. The use of such group-
ing criterion enables the grouping method to find – with high probability – regions that
correspond to semantically meaningful parts of objects up to complete objects.
The effectiveness of the grouping method as an ROI-detector is evaluated on technical line
drawings. It has been shown that the method satisfies the required and desired properties
of a region detector such as repeatability, accuracy and finding all objects of interest. It will
be shown in the next chapter that the regions found by the method are also distinctive (i.e.
different from each other) in the vast majority of the cases. Considering these properties
for the task of finding ROIs in line drawings, the presented method has obvious advantages
over state-of-the-art methods such as sliding windows, closed regions and methods used in
gray-scale images like DoG-SIFT.
This chapter has also shown how the grouping method can be used to improve spotting
methods. It has been shown that the grouping improves the spotting precision values
and helps with the overall speedup. However, the grouping has its own major benefits
that are independent of spotting: First, the presented method can be used as an effective
segmentation method for segmenting symbols from the background. As shown in this
chapter, the method converts a complete connected line drawing into a set of isolated and
mostly meaningful symbols’ parts. Second, the method can be used within the content
analysis stage of a symbol retrieval system. This, actually, will be shown in the next two
chapters.
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Region detection is very important for describing the contents of images. Good ROI-
detectors pave the way for the automatic analysis, interpretation, searching and retrieval of
image databases. A good region detector for architectural line drawings has been presented
in this chapter. By examining the performance (cases of both success and failure), it can
be concluded that feature grouping is a very promising direction for the analysis of line
drawings. The presented detector can be further developed to deal with different types of
line drawings. Combining multiple non-accidental properties is one possible direction for
improvement.
Chapter 6
Fast Retrieval via Automatically
Created Symbol Indexes
Current retrieval systems use the concept of extracting a set of index terms from a set of
images. Those terms can be indexed in the retrieval step to provide rapid access to elements
in the image collection. A common model for extracting the index terms is to identify the
visual entities in all images, then cluster the similar ones together, and use the centers of
the clusters as index terms.
A similar model is presented in this chapter for the purpose of providing fast retrieval of
symbols in line drawings databases1. The ROI-finding method presented in the previous
chapter is used to identify the visual entities of line drawings. The visual entities are symbols
or parts of symbols. Then, a novel symbol clustering method is presented for clustering
the previously identified symbols’ parts. The symbol clustering method uses geometric
matching as a similarity measure between symbols’ parts. The clustering results in a visual
vocabulary of symbols’ parts. The vocabulary is then used to build an index of symbols
that appear in the line drawings. This symbol index is a compact representation of line
drawings that allows building an efficient retrieval system. The presented symbol clustering
method is highly accurate in measuring the similarity of symbols under transformations.
6.1 Introduction
A popular and successful model in the current content-based image retrieval systems is the
bag of visual words (BoVW) model [126]. In this model, the contents of a database of images
are represented as a “code-book” or a “visual vocabulary” of index terms. The index terms
1Parts of this chapter are based on the author’s work in [125].
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represent clusters of the visual entities of the images. Building such a representation of the
database is done during off-line stage of a retrieval system. The code-book representation
is a compact and indexable representation of a database, that allows fast query retrieval in
the on-line stage.
An off-line stage in a retrieval system that follows the BoVW model has two steps. The
first step is identifying regions of interest (ROIs) in the images. This step might also
include describing the ROIs with transformation-invariant descriptors. Applying an ROI-
finding method on a database of images results in a very large number of image regions
(corresponding to parts of objects within each image). Those image regions are the visual
words (or visual entities) of the images. Clearly, searching to retrieve the desired visual
words based on a query in such a space of visual words is computationally expensive.
Instead, a more compact representation is sought in order to provide acceptable search
response time. This makes it necessary to develop another step in the off-line stage of
retrieval systems. This second step is usually done by applying clustering algorithms such
as k-means clustering [127], self-organizing maps [128] or vector quantization [129, 130] on
the visual words. The clustering reduces the very large number of visual entities into a
relatively small set of clusters. The centers of the clusters are representatives of sets of
similar visual words. Those representatives constitute the visual vocabulary. The visual
vocabulary (or the index terms) is used to build an indexable data structure such as the
famous inverted file index. Such an index is the required representation of the database.
In order to develop a complete symbol retrieval system that follows the BoVW model
described above, the steps of the off-line stage need to be developed first. For ROI-finding,
the grouping method introduced in the previous chapter is used. This ROI-finding method
is the first step in the off-line stage of the retrieval system. For clustering, a novel symbol
clustering method is presented in this chapter. The clustering method is used to build an
index of symbols from a large collection of line drawings. The symbol index is a compact
and indexable representation of the line drawings database. This clustering method is the
second step in the off-line stage of the retrieval system. The outcome of the off-line stage
is the symbol index, which can be used for the development of an efficient on-line stage of
a symbol retrieval system.
As discussed in the previous chapter, applying the ROI-finding method on all the line
drawings results in thousands of parts of symbols. Those parts are the visual words of the
line drawings. The symbol clustering method is used to group the similar parts of symbols
together. The input to the clustering method is the list of parts of symbols. Recall that
a symbol part is represented as a set of line segments. This representation is kept, no
invariant feature descriptors are used to describe the symbols’ parts. So, the parts that
correspond to the same part of some symbol could be rotated or scaled versions of each
other. The clustering method uses geometric matching as a similarity measure. This is the
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same geometric matching-based method presented in Chapter 3. The symbol clustering
method results in a set of clusters of symbols’ parts. The representatives of the clusters
represent the visual vocabulary. This vocabulary is the key component in constructing a
“symbol index” that enables efficient access to the contents of the drawings. The symbol
clustering method is evaluated on a database of line drawings and is found to be highly
accurate in grouping the similar parts of symbols together.
(a) A collection of architectural line drawings.
(b) A vocabulary of symbols and parts of symbols.
Figure 6.1: The symbol clustering method: building a visual vocabulary of symbols as in (b)
from a collection of architectural drawings as in (a). For clarity of showing, only some drawings
are shown, and only a part of the visual vocabulary.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the input and output of the symbol clustering method, from a col-
lection of drawings as in Figure 6.1(a), we get a set of clusters’ representatives as shown
in Figure 6.1(b), each representative is a symbol part up to a complete symbol, and each
cluster contains all the parts of symbols that are similar to the representative of the cluster.
Using the representatives of the clusters to build a symbol index is also presented in this
chapter.
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6.2 Clustering and the BoVW Model in Line Drawings: State-
of-the-art
Clustering can be defined as the unsupervised partitioning of patterns (observations, data
items or feature vectors) into a number of clusters (groups, subsets, or categories) such that
the data points in a cluster are more similar to each other than points in different clus-
ters [131]. Clustering has many similar definitions in the literature [132, 133]. Clustering is
a useful tool for exploring and analyzing the structure of data, and it has many applications
such as: image segmentation, object and character recognition, data mining and informa-
tion retrieval [131]. In text or image retrieval systems, clustering is used to improve the
efficiency of retrieval algorithms. This is done by exploring the similarities between images
(or parts of images) in a database in order to reduce the number of matching operations
during the on-line retrieval stage.
The notion of clustering visually similar parts in gray scale images has been introduced
in the BoVW model [126], and has been used frequently since then in object recognition
and multimedia retrieval [109, 134]. However, such a model has not been used much
in the recognition and retrieval of line drawings. This is probably due to the difficulty
of identifying ROIs in line drawings, which is a necessary step that precedes clustering.
Moreover, clustering requires a similarity measure that is capable of comparing the shapes
of symbols.
Very few spotting systems in the literature used the concept of clustering. In the following,
the off-line stage (ROI-detection and clustering) within these spotting systems is described.
The performance of the clustering step largely depends on the ROI detection and description
step in addition to the characteristics of the clustering method itself. The ROI-detection
steps of these methods were discussed in Chapter 5; in this section, the emphasis is on the
steps of ROI-description, ROI clustering and the indexing structure of these methods.
Nguyen et al. [40] proposed a symbol spotting method that is very similar to the BoVW
model. As mentioned in Section 5.3, DOG-SIFT [103] is used to detect local ROIs. The
ROIs are described using shape contexts, and then clustered by k-means to build a visual
vocabulary. It is not clear how this model would scale using a larger number of symbols
and line drawings. An inverted file index is built from the clusters (similar to the inverted
index of text retrieval systems). The location information of the ROIs are also kept in
the index, since the spotting system should locate regions in the drawing not the complete
drawings.
Kong et al. [42] presented a spotting method where the ROIs are found using overlapping
sliding windows. The ROIs are then described by a shape descriptor called the deformed
blurred shape model. The descriptions are computed at different scales and orientations.
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Then the vectors describing the ROIs are clustered using k-means. In their method (as well
as in the method of Nguyen et al. [40]), k-means is used as a clustering method. The use of
such a simple clustering method means relying more on the goodness of the output of the
preceding ROI detection and description steps. There are inherent problems in their ROI-
detection and description step such as the use of overlapping sliding windows to detect
regions. The unsuitability of this method as an ROI detection method in line drawings
was discussed in the previous chapter. Moreover, the used ROI descriptor is not invariant
to rotation and scale, so, the ROIs have to be stored many times at different scales and
orientations. The increased number of ROIs makes it harder for a clustering algorithm to
output the correct partitioning of the data. For indexing, hash tables are built from the
clusters for each image, where the labels of the clusters are the keys to a hash table.
Luqman et al. [41]) extracted ROIs from graph-based representations as discussed in Sec-
tion 5.3. The ROIs are converted to fuzzy structural signatures. This descriptor is also
introduced by them where a structural graph representation is converted to a numerical
vector representation. The similar signatures are then clustered together using agglomer-
ative (or hierarchical) clustering method from the Statistics Toolbox of Matlab. The city
distance is used as a similarity measure of clustering. Labels are assigned to clusters. An
inverted file index is used for indexing the contents of the drawings. The keys of this index
are learned by a Bayesian network, and the index naturally contains the ROIs locations
and the labels of the clusters to which they belong.
The clustering method presented in this chapter is to be applied on the output of the ROI-
finding method presented in the previous chapter. This approach is conceptually similar
to the BoVW model, however, it uses techniques that are more suitable for dealing with
shapes and line drawings. The presented clustering method uses geometric matching (see
Chapter 3) as a similarity measure, which has been shown to be quite effective in comparing
shapes whether isolated or in context. The use of such matching measure for clustering
symbol shapes has been only proposed in our previous work [125].
6.3 The Symbol Clustering Method
6.3.1 Constructing a Visual Vocabulary of Symbols via Clustering
The input to the clustering method is the large number of visual words that were detected
by the ROI-finding method described in the previous chapter. Having a list of symbols’
parts from all the images of the database, clustering is required to find the similar parts
and put them together. Recall that a visual word (an ROI or a symbol part) is represented
as a set of line segments. This representation is kept, no invariant feature descriptors are
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used to describe the symbols’ parts. So, parts that correspond to the same part of a symbol
could be rotated or scaled versions of each other. Matching the symbols’ parts together is
done using geometric matching.
This clustering algorithm is fairly straightforward. A symbol part is picked from the list,
and is matched, via geometric matching, to the rest of the parts. All the matching parts
are placed in a cluster. Another symbol part is picked from the remaining parts and is
matched to the remaining parts and so on. Since highly similar parts should be clustered
together, a match between two parts is only accepted if one part matches ≥ 70% of the
other part’s segments. This threshold is set experimentally, and it works well with rela-
tively clean images (this threshold is set using the “accept-match” parameter discussed in
Subsection 2.2.2). After that, the very small clusters are matched again to the rest of the
clusters with a smaller accept-match threshold, then either combined with other clusters
or discarded. The following is the clustering algorithm.
• clusters: an initially empty list of lists.
• parts: list of all parts, marked “false” meaning they do not belong to any cluster yet.
• for each part p of the parts list:
– if p does not belong to any cluster:
∗ add p to clusters.
∗ use the geometric matching from Chapter 3 to match p with each of all other
marked “false” parts (using an accept-match parameter of 0.7).
∗ add the accepted matches of p to the list of clusters[p] with their informa-
tion.
∗ mark the accepted matches of p as “true”.
– else: (p already belongs to some cluster):
∗ skip p.
• for each cluster that contains < n parts:
– use the geometric matching from Chapter 3 to match the cluster representative
with each of all other representatives of the clusters (using an accept-match
parameter of 0.5).
– if the cluster representative is matched to another cluster representative: merge
the two clusters.
– else: discard the cluster.
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Figure 6.2: Resulting clusters: example clusters of parts of symbols.
Figure 6.2 shows some of the resulting clusters. In this basic version of the algorithm, we do
not use soft clustering. That means, the parts that belong to a cluster are not considered
in creating the next clusters. The part that is currently being matched is considered as
the cluster center, or -strictly speaking- the cluster representative, and it is matched to
the other parts using a strict acceptance criterion, so, it can be assumed that the matched
parts do not belong to any other cluster. In case of false matching, extra clusters will be
formed. It would be useful to investigate the effect of soft clustering or other clustering
variants on the performance of the presented basic clustering method.
In the presented clustering method, there is no need to specify the number of clusters
beforehand, the geometric matching step will control the output number of clusters, based
on the mentioned acceptance criterion (a pattern should match at least ≥ 70% of the
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other pattern). This is advantageous to k-means where the number of clusters needs to be
specified in addition to the similarity measure and its threshold.
Note that using clean images or using a good vectorization algorithm, the order in which the
parts are examined for clustering, does not affect the clustering results. Consider the case of
two parts composed of line segments, where the segments have one-to-one correspondence
(each segment completely matches another segment under some transformation). In this
case, the geometric matching as defined in Chapter 2, will give the same matching score if
the first part is matched to the other part or vice versa. However, due to noise or using
simple vectorization algorithms, a line segment can be represented as multiple smaller line
segments (like a dashed line possibly with different dash lengths). In this case, a part that
contains such segments cannot be used as the model (as a first part). The partial segment
matching defined in Section 2.2.3 assumes that the model-image matching is one to many,
where one or more segments of the image (the second part) can be matched to one segment
of the model (the first part) under some transformation. This problem can be handled
easily as follows. The input parts are sorted in an ascending order according to the number
of segments. An alternative solution is to use a split-and-merge algorithm such as the one
presented in [135] on the segments of the parts before clustering.
The clustering method results in a set of different clusters of parts of symbols. The number
of clusters is much smaller than the total number of parts extracted from all images in
the ROI-finding step, hence, this set is a compact representation of the database. After
clustering, the visual vocabulary of the line drawings is built from the clusters as follows.
A cluster representative, i.e. a symbol part, is selected from each cluster. The set of the
clusters’ representatives compose the visual vocabulary.
6.3.2 Building a Symbol Index
Having identified clusters of the visual words and built the visual vocabulary, one last step
remains: building the symbol index. The symbol index that will be constructed is similar to
the inverted file index [136, 137] used popularly in text retrieval and content-based image
retrieval. The inverted index is a data structure that is an important component of a
typical search/retrieval engine. The goal of a retrieval system is to make the querying as
fast as possible. After analyzing the contents of the images off-line, a list of visual words
per image is available, this is called the forward index. Querying the forward index would
require sequential iteration through each image and each visual word. So, instead, an
inverted index is built as a list of images per visual word of the vocabulary. The inverted
index allows us to access the visual words based on the query words, instead of accessing
image by image.
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In its basic structure, the inverted index stores a mapping from content to location: for
each visual word, a list of images that contain this word. Such a data structure, allows
for efficient searches even for huge amounts of images. It allows for searching without
accessing the images, all information about the visual words in images can be precomputed
and stored during the off-line stage. In the area of information retrieval, much work has
been done on the development and improvement of the inverted file index from different
aspects like storage and construction [136, 137]. For the symbol retrieval system presented
in this work, a basic symbol index is constructed for the purpose of providing a complete
working off-line stage of a symbol retrieval system.
The previous section shows how to obtain clusters’ representatives that represent the con-
tents of the database. Those representatives are the key entries of what we call the “symbol
index”. The symbol index is constructed based on the list of all clusters’ representatives.
Each representative is a symbol part, and it contains a list of nodes that correspond to
its cluster members, each node contains the “id” of the image to which a cluster member
belongs, and the location of the cluster member within that image. The location refers to
the coordinates of the bounding box that contains the symbol part. In other words, this
bounding box is the ROI that was detected for the symbol part. Recall that in symbol
spotting/retrieval applications, the regions that contain a query symbol within an image
have to be returned to the user, not only the images themselves. One more item can op-
tionally be added to each node of the symbol index, namely, the set of line segments that
constitute the symbol part.
As will be shown in the next chapter, such symbol index is enough for the retrieval of
regions in line drawings based on a query. However, such an index (also the inverted file
index) maintains no information about the relative spatial layout of the visual words per
image. Hence, a spatial verification step is typically performed on the images retrieved
for a given query to improve the precision of the system. In order to implement such a
spatial verification step, additional information needs to be stored in the symbol index as
follows. Each cluster is assigned a “cluster-id”, and every symbol part in every cluster is
also assigned an id (ROI-id). Then, for each symbol part, the ids of the 4 closest parts of
symbols – within the same image – are stored. In the next chapter, we explain how to use
this information for the spatial verification step during on-line retrieval. Figure 6.3 shows
the structure and the contents of the symbol index.
Using such an index will allow query retrieval in time that depends on the size of the symbol
index i.e. the size of the visual vocabulary, and is independent of the size of the database.
It is worth mentioning that an inverted index is even more efficient for sparsely populated
spaces [138]. This does not hold for our specific application domain (architectural floor
plans) or technical line drawings in general, where most of the visual words are present in
most of the drawings. The vocabulary space can be sparse when the database is a collection
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Figure 6.3: Symbol index structure. Each node is a symbol part or a visual word that contains
location and other information. The symbol parts in the left most column are the clusters’
representatives (visual vocabulary) and each of them points to its list of cluster members.
of images from different domains. However, the symbol index makes all the desired regions
in the desired images available efficiently, this suits the user purposes of browsing and
retrieval of line drawings.
Building the symbol index concludes the off-line stage of a retrieval system. Adding new
images to the database of the system does not require any re-clustering. When a new image
is added, the same steps discussed in the previous subsections will be performed off-line on
the new image. First, the grouping method is applied on that image, and a list of ROIs
(symbol’s parts) is obtained as a result. Then these parts are matched –via geometric
matching – to the clusters’ representatives. Each part is assigned to the best matching
cluster. If a symbol does not match any of the clusters, then a new cluster is created. Ids
are assigned to the newly added parts of symbols. Adding a new image requires only the
processing needed for that new image.
6.4 Performance Evaluation
The input to the clustering method is the list of all symbols’ parts (visual words) that
resulted from applying the ROI-finding method on all the images of the database. Hence,
evaluating the performance of the symbol clustering method is done on the same database
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used to evaluate the ROI-finding method in the previous chapter. The same 300 images
of architectural floor plans is used (see the database description in Subsection 5.5.1). The
symbol clustering method should partition these symbols’ parts into a number of clusters,
such that the parts within a cluster are similar, and the parts in different clusters are
different.
Since the symbol clustering method essentially performs the clustering operation, it will
be evaluated based on criteria that are similar to the ones used in the literature for the
evaluation of clustering. A lot of research has been done on finding the appropriate criteria
and techniques to evaluate the correctness of clustering results. Such evaluation techniques
are referred to as clustering validation techniques [139]. The different measures used for
clustering evaluation are all basically evaluating the “internal homogeneity and the external
separation” [140], i.e. patterns within the same cluster should be similar to each other, while
patterns in different clusters should be dissimilar.
The main approach for evaluating a clustering algorithm on two-dimensional data is to
visually verify the validity of the results. Visualization of the data is an effective strategy to
the verification of clustering, and is crucial to assess clustering validity [139]. However, with
dimensions larger than three, such visualization is very difficult, which limits the use of this
evaluation strategy [139, 140]. Assessing the performance of the symbol clustering method
presented in this chapter is done based on visual verification. Recall that the input to the
clustering method is meaningful parts of symbols. Those parts can be easily visualized,
and after clustering, the parts (visual words) within each cluster can be visualized and
examined.
The clustering evaluation is based on the following adapted recall and precision metrics:
• cluster recall: # of symbols’ parts in the cluster that are similar to the cluster
representative divided by # of all occurrences of that symbol part in the database.
• cluster precision: # of symbols’ parts in the cluster that are similar to the cluster
representative divided by the total # of parts in the cluster.
The clustering recall shows its ability to find a compact set of clusters i.e. similar symbols
are not divided into two many clusters. While the clustering precision indicates the within-
cluster similarity. Table 6.1 summarizes the results.
In Table 6.1, the “parts to be clustered”, are the parts found by the ROI-finding method (see
Subsection 5.5.2). Clearly, the performance of the clustering is affected by the performance
of the ROI-finding method, as the output parts of the latter method are the input to the
clustering method. The symbols that are missed by the ROI-finding method will naturally
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Table 6.1: Results of applying the symbol clustering method to 300 images of architectural
drawings. The provided recall and precision values are the average values for all the formed
clusters.
Number of parts to be clustered 14956
Number of the formed clusters 34
All Clusters
Avg. Recall Avg. Precision
90.1% 94.3%
be missed by the clustering and later by the retrieval. This means the recall value of the
ROI-finding method affects the recall value of the clustering method.
Note that a symbol could have a part that is similar to a part of another different symbol.
Those similar parts (belonging to different symbols) should end up in the same cluster. In
this case, the recall for this cluster is calculated as if it were two different clusters, and then
the two recall values are averaged. Figure 6.4 shows an example of a cluster that contains
parts of two different symbols. The parts themselves are similar.
(a) Review of the result of the ROI-finding method when applied on parts of line
drawing that contain the two different “door” symbols. Note that each of the two
symbols has one part that is similar to another part of the other symbol.
(b) A cluster of parts coming from the symbols shown in (a).
Figure 6.4: Example of a cluster that contains parts of two different symbols.
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In some cases, the ROI-finding method outputs some irrelevant parts. Those irrelevant parts
will either be placed in the other relevant clusters (hence affecting clustering precision), or
cause extra irrelevant clusters to be formed. In either case, this slows down the clustering
process (as more parts need to be matched). Figure 6.5 shows examples of extra irrelevant
clusters.
Figure 6.5: Example of clusters that contain irrelevant patterns. Irrelevant patterns are
patterns that do not correspond to symbols or parts of symbols (meaningful symbols’ parts are
defined in Subsection 5.5.2).
As Table 6.1 shows, the clustering module has placed the similar parts of symbols in clus-
ters with high accuracy. The drop in both the recall and precision values is caused by
unsuccessful matching between parts of symbols. Figure 6.6 shows an example of a false
matching. If a part was misplaced in a different cluster, then the recall value of the cluster
missing that part will decrease, and the precision value of the cluster in which that part is
misplaced will decrease.
The running time of the symbol clustering method is 45 min. on average per forming one
cluster on a 2.80GHz CPU. This can be significantly improved by speeding up the matching
step or by using different clustering schemes. However, the running time is still reasonable
given the large number of parts to be clustered (14956) and the achieved high accuracy.
The clustering step is to be carried out off-line.
In the following, the impact of the symbol clustering method is discussed. In the database
used for the evaluation in this section, only 17 different symbols are used to draw the line
drawings. Those symbols appear many times in many of the drawings. The total number of
symbols that appear in all the 300 drawings is 8264, and they appear within the drawings
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Figure 6.6: An example of a cluster that contains a false match. The third symbol (the false
match) is very similar to the other symbols that were correctly matched.
connected to other symbols and lines, which means they have to be searched for and located.
The 17 symbols, when decomposed into parts by the grouping method, make 34 parts, but
many of those parts are actually similar, so, there are only 22 distinct parts. With perfect
clustering – also assuming perfect ROI-detection –, 22 clusters should be formed.
Using the symbol clustering method presented in this chapter, a symbol index composed
of 34 clusters is built. The symbol index represent the whole database with all of the 17
symbols and all their repeating 8264 instances, along with their location information in the
database. This symbol index makes the potential applications of fast symbol retrieval from
the database easy. If the user wants to retrieve a specific query symbol from this database,
the query is matched only to the 34 clusters’ representatives, and the best matching cluster
will be retrieved. Without the symbol index, retrieving a query symbol would require
searching in all the images sequentially using a symbol spotting method.
6.5 Discussion
Clustering the similar parts of symbols, is crucial for representing line drawings compactly.
The symbol clustering method presented in this chapter is able to create a very compact
and highly accurate representation of a database of line drawings.
The symbol clustering method takes parts of symbols in their vectorized line segment rep-
resentation as input. The ability to work directly on the symbols’ parts as line segments
eliminate the necessity to develop (or use) feature descriptors (invariant or not), adding a
feature description step means loosing more information along the way to the final repre-
sentation of the database.
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The clustering method is based on geometric matching as a similarity measure. The sym-
bols’ parts are matched under similarity transformations. The geometric matching (pre-
sented in Chapters 2, 3) is able to match symbols both isolated and in context. Such
property is useful for clustering when the parts that result from the ROI-finding method
contain additional background connection lines or some lines from the neighboring symbols.
The method presented in the previous chapter (the ROI-finding method) is combined with
the clustering method presented in this chapter to develop an off-line stage of a symbol
retrieval system. During this stage, the contents of a database of line drawings are analyzed
off-line to create another representation of the database (the symbol index representation).
This representation is much more compact and is used to build and indexable structure
that can later be used for efficient on-line retrieval.
The approach for such off-line content analysis is conceptually similar to the BoVW ap-
proach. This approach has been and still is successful and popular in the field of content-
based image retrieval. The researchers continue to develop new methods and improve
existing methods for retrieval systems that are based on the BoVW approach. Many im-
age and multimedia retrieval systems have been presented in the literature for gray scale
images, however the retrieval of shapes and textureless line drawings remains a largely
unexplored field. Dealing with line drawings requires developing new techniques that suit
their textureless nature. In Chapters 5 and 6, such techniques are developed and combined
to create a successful off-line stage of a retrieval system.

Chapter 7
An Efficient Large scale Symbol
Retrieval System
Current symbol spotting and retrieval systems cannot achieve both high accuracy and
efficiency on large scale databases of line drawings. This chapter presents a complete
symbol retrieval system that achieves both efficient and high accuracy retrieval1. This
is achieved by using a representation of line drawings that captures the contents of the
drawings compactly and accurately.
The system follows the bag of visual words (BoVW) model by having an off-line content
analysis stage, and an on-line query retrieval stage. The system uses the symbol index
presented in the previous chapter as the outcome of the off-line stage. The development of
the on-line query retrieval stage is presented in detail in this chapter. During the on-line
stage, the ROIs of a query symbol are matched –via geometric matching – to the key entries
of the symbol index. The matching symbols’ parts from all the drawings are retrieved from
the index, and spatial verification is performed on the matching parts.
Using the compact symbol index representation, the system achieves a query look-up time
that is independent of the database size, and dependent on the size of the symbol index.
This makes large scale symbol retrieval efficient. The retrieval system also achieves higher
recall and precision than state-of-the-art symbol retrieval systems.
1This chapter is based on the author’s work in [141].
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7.1 Introduction
Current symbol spotting and retrieval systems cannot achieve both high accuracy and
efficiency on large scale databases of line drawings. The systems that achieve relatively
high recall and precision, are not efficient, they have to process each line drawing in a
database sequentially. The systems that perform efficient query retrieval by indexing a
compact representation of line drawings, do not achieve high recall and precision. This is
mainly because a lot of information is lost while creating the compact representation. This
chapter presents a complete symbol retrieval system that performs efficient query retrieval
from a large database, and also achieves recall and precision rates that are significantly
higher than state-of-the-art spotting and retrieval systems. The system uses a compact
representation of a line drawings database, this representation has been shown to be highly
accurate in capturing the contents of the database.
Symbol retrieval can be defined as large scale symbol spotting, which is concerned with
locating a queried symbol in the images of a database of line drawings (See the detailed
definitions of symbol spotting and symbol retrieval in Section 1.1). Symbol retrieval is
similar to content-based image retrieval with the peculiarity that, instead of returning
complete relevant images to the user, the retrieval system returns relevant information
within the retrieved documents as a set of regions [10]. Such retrieval systems are referred
to as focused retrieval systems.
Since symbol retrieval is similar to content-based image retrieval systems, one should ben-
efit from the research ideas that have been introduced in this field. As discussed in the
previous chapter, current image retrieval systems generally have two stages. The first is
an off-line stage for analyzing the contents of a database. The outcome of this stage is
creating a compact representation of a database that can be indexed efficiently during the
querying process. The second stage of a retrieval system is an on-line stage where the actual
retrieval of some query happens. During this stage, a query is analyzed and matched to
the representative items in the compact representation created before. This stage might
also include additional steps such as spatial verification of the retrieved items to eliminate
falsely retrieved ones.
The symbol retrieval system presented in this chapter follows the same model of content-
based image retrieval systems. The off-line stage of the system uses the methods presented
in the previous two chapters 5 and 6. The output of the off-line stage (as detailed in
Chapter 6) is a symbol index representation of a database of line drawings. The symbol
index has a set of symbols’ parts as key entries, each part is a cluster representative and
has a cluster of similar symbols’ parts. Each part in the clusters is represented by a node
that contains information about the image to which the part belongs, and its location in
that image. In the on-line stage of the system, the parts (ROIs) of a query symbol are
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identified using the ROI-finding method presented in Chapter 5. Each part is matched to
the key entries of the symbol index. Matching the query parts in done using the geometric
matching-based method presented in Chapter 3, which is also the same matching used for
the clustering method presented in Chapter 6. The clusters whose representatives match the
query parts are retrieved, and a final spatial verification step is performed on the retrieved
parts. Figure 7.1 illustrates the idea of the symbol retrieval system.
Figure 7.1: The proposed symbol retrieval system. A database of technical line drawings is
processed off-line (blue arrow) and represented as symbol index whose key entries are the words
of the visual vocabulary (due to space limits, only the visual vocabulary part of the symbol
index is shown). A symbol is queried on-line, the symbol index is accessed (red arrows), and
the retrieved ROIs are marked (red box) within the retrieved images.
By using the symbol index, the retrieval system is able to achieve a retrieval time complexity
that is independent of the database size. The retrieval time depends on the size of the
symbol index multiplied by the cost of the matching operation between a query and one
symbol in the index. The retrieval system also achieves higher recall and precision than
state-of-the-art symbol spotting and retrieval systems.
7.2 Symbol Retrieval in Line drawings: State-of-the-art
Symbol retrieval systems based on content analysis, i.e. systems that use concepts and
ideas from text retrieval and content-based image retrieval, have been proposed only very
few times for line drawings. Few symbol spotting approaches have been proposed bearing
the retrieval concepts in mind. Such approaches have the potential of getting further
developed into symbol retrieval systems. Section 6.2 presented a review of the off-line
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stages of some of these systems (the ones that follow the BoVW model). This section
presents the overview of the same systems with emphasis on the on-line querying stage,
and the indexing mechanisms, if any.
Nguyen et al. [40] used the BoVW approach [126] for the off-line stage of their spotting
system. DOG-SIFT is used to detect ROIs, and shape context is used to describe them.
The descriptors are clustered using k-means to build the visual vocabulary. An inverted
file structure is used for indexing. For the on-line querying, the ROIs are matched to the
centers of the clusters. A voting scheme based on the visual word frequencies is used to
retrieve the best candidates from the matching ROIs. Some promising preliminary results
were introduced, however, the scalability seems to be an issue in this system. The suitability
of the used techniques to line drawings cannot be verified on the small database used in
the performance evaluation of their work.
In the spotting system of Kong et al. [42], the ROIs are found using overlapping sliding
windows, and then described by a shape descriptor called the deformed blurred shape
model (DBSM) at different scales and orientations. Then the vectors describing the ROIs
are clustered using k-means. For indexing, a hash table is built for every image where
the labels of the clusters are the table keys. In the on-line stage, the ROIs of a query
are identified and described, then matched to the centers of the clusters using Euclidean
distance. The similar ROIs of a drawing are retrieved by indexing the hash table of that
drawing. A voting scheme is used to retrieve the blocks of a drawing that contain all the
ROIs that match the ROIs of the query. The results do not look very promising compared
to the spotting systems in the literature that use the same database [10, 33]. In their
system, a hash table is used for every image, which requires processing each image of the
database sequentially at the spotting/retrieval time. Moreover, scalability is an issue when
using a hash table. It might be worth investigating a better indexing mechanism where all
the clusters of all the images can be stored.
Luqman et al. [41] presented a spotting system, where a mix of learning approaches with
content-based retrieval approaches is used. An index is built for representing a database
of technical drawings. The index contains clusters of ROIs (see Sections 5.3 and 6.2 for
details). Class labels are assigned to the members of the clusters (the ROIs), and a Bayesian
network classifier is trained on the descriptors of the members of the clusters. During the
on-line querying, the ROIs of a query are extracted and described, and then classified
as a member of some cluster. The corresponding ROIs in the drawings are retrieved by
looking up the index. The system was evaluated on a fairly large database of electric and
architectural drawings. The performance of the system is better on electric diagrams, this
is because extracting the ROIs is easier on the electric drawings of the database as the
symbols are well separated from each other. Using a learning approach requires re-training
when adding new documents or symbols to the database. The system can be developed into
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a retrieval system by developing a similarity measure for the ROI-descriptors, this similarity
measure can be used to compare the query descriptors to the centers of the clusters.
In the symbol spotting work of Rusinol et al. [10], the contents of line drawings are described
as follows. Closed loops are used as ROIs to represent the sub-shapes of symbols, those
sub-shapes are represented as poly-lines (group of line segments) and described by different
off-the-shelf descriptors. Multi-dimensional hashing is applied as an indexing strategy. The
hashing is improved through incorporating spatial information, where a proximity graph
is used to represent the relation between the polylines. To retrieve a query symbol, the
query is processed and its hash key is computed and used to index and retrieve the similar
polylines of the documents. A Hough-like voting scheme is applied to retrieve the locations
where the maximum number of the query polylines appear. The system showed promising
results on a database of 42 architectural drawings, but as mentioned, scalability is an issue
with hash tables. The drawbacks of the methods used for the off-line stage of this system
were discussed in Section 5.3.
In the retrieval system presented in this chapter, a symbol index is created from a database
of line drawings. Creating such an index of symbols and parts of symbols, is done as
follows. Feature grouping is used an ROI-finding method, and geometric matching is used
for clustering the ROIs. The symbol index is built based on the centers of the clusters.
Using an approach that is conceptually similar to the BoVW approach, with techniques
that are suitable for textureless line drawings, we are able to perform efficient and highly
accurate symbol retrieval in large collections of line drawings.
7.3 The Symbol Retrieval System: the On-line Stage
This section describes the on-line stage of the symbol retrieval system. First, the off-line
stage of the system is reviewed in the following. In the off-line stage, a database of technical
line drawings is analyzed off-line and is represented as a symbol index. Each of the key
entries in the symbol index is a symbol part (up to a complete symbol) and it represents a
cluster of symbols that are similar to this key entry. The information about the location of
each symbol part is stored in the symbol index during the off-line stage (see chapters 5 and 6
for details). For the on-line stage, a simple retrieval scheme is presented for the purpose of
implementing a complete working retrieval system. The on-line querying stage has three
steps. First, processing the query: vectorization and ROI finding. Second, matching the
ROIs of the query to the key entries of the symbol index and retrieving the matching ROIs
from all images. Third, spatial verification on the matching ROIs. The on-line stage is
described in the following two subsections.
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7.3.1 Efficient Query Matching
Assume a user interface for a digital library search is available for the users. A method for
selecting the query is needed. Two options are provided to the user: either clicking on one
of the representatives of the clusters that are displayed to the user, or selecting / cropping
a region in a drawing. Note that some of the symbols’ parts that are displayed are in fact
complete symbols. If the user clicks one of queries (clusters’ representatives) displayed to
him, then this is a Known query. For such query, all the information of the query matches
is already available, the parts to be retrieved are simply the members of the cluster whose
representative is selected as a query. For each member of the cluster, the image number
(image-id) is used to display the image to the user, and the relevant regions inside the
image are marked by bounding boxes. Recall that each item (or cluster member) in the
symbol index contains the image-id and the location (expressed as the coordinates of the
bounding box) of that item.
If the user selects a region from a drawing, then the query is unknown to the system,
and the symbols similar to the query need to be identified and retrieved. The query in
this case is a segmented symbol (a symbol cropped from a drawing) possibly with parts
of connection lines around it. Retrieving such a query is done as follows. First, the query
image is vectorized and represented as line segment features. Then, the ROIs (symbols’
parts) of the query are identified using the ROI-finding method presented in Chapter 4.
This step converts the query symbol into one or more symbol’s parts. Performing this step
is fast as the query is a small image and consists of a small number of segments. Figure 7.2
shows examples of three processed queries.
Now, the query part(s) are ready to be matched. The query parts are to be matched only
with the key entries of the symbol index (i.e. only the clusters’ representatives). There
are two cases, first: processing the query results in only one part. Recall that this part
(ROI) is a actually a set of line segments, so as the clusters’ representatives, hence, they
can be matched using geometric matching (the same geometric matching that was used as a
similarity measure for the clustering method in Chapter 6). This matching method is used
to compare the query symbol to each of representatives of the clusters in the key entries of
the symbol index. The system retrieves the members of the cluster whose representative
achieves the highest matching score with the query. Figure 7.3 shows a sample input /
output of the retrieval system for the one part-query case.
The second case is when the query has more than one part when processed by the ROI-
finding method. Then, in addition to the matching step, a spatial verification step is needed.
The next subsection explains this case.
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Figure 7.2: The first step of the on-line stage of the retrieval system: processing different
queries using the ROI-finding method.
7.3.2 Spatial Verification of Query Parts
A part of a query symbol could be similar to parts of other different symbols. The similar
parts (originating from different symbols) are naturally in the same cluster, and they all
get retrieved when their cluster representative matches the query part. Obviously the parts
that belong to symbols that are different from the query are false matches, and should be
removed from the retrieved list. Even though some parts of different symbols are similar,
not all the parts of the query are similar to the other parts of the different symbols. Using
this observation, false matches can be detected by verifying that the retrieved parts are
in the same region, and that they are arranged spatially in the same way as the parts of
the query symbol. Such a procedure is called spatial verification, and it is a popular post-
retrieval step used in most retrieval systems [138, 142, 143]. The main purpose of spatial
verification is the elimination of false matches.
Spatial verification is a computationally expensive step (needs to be verified in each image).
In content-based image retrieval, a lot of work has been done to make this step efficient [143,
144]. Zhang et al. [144] exploits the information of the visual words neighbors. In [144],
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Figure 7.3: Results of the symbol retrieval system. A symbol is queried. Some of the retrieved
results are shown (only parts of 3 different line drawings are shown due to limited space). Within
each drawing, the retrieved regions that are found similar to the query are marked with red
bounding boxes.
the inverted file is built such that, in the entry of each visual word, not only all the images
containing this word but also the 15 spatial nearest visual words in each image. This
information can be computed during the off-line stage, hence, the spatial check can be done
simultaneously while retrieving the images. In their method, a visual word is retrieved if it
not only matches a particular visual word of the query, but also has at least two neighbors
that match other two visual words of the query.
A simplified version of the verification method of [144] is adapted for retrieval system
presented in this chapter. During the off-line stage, the symbol index is built such that,
the information of the neighboring parts are added to each symbol part. Recall from
Section 6.3.2, the symbol index is built such that, for each symbol part, the ids of the
closest four parts are stored (only the parts that belong to the same image are checked).
The number of neighboring parts is chosen to be four because the symbols in the symbol
alphabet of the drawings are decomposed to at most five parts by the ROI-finding method.
The retrieval of a multi-part query is done as follows. Each part of the query is matched –
via geometric matching – to each cluster representative in the symbol index. The clusters
that correspond to the parts that match the query parts are retrieved. Then, the query
parts are associated with the cluster-ids to which they are matched. A retrieved image
could have a number of retrieved parts. The part that matches the largest part of the
query is picked, and its neighbors are checked to verify that, the other query parts have
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(a) Retrieving part 1: The retrieved parts (shaded with yellow) are similar to the query part but they
do not all originate from the same symbol. The parts that belong to other symbols are false positives.
(b) Retrieving part 2: The retrieved parts (shaded with gray) are all true positives.
Figure 7.4: Retrieval of a two-part query before spatial verification. The final retrieval result
is shown in the next figure.
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matches with the same cluster-id as the neighbors. Finally, to mark the bounding box of
the final output region, the coordinates of the bounding box of the part that was initially
picked is combined with the bounding boxes of its neighbors that match the rest of the
query parts. Figures 7.4, and 7.5 show the steps of a sample input/output of the retrieval
system for a two-part query.
Figure 7.5: Retrieval of a two-part query: The final retrieval result after the spatial verification
step. The retrieved symbols (surrounded by read bounding boxes) are all true positives.
7.4 Retrieval System Evaluation
In chapters 5 and 6, a database of 300 architectural floor plans was analyzed and represented
as a symbol index. Evaluating the performance of the retrieval system is naturally done
on the same database. The input to the retrieval system is a query and the symbol index.
The system displays the retrieved regions within images of the database as output.
Standard recall and precision measure are used for query retrieval evaluation. Different
queries from the symbol models of the database are tested. The on-line retrieval is carried
out as described in Section 7.3. Table 7.1 shows the query retrieval results. The queries that
have 100% recall and precision (“bed” and “sofa”) come from clusters that are correctly
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formed. Other queries (“door” and “sink”) come from clusters that have 100% recall, but
they contain extra different symbols, however, because those queries are composed of more
than one part, the retrieved false positives were eliminated during the spatial verification
step.
Table 7.1: Results of the retrieval system on 300 images of architectural drawings using
different queries. “Query parts” is the # of resulting parts after processing the query by the
grouping method. “Symbol instances” is the ground truth # of occurrences of a symbol in all
the images.
Query
Query
parts
Symbol
instances
Retrieval
recall precision
1 600 100% 100%
1 290 100% 100%
2 486 90.7% 91.6%
2 300 100% 100%
3 1000 90% 100%
The retrieval performance is naturally affected by the clustering performance in terms of
both the recall and precision. If a part was misplaced in a different cluster, or one cluster
got split into two or more clusters, then all the parts that were misplaced will not be
retrieved (recall). At the same time, the cluster in which non-similar symbols are placed,
will cause the retrieval of false positives (precision). Usually the retrieval recall rate can be
improved by using soft clustering, where a symbol part can be assigned to more than one
cluster.
Compared to the spotting approaches [40] and [41] that use subsets of the same database,
our retrieval results are significantly higher and on a much larger subset of the database.
This shows the effectiveness of the used techniques for dealing with technical line drawings.
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7.5 Discussion
This chapter has presented a symbol retrieval system that is both efficient and highly
accurate. The efficiency and the accuracy both come from using a compact and accurate
representation of a database of line drawings. This representation is the “symbol index”
discussed in the previous chapter. This chapter focused on the on-line stage of the retrieval
system.
The on-line stage of the system follows a standard scheme for query retrieval as other
content-based image retrieval systems. The query parts are identified and then matched to
the words of the visual vocabulary (the clusters’ representatives). The matching clusters
are retrieved and a final spatial verification step is performed on the matching parts.
Geometric matching is used for matching the query parts with the representatives of the
clusters. As shown in Chapters 3 and 6, this matching works well for comparing shapes
under similarity transformations. As in the clustering method, the geometric matching
works on the line segments representation of the query, no descriptors are computed on
the query or the clusters’ representatives. As for the spatial verification, a simple and
efficient algorithm is chosen to verify that the parts that match the query parts lie in the
same region. The spatial layout (geometrical consistency of the corresponding parts) is not
checked. The adopted simple verification algorithm is mainly intended for the purpose of
having a complete working retrieval system.
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 have presented a complete symbol retrieval system from technical line
drawings. The performance of each step in this retrieval system is evaluated separately.
The importance of such intermediate step evaluation is to know the sources of problems in
a retrieval system. How much information is lost after each step. This helps identify the
problems and solve them. The state-of-the-art retrieval systems usually evaluate only the
final query retrieval performance, which does not help determining the causes of perfor-
mance rising or dropping. Another reason for doing such evaluation, is that the different
steps of a retrieval system may be useful on their own for other purposes. For example, us-
ing an ROI-finding method as a segmentation method. By examining the stages of retrieval
systems (the state-of-the-art systems and the one presented in this chapter), it is argued
that the ROI-finding step is the most important step. If the ROIs are found consistently
and accurately such that they correspond to symbols, then the later steps of clustering and
retrieval become easier to develop and yield better performance.
The steps of the on-line stage of the retrieval system can be improved in many ways. For
example, a more efficient scheme can be developed for matching the query parts with the
clusters’ representatives. The representatives can be further clustered and divided into
groups of similar symbols, such that the number of the resulting groups is smaller than
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the number of the representatives. Then the query can be matched to the new fewer
representatives and then matched only to the members inside the matching representative.
This resembles a tree or a hierarchical representation of the clusters’ representatives, and
the purpose of such representations is to perform fewer matching operations. To improve
the speed of query matching, low dimensional feature descriptors can be used to describe
the query and the clusters’ representatives, and fast nearest neighbor approaches can be
used to find the matching clusters. Another possible improvement is to make the spatial
verification step verify the spatial layout of the query part. There exist many methods in
the literature for implementing this step efficiently.
The methods presented in Chapters 5, 6 and this chapter, are important steps along the
way to provide means of indexing and retrieval of heterogeneous collections of line drawings
without knowledge about the domain of the drawings. Focused symbol retrieval with such
a precise localization of the queried symbols can also serve as means for the automatic
interpretation of technical drawings.

Chapter 8
Conclusions
This dissertation has made a number of contributions towards the goal of fully automatic
interpretation and mining of technical line drawings. Key contributions are: the use of
branch-and-bound geometric matching algorithms, the use of statistical grouping algo-
rithms, and the automatic creation of symbol indexes. Let us discuss these points in more
detail.
The symbol recognition method presented in this dissertation performs recognition in con-
text. Hence, the same method can be used for isolated symbol recognition as well as
symbol spotting. The method uses the branch-and-bound geometric matching algorithm
developed by Breuel in [48] as a recognition module. The use of geometric matching in
a symbol recognition/spotting method has many advantages over other spotting methods.
First, it deals well with large amounts of clutter. Second, it allows the use of different
feature types such as pixels or line segments, and makes the recognition robust to partial or
missing features. Third, it results in precise localization of the recognized symbols. Forth,
it allows incorporation of contextual information such as feature weights and neighboring
features directly into the matching. Finally, the geometric matching can be applied to all
kinds of line drawings.
Based on the performance of the symbol recognition/spotting method presented in this
dissertation, it can be concluded that using geometric matching with shape features is
effective for recognition in line drawings in the presence of large amounts of contextual
clutter. Additionally, the experiments show that dealing with noise at the preprocessing
phase is probably better than dealing with it at the matching phase.
Such a geometric matching approach seems very suitable in dealing with textureless line
drawings (whether simple shapes like isolated symbols or complicated shapes such as com-
plete technical drawings). Being mainly composed of lines, the Line drawings can be easily
vectorized and represented as geometric primitive features. The use of geometric matching
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approaches seems more effective for matching line patterns than the use of photometric
feature descriptors with nearest neighbor approaches.
This dissertation also explored the use of machine learning techniques to improve the perfor-
mance of symbol spotting. The idea of using geometric matching to automatically generate
training data made the machine learning techniques applicable to spotting problems.
This dissertation has also presented methods for content analysis of technical line drawings.
Content analysis is useful for content-based search in the line drawings. A key task in
content analysis is to find regions of interest (ROIs) that represent symbols or parts of
symbols. An ROI-finding method has been developed to accomplish this task. The method
is based on statistically justified feature grouping, which shows high ability to capture the
contents of line drawings consistently and accurately. A key advantage of this method is
that, its found ROIs are meaningful parts of symbols up to complete symbols. The method
can be used as a segmentation method for segmenting symbols from the background. The
ROI-finding method is also useful for symbol spotting. Although the geometric matching-
based spotting system discussed earlier does not require prior segmentation, it can benefit
from segmentation information for getting improved accuracy and speed.
Another key task in content analysis is to build a compact representation of a database of
line drawings. Such representation can be used for efficient large scale symbol retrieval. A
symbol clustering method has been developed to accomplish this task. The use of geometric
matching as a similarity measure in the clustering method results in the formation of
highly accurate clusters. The clustering method is used as a basis for building a symbol
index whose key entries are the clusters’ representatives. The symbol index is a compact
representation of the database.
Finally, an efficient symbol retrieval system has been presented in this dissertation. The
system follows the successful bag of visual words (BoVW) model that is widely used in
content-based image retrieval systems. In the symbol retrieval system, the symbol index
is used as the outcome of the off-line analysis stage. In the on-line stage, the ROIs of a
query symbol are found, then matched to the key entries of the symbol index via geomet-
ric matching. As a final step, spatial verification is performed on the retrieved parts to
eliminate false matches. Following the BoVW model for retrieval of line drawings is made
practical through the use of the content analysis methods described above. Those methods
(the ROI-finding, geometric matching-based clustering) are suitable for images of texture-
less nature such as technical line drawings. The performance of the symbol retrieval system
shows the effectiveness of these methods for the domain of architectural line drawings.
Overall, these contributions are major advancements in the research of graphics recognition.
The hope is that, such contributions provide the basis for the development of reliable and
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accurate performing applications for browsing, querying or classification of line drawings
for the benefit of end users.
Future Work
There are many directions to proceed in the work presented in this dissertation. In terms
of algorithmic improvements, each method presented in this dissertation can be improved.
One possible improvement is developing more efficient variants of the geometric matching
algorithm while keeping the high performance in recognition and spotting. Preprocessing
and feature extraction algorithms can be enhanced to be more robust to noise and degra-
dation. As for the ROI-finding method, combinations of non-accidental properties can be
used as basis for feature grouping. This helps in dealing with other types of line drawings
that have symbols that consist mostly of non-convex parts. The symbol clustering method
can be improved to form better clusters through the use of soft clustering.
More databases of different types of line drawings can be collected for more reliable perfor-
mance evaluations. Larger symbol libraries can be used to help improve the scalability of
the symbol recognition, spotting and retrieval methods.
In terms of applications, user friendly systems can be developed for different purposes:
rebuilding the high-level design from an engineering drawing, recognizing cities, roads,
rivers and regions on a map, converting a scanned electrical diagram into an electrical
CAD system, etc.
The interpretation of hand-drawn or sketched line drawings can be of interest to the users.
The research in the area of sketched drawings is still new, and there have not been many
advances in satisfying the users needs in this area. Developing methods to deal with hand-
drawn drawings may be worthwhile in the future.
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